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© 2019 The Kingston Greek History Project, and all narrators included in this 
project. 

All rights reserved. We intend no copyright infringements with our material, and intend 
only to have a great store of archives for PERSONAL USE and PRIVATE STUDY – never 
commercial use.  

This text was created by the Kingston Greek History Project (KGHP) during its 
2018-2019 phase of the project. All archival content has been provided by our 
narrators and, along with added historical research, has been formed into this 
Story of Our Community by Angeline Antonakos Boswell, our KGHP Researcher 
for 2018-2019. Please visit our website to see the full multimedia version of this 
text, our full archive collection, and more. 

Credit for collecting this archival information, and for doing an incredible amount of 
research through his dedication to the KGHP, goes out to George Katinas, our Project 
Lead. The 20 original interviews and their complimentary archives were collected by 
George, along with contributions from Paula Antonakos-Boswell. Beyond the original 20 
interviews, George also contributed a depth of research into the early Greeks in Kingston, 
mapping out a chronology of Greek settlement in Kingston that provided an essential 
framework for our subsequent research. 

We also want to thank Paula Antonakos-Boswell for her ongoing organizational efforts 
and grant requests on behalf of the community, without which none of this would be 
possible. Beyond the first phase of the KGHP, all subsequent archival information and 
interviews after the original 20 were collected and sorted by our Researcher, Angeline 
Antonakos Boswell. Thanks goes out to Athina Peidou for her work translating and to 
Yiannis Pantis for his technical support. 
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ABOUT US 

The Kingston Greek History Project is an effort of the Greek Community of Kingston to 
collect the stories of its members, and to preserve both our present and our past for years 
to come. We are passionate about displaying our community’s rich history to the broader 
public as well as to future generations; and we are excited to be compiling a digital archive 
of interviews, photos, and documents so that they may be preserved even longer. 

We were grateful to have received a grant for the second phase of our project by the City 
of Kingston Heritage Fund Project Grant, allowing us to expand our outreach and our 
archives even further in 2018-2019. Our work from this phase – composed of our 
interviews, archival research, and more – is now displayed on both  
this website and is hosted on Queens’ STONES Walking Tour Website 
(http://www.stoneskingston.ca/greek-history). The website serves as a platform for us to 
pinpoint locations on a map which are important to Kingston’s Greek history, and to 
explore the themes and stories surrounding each location through the mediums of text, 
audio, and visual (documents and photos). We were excited to have Angeline Antonakos 
Boswell working on this phase of the project as our Researcher. The project is led by 
George Katinas and Paula Antonakos-Boswell. 
 

OUR HISTORY 

This inaugural phase of the project was funded by a City of Kingston Heritage Fund 
Project Grant 2016-2017, whereby $11,500 was awarded to the Kingston Greek 
Community. On March 19th Father Demetre made an announcement about the launch of 
the Kingston Greek History project (KGHP). Later the same day, George Katinas and 
Paula Antonakos also spoke briefly about the project. Kingston Greek History Project 
involves the collection of stories from members of our community in order to create a 
record of the lives of Greek Canadians in Kingston. The stories of the members of our 
community were recorded during one to one Oral History interviews. Photos and 
documents were scanned and collected, and all archival information was donated to 
Queen’s University Archives and Kingston Frontenac Public Library. We made a large 
contribution, including over 200 photos and interviews with 20 community members! This 
inaugural phase was continued into the second phase (2018-2019), which lead us to the 
completion of the Story of Our Community, the acquiring of even more photo, audio, and 
video archives, and the hosting of our history on STONES. 
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THE STORY OF OUR COMMUNITY 

This is a multi-media tour, including photos, videos, maps, and audio clips, although this 
written collection will only hold the photos and text. For the full multi-media tour, please 
visit our website at kingstongreekhistoryproject.com. This is by no means meant to 
present a full picture of our community’s history. We were able to include the perspectives 
and stories of 26 narrators from the community in this project, and we know many stories 
have yet to be heard. 

The following themes have been written according to data acquired from interviews with 
our narrators, archives provided by our narrators, external references, and other archival 
data such as local newspapers. Much of this history is based on the memories of our 
community members, and while we have tried our best to double-check and cross-
reference information for factual accuracy, it cannot be entirely guaranteed. The history 
of our community in Kingston, as written here, spans from the 1910’s until the present 
day. In this book, and in its online counterpart, you will find within each thematic section 
its accompanying map location, audio clips, photographs, and descriptive text, meant to 
illustrate our community’s history in an engaging way. 

Funding for this project was graciously provided by the Kingston Heritage Fund Project 
Grant. This project was completed for collaboration with Queen’s University Archives, 
where our archives are stored and our story is displayed on their STONES website. The 
Kingston Greek History Project is comprised of George Katinas, Paula Antonakos 
Boswell, and Angeline Antonakos Boswell, all three of whom have dedicated themselves 
to acquiring the data for this project 

 

THEMES: 
Introduction 

Immigration Pre-WWII 
Immigration Post-WWII 
Work and Businesses 

The Greek Orthodox Church 
The Church as the Center of the Community 

Greek Culture Upkeep Among Greek Canadians 
Folklore 

Weddings, Ceremonies, and our Pre-Church History 
Greekhood and the Future of Hellenism 

Community Organization 
Life Stories 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Greeks have been in Kingston since the turn of the 20th century. The first Greeks in 
Kingston consisted of a few close-knit families who held gatherings for holidays and other 
special occasions, attending church services at St. George’s Cathedral. The Greeks in 
Kingston would not have their own church, nor receive their charter to become an 
official Greek Community, until the 1960s. Many were business owners, dominating 
Kingston’s Princess Street with Greek-owned restaurants, candy shops, and ice cream 
parlors throughout the 1920s and 30s. Many were involved in the Hellenic organizations 
of AHEPA and the Daughters of Penelope. 
 
The end of World War II and the end of Greece’s Civil War, accompanied by Canada’s 
more liberal immigration policies at the time, brought about Canada’s largest wave of 
Greek immigration in the 1950s-1960s. Kingston saw a large increase in the population 
of Greeks at this time. With their famous entrepreneurial spirit, many also went on to own 
businesses – as the typical Greek-Canadian immigration tale goes, many arrived with 
“nothing in their pocket” and worked their way up to success through hard work and 
dedication. 

Along with the increase in Kingston’s Greek population came its demand for an official 
community and a church. It was in 1961 that a group of dedicated Greeks in Kingston – 
including, among others, George Speal, Chris Zakos, Frank Karis, Chris Nikas, and Louis 
Leos – approached the Bishop in Toronto with a request to organize themselves under 
their own community charter. That year, the Archbishop Athenagoras visited Kingston to 
help the Greeks establish their community. Our own church was established in 1963. It 
had been an old Baptist Church, which the community worked hard to renovate until it 
was transformed into an Orthodox church. Our church is titled “Koimisis Tis 
Theotokou Greek Orthodox Church”, and is located at 121 Johnson Street. 
 
Since its establishment, it has hosted Greek School, Sunday School, many weddings, 
baptisms, holidays, and special occasions, services every Sunday, Greek dance classes, 
Philoptohos meetings, GOYA (Greek Orthodox Youth Association) meetings, and 
even Folklore (an important cultural event in Kingston during the 1970s- 
1990s). Now, our community is comprised of more than 300 families. 
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This walking tour of our community looks at the following themes: Immigration Pre-
WWII, Immigration Post-WWII, Work and Businesses of Greeks in Kingston 
throughout time, The Greek Orthodox Church, The Church as the Center of the 
Community (including information on the purchasing and establishment of our church 
and community), Greek Culture Upkeep Among Greek Canadians (including 
information about Kingston’s Greek School, Sunday School, and other vehicles for Greek 
culture), Folklore, Weddings, Ceremonies, and our Pre-Church History (including the 
use of St. George’s Cathedral in the days before we had a church),  Greekhood and the 
Future of Hellenism (exploring what it means to maintain Greekhood, and exploring 
fears around its changing future), Community Organization (including information on 
Philoptohos, AHEPA, Church Council, and Daughters of Penelope, all important 
organizing bodies within the community), and Life Stories (including family and narrator 
summaries, and the immigration experience of some women as wives or domestic 
workers). 

 

OUR NARRATORS 
 
We collected interviews and archives from the following 26 Greek Community members 
for this project: Afro Ioannidis; Andreas and Cleo Frantzeskos; Fr. Matthew and Catherine 
Penney; Fr. Chrysostomos Achilleos; Fil Menikefs; George Katinas; Paula Antonakos-
Boswell; Glykeria Martou; John Karkoulis; Maria Triada Karkoulis; Manos Tryfonopoulos; 
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Margaret Zakos; Peggy Geracimo; Maria Karis Brousalis; Mike Kanellos; Olga 
Xenodohidou; Peter Fountas; Spiro and Maureen Sakell; Chris Nikas; Toula Leos; 
Pandelis and Voula Bettas; and Voula Stathopoulos (not all of whom are photographed 
below). 
 

 

 

 

 

 
  

https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/family-archives/toula-and-louis-wedding-3/
https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/family-archives/photo-of-narrator/
https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/family-archives/john-karkoulis-%ce%b3%ce%b9%ce%b1%ce%bd%ce%bd%ce%b7%cf%82-%ce%ba%ce%b1%cf%81%ce%ba%ce%bf%cf%85%ce%bb%ce%b9%cf%82/
https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/family-archives/img_20171219_0009/
https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/family-archives/peter-when-he-ran-for-alderman/
https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/family-archives/olga-xenodohidou-1-2017-2/
https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/family-archives/paula-antonakos-recent-photo-of-narrator/
https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/family-archives/fil-and-his-wife-maria-at-the-time-of-the-interview/
https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/interview-audio-archives/images/
https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/family-archives/fr_matthew_and_presv_catherine_penney/
https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/family-archives/andreas-and-cleo-frantzeskos/
https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/interview-audio-archives/46205600_1004347566435207_1773369529544474624_n/
https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/family-archives/father-c-presvytera-dina-and-their-children-maria-and-joanna/
https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/family-archives/p-betas-and-v-betas-at-the-time-of-the-interview/
https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/family-archives/voula-at-the-time-of-the-interview/
https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/family-archives/maria-karis/
https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/family-archives/photo-of-the-zakos-cousins-margaret-on-the-right2017/
https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/family-archives/photo-of-spiro-and-his-wife-maureen-during-the-kghp-interview/
https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/the-story-of-our-community/manos-tryfonopoulos/
https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/the-story-of-our-community/kwpr5004408/
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IMMIGRATION PRE-WWII 
 

Immigration to our Greek community was experienced in two waves. Very few Greeks 
had immigrated to Canada before World War II. There was no official Greek community 
established here at the time, and there wouldn’t be for many years, but the existing Greek 
families remained close-knit. As the “Greeks of Kingston” section in the 1992 Kingston 
Folklore Pamphlet, written by an active long-time member of our Greek community 
(Murva Nikas), states: 
 

“The first recorded Greek immigrant to arrive in Kingston was a man by the name of 
Agiorgitis who came here shortly after the turn of the century. Until the Second World 

War, there were only a few Greeks who followed his arrival. They were the Sakell, 
Karis, and Playanokos brothers along with James D. Zakos and James Callas, followed 

by Nicholas Speal, George Palavos and George Athanos, Peter Karis and Paul 
Pezoulas.”  

 
For this project, we had a chance to speak with members of the Zakos, Karis, and Sakell 
families. In many instances, the early Greek families in Kingston became related through 
marriage. The photo below shows a family gathering of the Sakells and Zakos’s, since 
Crysanthy (née Zakos) married Andrew Sakell. The Sakell and Karis families were also 
cousins. 
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The second, and largest, wave of immigration to Kingston occurred after World War II. 
There were little to no opportunities for immigration to Canada between the beginning of 
WWI and the end of WWII. This post-WWII wave was significant, and prompted the 
establishment of the Greek Orthodox Church in Kingston as well as other cultural 
institutions, such as Greek School, Folklore, and more. Before WWII, it was AHEPA and 
the Daughters of Penelope, rather than an official Greek Community, that provided 
Greek-Kingstonians with a connection to their Hellenic roots. The early Greeks in 
Kingston would have attended St. George’s Cathedral for their church services. 

One can only imagine the disorienting effects and psychological stress being among the 
first immigrants from your home country to a new, foreign land would have entailed. 
There was no Greek community established in Kingston at the time – something later 
Greek immigrants could have used as a cultural safety net, even branching out into the 
broader society through connections within the Community. Kingston’s first Greeks 
arrived without knowing the language and without having any cultural or religious 
connections here. When looking at immigration patterns, we can see that Greeks 
tended to immigrate to where there were already Greek communities established. Thus, 
it is the early Greeks in Kingston who paved the way for others to come overseas – 
often times directly sponsoring the immigration of friends and family. It is to their 
strength, resilience, and often their entrepreneurial spirit, that we owe the establishment 
of our Greek community. 

ABOUT GREEK IMMIGRATION TO CANADA 
 

“The 20th century was not kind to the country of Greece. Marred by civil wars, world 
wars and economic depression, many Greeks, tired of economic instability and political 
fighting, left the land of their birth to find better promises in other countries. In Canada, 

the numbers tell the story. At the beginning of the 20th century, only 39 persons in 
Canada claimed to be Greek. By the end of the century, 203, 345 Greek Canadians 
were living in Canada. The vast majority of these people arrived in Canada between 

1911-1929 and between 1946-1981.” (Century Man: The Father Salamis Story) 
 

Greek emigration began with those fleeing Greece during the “revolution against the 
Ottoman Turks in 1828” (Kaketsis 2000, 27). After the War of Independence, when 
Greece was liberated from Ottoman rule, very few emigrated. It was not until the turn of 
the century that Greeks began emigrating again – largely to North America – due to “the 
poor living conditions and crop failures in their homeland” (27). The situation for Greeks 
trying to immigrate to Canada was difficult at first: Canadian immigration policies did not 
prefer Greeks, nor immigrants from Southern Europe in general (28). Thus, in order to fit 
in, early Greek immigrants often “denounced their Greekness”, by hiding their cultures or 
anglicizing their names (ibid). 
 
The United States saw Greek immigration reach its borders much earlier than Canada 
did. In the 1880s, cheap manual labor was needed in the US and “convenient immigration 
legislation encouraged that migration” (Alexiou 2013). The Greeks contributed to what 
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was called the Great Migration to the US, albeit only at the tail end of it (ibid.), whereas 
we see no significant numbers of Greeks immigrating to Canada until the turn of the 
century. 
 
Below is the passenger description of Andrew Sakell, an early Greek in Kingston who first 
traveled to Chicago by ship, through Elis Island, before ending up in Kingston in the early 
20th century. 

 

In the 1911 census, there were 3650 Greeks in Canada. Most were living in Montreal, 
Quebec City, Toronto, Halifax, Edmonton, and Winnipeg. Many were successful 
businessmen, “running their own stores, hotels, bakeries and restaurants” (Libraries and 
Archives Canada). By 1931 there were around 9400 Greeks settled in Canada (Kaketsis 
2000, 28). Greeks have always held onto their identity strongly; and most immigrants to 
Canada did not intend to stay here, but rather intended to work and save money, intent 
on eventually moving back to Greece. Often Greek immigrants would send money back 
home to their families in Greece. As Kaketsis puts it: “with this attachment to the 
motherland, their Hellenic identity was strengthened by immigration, rather than 
abandoned” (2000, 28). 
 
Over the years, Greek immigration to Canada steadily increased. Pier 21 Records show 
that Greece was #20 in “country of immigrant origin” in 1928-1939, with 2492 people 
immigrating to Canada from Greece during those years. Between 1940-1949, Greece 
became #18, with 2226 new immigrants. 

By 1951, there were nearly 14 000 Greek immigrants in Canada. Around this time, 
Canada’s immigration policies became less strict (Kaketsis 2000, 30). At the same time, 
we see the end of World War II and the end of Greece’s Civil War, significantly increasing 
the opportunities for Greeks to emigrate. The greatest influx of Greek immigration to 
Canada occurred after World War II. Since 1971, the rate of Greek immigration has been 
declining (Kaketsis 2000, 31). 
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GREEK IMMIGRATION TO CANADA PRE-WWII 
 
Greek immigration to Canada was not encouraged during the first half of the 20th century 
(Century Man: The Father Salamis Story). Unfortunately, immigration policies categorized 
between “desirable” and “undesirable” groups of immigrants, of which Greeks formed part 
of the latter. The majority of Greek immigrants during the first half of the 20th century were 
neither “skilled” nor “educated”, and often spoke neither official language. These Greeks 
who had, for the most part, been farmers back home sought new opportunities in urban 
spaces, gravitating towards Montreal, Toronto, and (to a lesser degree) Vancouver (ibid). 
 
“Within these cities, Greek communities formed, usually in older parts of the city where 
rents were cheaper. Often, several families would live together in one house, sharing 
expenses until they became established and could afford their own homes” (Century 

Man: The Father Salamis Story). 
 

The following documents show George Karis (an early Greek in Kingston)’s naturalization 
papers, migration papers from Greece, and his Canadian Citizenship certificate. 

 

 

 

https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/immigration-pre-wwii/george-karis-canadian-citizenship/
https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/immigration-pre-wwii/george-karis-migration-document-from-greece/
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In looking at the history of Canadian immigration policies, we can see how difficult the 
situation for Greek immigrants must have been due to discrimination and immigration 
regulations. To give a backdrop of immigration policies in Canada at the time, it is 
important to situate the Greek immigrant experience within a timeline, with the 
following  facts taken from the Canadian Council for Refugees’s A Hundred Years of 
Immigration to Canada timeline (http://ccrweb.ca/en/hundred-years-immigration-canada-
1900-1999). 

https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/immigration-pre-wwii/george-karis-naturalization-paper/
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 In 1901, only 12.7% of the Canadian population was comprised of immigrants. 
Immigration to cities was heavily restricted, as an emphasis was placed on populating 
the Western prairies. 

 In 1906, an immigration act was passed, which “enable[d] the department of immigration 
to deal with undesirable immigrants”. 

 This took form in 1910’s prohibitions to “any race deemed unsuited to the climate or 
requirements of Canada, or of immigrants of any specified class, occupation, or 
character”. 

 In 1911, 22% of Canada’s population was comprised of immigrants, but immigration 
became very limited during the first World War. 

 The Great Depression brought a severe limit to Canadian immigration as well. In the 
1930s, immigration was restricted to American citizens and British subjects, and 
“agriculturalists with economic means”. There was also a widespread “deportation of the 
unemployed”. 

 In 1934, 94% of naturalization applications were denied. 
 The drop in immigration during this time was so severe that in 1941, only 17.5% of the 

population was comprised of immigrants (a big drop from 22%); and in 1942 immigration 
had reached its lowest point of the century. 
 

The following immigration document is from the Zakos family. It depicts the Canadian 
government’s approval of James Zakos (who had already immigrated to Kingston in 
1914)’s attempt to bring his wife and children over to Canada with him. It is stamped with 
the date April 18, 1925. It was common for Greek immigrant men to first establish 
themselves in the new country before sponsoring their family to join them. James was 
successful in bringing his family over as this was right before the cut-off of immigration in 
the 1930s. 
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“With the passage of order-in-council PC 695 on 21 March 1931, the government of 
Prime Minister R.B. Bennett implemented the tightest immigration admissions policy in 
Canadian history. Further restrictions were deemed necessary after the onset of the 
Great Depression in order to combat soaring unemployment and further economic 
decline. With the measures introduced in 1931, Canada effectively closed its 

doors to the rest of the world. Throughout the economic turmoil of the Great 
Depression and the racial oppression of the Second World War, Canada remained 

committed to this policy of exclusion.” (Pier 21 Records,  
https://pier21.ca/research/immigration-history/order-in-council-pc-1931-695-1931)  

 
Greek communities saw virtually no new immigrants between the beginning of the Great 
Depression and the end of World War Two. In Kingston, as in many Greek Canadian 
communities, we see two waves of immigration: one at the very start of the 20th 
century, and one beginning around the 1950s, continuing into the 1970s. This 
second wave of immigration, titled “Post-WWII immigration” in this walking tour, was by 
far the largest. 
 
For Greeks immigrating to Canada during the first half of the 20th century, it was not “a 
completely happy event” (Chimbos 1980, 24).  Prejudice and discrimination was 
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abundant, and the immigration to a new land with new customs and a new language was 
disorienting. Since these early Greek immigrants arrived to Canada without any already-
existing Greek communities – often being the ones to pave the way for future community 
establishments – they were largely isolated, far from their families, church, peers, and 
cultural institutions. Greek immigrants in the early 20th century were almost always 
young, single men seeking a better life for themselves and for their future families. Often 
they would sponsor others, including wives they would return to Greece to find and marry. 
With the growth of Greek–Canadian families in the early 20th century, as opposed to only 
single working men, we see families becoming “the center of social activities for Greek 
Canadians” (Chimbos 1980, 26). 
 
In the process of chain migration, Greeks tended to gravitate towards where Greeks had 
already established themselves, and eventually we see the resulting clusters of Greeks 
in urban spaces. In our own example of Kingston, the larger wave of immigration after the 
1950s led to an increase in the population of Greeks. We see a transition around this time 
of Greeks wanting to supplement these informal, family-bound methods of socialization 
with organized, formal community organization. 
 

 

THE EARLY GREEKS IN KINGSTON 
 
One of the earliest Greek families to immigrate to Canada was the Zakos family. James 
Zakos came to Kingston in 1914; before then, he had lived in Chicago from 1887 to 1895. 
He then returned to Greece and married Helen. James and Helen’s grandchildren, 
Margaret Zakos and Peggy Geracimo, tell the story of their grandparents. 
 
In 1914, when James moved to Kingston, he opened the Olympia Fruit and Vegetable 
Market. He brought his older children to Canada shortly after that, and later he brought 
his entire family over from Greece, including his wife, in 1925. James and Helen Zakos 
opened a series of other successful businesses afterwards. 
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The first photo below depicts the children of James and Helen in 1910. The second 
photo depicts James (left) and Helen (right) in Kingston during their senior years. 

 

 

The village James came from was called Stadion. Peggy found his house in Greece the 
first time she went, and her grandfather’s initials were signed in the marble of the house. 
Her cousin was living in the house at the time, and he told her to go visit the church and 
see what her grandfather had done for the church over the years. Peggy saw all the 
donations that James had given to the church in Stadion. People in their village still 
remember the Zakos family. They called Margaret and Peggy the “Zakitsas” when they 
arrived there, and Margaret couldn’t believe they still remembered them. They were a 
well-known family. 

https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/family-archives/zakos-children-1910/
https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/family-archives/photo-including-james-zakos-l-and-helen-zakos-r/
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The Zakos house in Stadion, Greece 

 

James had been a merchant in Greece. He had also been working on a farm to make 
food for the family. His passport described him as a merchant, and Margaret and Peggy 
are not sure if he could have immigrated at the time if he did not have experience as a 
merchant. At the time, immigration laws in Canada were more strict and favored those 
who could show they would contribute financially to Canadian society. 

James’s sister, Nikolitsa, lived in Chicago. They assumed James lived with her for the 8 
years he lived in America. James had worked in Chicago until he raised enough money, 
then he moved back to Greece. In Greece, he had 10 children; they eventually all went 
to school in Canada. Margaret’s father went to Central Public School, even though he 
was older. It was difficult for him to be in that situation, as he said he was 10 years old 
and in kindergarten. They did this in order to learn the English language, since education 
was important to James and Helen. James wanted his children to speak English fluently. 
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James and Helen lived at 297 Division street. When the Zakos children grew older, the 
ones remaining in Kingston “all lived within blocks of each other”. Kingston was small 
back then, and “Palace Road was the end of Kingston”. The Zakos family remained very 
close. The Sakells, another early Greek family in Kingston and a family connected to the 
Zakos’s through marriage, would often join them. The Zakos’s were a big group, and “all 
the cousins were together all the time”; Margaret and Peggy recall that it felt like they 
were all one big family. 

 
The Zakos’s fruit and vegetable market 

 

James and Helen were very close to their grandchildren, and they all had a great respect 
for their grandparents. James and Helen would babysit them when there was a need, and 
the roles reversed as they got older: eventually, “the grandchildren took care of the 
grandparents.” Peggy lived in the same house as James and Helen for a while. Peggy’s 
father was the youngest and the last to get married, so he lived with his parents and 
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brought his wife into his home. Later, when his parents grew old, the family took care of 
them. Peggy felt this was a unique situation for Canadian families, but not for Greek 
families. “That’s just the way it was”, she says, and she felt it was a richer environment to 
grow up in, having the extended family all under one roof. 

The Sakell family was another one of the earliest Greek families to Kingston. Spiro 
Sakell, a narrator for this project, was born in Kingston to Greek parents named Andrew 
and Crysanthy. Andrew Sakell had immigrated from Greece when he was 16 years old, 
first going through Ellis Island, and ending up in Chicago. He had brothers already living 
in Kingston who eventually convinced Andrew to come join them. Once Andrew made the 
trek through the United States to Kingston, he never went back. Eventually he returned 
to Greece to marry, and brought Crysanthy with him to Kingston after two years. We will 
hear much more about the Sakell family during the section of this walking tour focused 
on Work and Businesses, since Andrew and his brothers had many entrepreneurial 
pursuits, operating restaurants and ice cream parlors along Princess Street. 
 

Andrew Sakell (Standing, Left) with his brothers George Sakell (standing right), Greg (seated 

left) and Tom Sakell (seated right). 
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The Karis family was another one of the earliest Greek families in Kingston. The Karis 
family and the Sakell family were first cousins with each other, and the Sakells were 
related to the Zakos’s through marriage. These early Greek families were close-knit. 
Maria Karis Brousalis, a narrator for this project, remembers that the children from these 
families “grew up like siblings”. When Maria was growing up, she remembered the four 
Greek families at the time: the Sakells, the Georgious, the Karis’s, and the Zakos’s. 
 
 

 
A photograph of Peter Karis 

 

Peter Karis, Maria’s great-uncle, born in 1885, immigrated to Canada in 1906. He was 
the first of the Karis family to do so. 

Peter’s brother, Konstantinos, had seven children; a number of them eventually 
immigrated to Kingston to join their uncle Peter while others remained in Greece. Bill 
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(Vasilios) Karis was the first out of Kostantinos’s children to immigrate. He came to 
Canada in 1912, followed by Frank Karis (Maria’s father, born in 1901) in 1914, being 
only 13 years old at the time. World War 1 broke out as he was passing England on his 
way to Canada! Eventually, Thomas Karis immigrated to Kingston in 1917 as well. 

Kostantinos also eventually immigrated to Kingston, with his wife remaining in Greece. 
He left Greece to work in Canada and sent money to the family that remained in his village 
of Xylokastro. He intended that they would all move to Canada eventually, but his wife 
did not want to. His son, and two daughters, stayed in Greece with their mother. 
Kostantinos went back to Xylokastro and visited once, but otherwise was “always living 
alone”. 

The Karis brothers, together with their uncle Peter, became involved in the ice cream 
business. They owned restaurants, ice cream parlors, and an ice cream manufacturing 
facility. Because the Karis family was cousins with the Sakell Family, when the families 
first came to Canada, they lived together. According to 1911 Canada census, Peter Karis 
and the Sakell brothers (Andrew, George, John, Thomas) lived at 208 Princess St. Later 
the families were also connected through business partnerships in the ice cream parlor 
business. 

 
Frank Karis, who always loved music. 
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Frank Karis married Anastasia (Tessie) Kontogiorgos-Karis, a Greek-Canadian from 
Ingersoll. Together they had Dennis, Diane, and Maria (the narrator in our project). 
Frank’s education was at a Grade 6 level when he left Greece. He taught himself English. 
Maria remembers that he loved music. He used to play music all the time, and he loved 
reading; she doesn’t remember him without a book. There is a photo of him with a 
mandolin. He was also passionate about education. Her mother, Tessie, was born in 
Canada of Greek parents. Tessie was raised “very Greek”, and never heard a word of 
English until she started school. 

Tessie is described by her granddaughter (Maria’s daughter, Kristina) in the following 
quote: 

“Her full first name was Anastasia, but she was known as Tessie.  She was born in 
Brantford, Ontario in 1916 but was sent to school without speaking any English.  This 
must have been hard for her, especially in small-town Ontario… She actually wanted 
more than anything to become a teacher, but in her time and day she was not allowed 

to go to teachers’ college by her parents.  So, she got married instead… and raised 
three children who all became teachers… Also, as a married woman, she became a 

leader in the Greek Community in Kingston, Ontario – not only did she help the women 
in her Greek-Canadian community, but many of the Greek-Canadians currently in 

Kingston were allowed to stay in her house, rent free, for a few months until they got on 
their feet.  She and her husband helped them find jobs and places in the community.” 
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Tessie and Frank Karis’s wedding photo 

Maria did not feel that Greeks encountered a lot of “ethnic conflict”. Of course, there was 
still the difficulty of feeling different that the early Greek immigrants endured. Most Greeks 
at the time changed their names to be more anglicized and to fit in with the broader 
society. Her brother, Kostandinos, for example, became Dennis. She feels that the 
situation for those who are “ethnically different in Canada” has changed for the better. 
When Maria was young she felt that she couldn’t speak Greek when she was out of the 
home. Nowadays, however, “there are many ethnic groups and everyone feels proud.” 
The situation got even better when the Greek community was established. Beforehand, 
Maria felt that most people were not necessarily proud nor not proud to be Greek. Their 
Greekhood “was just there”. Now, she finds that people “embrace it more”. 
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IMMIGRATION POST-WWII 
 

The end of World War II and the end of Greece’s Civil War, accompanied by Canada’s 
more liberal immigration policies at the time, brought about Canada’s largest wave of 
Greek immigration in the 1950s-1960s. Kingston saw a large increase in the population 
of Greeks at this time. With their famous entrepreneurial spirit, many also went on to own 
businesses – as the typical Greek-Canadian immigration tale goes, many arrived with 
“nothing in their pocket” and worked their way up to success through hard work and 
dedication. 

This section will look at background information about this wave of immigration from 
Greece to Canada, and will look at the stories of our narrators included in this project who 
immigrated between the end of World War II to present day, told roughly in chronological 
order. We will look at the push and pull factors for their migration, and what the journey 
was like coming from Greece and arriving in Canada for the first time. 

 

THE LARGEST WAVE OF IMMIGRATION 
 
Greek immigration to Canada reached its peak in 1967 (Tastsoglou 1997, 123). During 
this time period between the end of World War II and the end of Greece’s subsequent 
Civil War (1946-1949), around one million Greeks had migrated from Greece, seeking 
economic and political stability in other countries – mainly in Western Europe, the United 
States, Australia, and Canada (Kassimi and Kasimis, 2004). 

During this time, Canada was adopting a more liberal immigration policy, whereas the 
doors for immigration to Canada had been virtually shut for many years since around the 
beginning of World War I. Now, Canadian immigration policies were even encouraging 
the sponsorship of friends and relatives to Canada (Chimbos 1980, 29). 

Most of the Greeks migrating during this time were from rural areas, and were mostly 
“uneducated” and “unskilled” (by their new host society’s regulatory standards). This had 
historically made immigration more difficult for Greek immigrants to Canada, such as the 
example we saw in this walking tour’s section on Immigration Pre-WWI, wherein James 
Zakos was able to immigrate to Canada only because he was a merchant, and thus able 
to contribute economically to Canadian society. Historically, immigration had been 
restricted to certain racial groups, with Southern Europeans historically being a less 
desirable population for immigration (Canadian Council for Refugees, A Hundred Years 
of Immigration to Canada). During the Post-WWII era, however, the regulations for 
immigration began to be based more heavily on skills rather than on country of origin, 
“although Europeans retained the right to sponsor a wider range of relatives than others” 
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(ibid). Greeks seeking to immigrate to Canada had some advantages navigating the new 
immigration regulations, due to the already-existing Greek communities in Canada who 
had settled here before WWI. Thus, due to Greek Canadian sponsorship of friends and 
relatives, as well as existing “employment schemes” for Greek Canadians, the Greeks 
had a relatively “easier entrance into Canada” (Library and Archives Canada). Over 100 
000 Greeks migrated to Canada during this post-WWII time period, which we measure as 
lasting up until 1971. 
 
During this time, the primarily-rural Greeks were gravitating towards urban communities 
in Canada. The search for a better life, including more financial and educational 
opportunities, was the primary motivator (Chimbos 1980, 35). The influx of Greeks 
migrating towards these urban centers resulted in the formation of clusters of Greek 
communities in many cities, as immigrants sought to be closer to relatives and fellow 
Greeks (ibid). Often, Greeks would cluster into the same employment niches – especially 
restaurants! – for the same reason. 
 
Greeks would have been attracted to the prospect of immigrating to Canada through, 
among many reasons, seeing the money sent home by friends or relatives who had done 
so before (Century Man: The Father Salamis Story). Many of the individuals interviewed 
for this project also heard stories about Canada from friends and relatives, influencing 
their decision about where to immigrate to once they had decided to leave Greece. The 
importance of existing Greek connections is also crucial in motivating immigration to 
certain areas. It is within this context that our own Greek community in Kingston received 
its largest wave of new members. 

 

STORIES FROM OUR COMMUNITY 
 
Toula Leos was born in 1930 at Stadio, Arcadia Greece. Her younger brother, Jimmy, 
had immigrated to Canada and Toula’s father asked her to move to Canada too in order 
to look after him. He was 15 when he came here, and Toula immigrated to Kingston in 
1953. The Zakos family invited Toula into their home. Eventually, Toula’s other brother, 
George, also came to Canada in 1955. Toula missed life in Greece at first, but things 
began getting better when she met other Greeks. In 1963 she married the late Louis 
Leos, and their wedding was the last Greek wedding hosted in St. George’s Cathedral 
before the Greek Church was bought in 1964. Both Toula and Louis were extremely active 
in the Greek Community throughout their lives. Together they owned businesses, such 
as the GJP Restaurant on Princess Street. 
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Louis and Toula Leos on their wedding day. 
 
 
 
Toula speaks English at an elementary level, and found the language barrier difficult. Her 
husband spoke a higher level of English, and he very much enjoyed being in Canada. 
They both felt that Canada provides a good quality of life, and Toula has no regrets about 
moving here. Toula found that Canadians were very polite when she first arrived, 
and were very welcoming to the Greeks. She and her husband did not feel 
uncomfortable about speaking Greek here. 
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Fil Menikefs (far left) in Gananoque with some other Greek Kingstonians, 
including the Karkoulis brothers. 

Fil Menikefs came to Kingston for educational pursuits in 1951, following his brother 
Leukos who came to Canada in 1948 to attend Queen’s. Fil’s father was a high 
commissioner of the British government in Cyprus. He was governor of the district of 
Pafos. When Leukos finished high school his father wanted to send him abroad for 
undergraduate studies, and he had a millionaire British friend who suggested Queen’s 
University. Fil was accepted for Engineering studies at Queen’s. When Fil arrived to 
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Kingston for the first time, the Greeks living in Kingston were the ones who had arrived 
before the war. There were 3-4 big families. 
 

At that time, there were no other Cypriots living in Kingston, apart from him and his 
brother, although more immigrated to Kingston later. The interactions between the Greeks 
who arrived before this wave of immigration and those who arrived afterwards was, 
according to Fil, positive. 

Fil’s first year in Kingston was very difficult. He ended up not attending school, choosing 
to work instead. Feeling despaired, since he was unhappy in Canada and was not even 
doing what he immigrated here to do, Fil wrote a letter to his father saying he wanted to 
return home. He came from a wealthy family in Greece where he had everything. His 
father advised him to give it some more time, and to tour around Canada. After some 
time, Fil met more people, saw more of Canada, and decided to stay. 

Mike Kanellos decided to move to Canada after World War II, since Canada allowed all 
those who had served as a soldier in Europe to immigrate here freely. Mike’s brother, 
Theodoros, and his family had moved to Kingston first, paving the way for Mike to come. 
When he moved to Kingston, he found work as a chef at RMC, among other jobs. 
 
The ship he took to come to Canada was called the “Volcania”. Beforehand, he took a 
ship called the “Dolphin” from Athens to Napoli (which refers to Naples in Italy). In Napoli, 
he waited a week for the Volcania to fill up with passengers – around 1500 people – until 
it could embark for Canada. When Mike travelled from Athens to Napoli, he met a father 
and daughter from Sparta. The daughter was about to move to Montreal, and the father 
asked Mike to look out for his daughter on the ship to Canada, as she was only 16 years 
old. He protected her like she was “his own daughter” until they both arrived in Halifax. 
When Mike arrived in Halifax, it was January 1st. It took three days to get from Halifax to 
Kingston by train. 
 
Maria Karis Brousalis‘s family – the Karis family, an early Greek family in Kingston 
– opened its doors to the newly-arrived Greek immigrants during this time, giving 
them a place to stay, helping them find employment, and more. “My mom would look 
after them,” she says. Since they were already well-established in Kingston, they sought 
to ease the transition into this new society for newly-arrived Greeks. Some other 
community members also helped out the new Greek immigrants during this time. The 
Karis family, Maria recalls, would even accompany these new Greeks to doctors’ 
appointments, since many came knowing no English. “A lot of people passed through our 
house,” she said. 
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A photo taken outside of Maria’s parents’ house on Queen Street. 

 
John Karkoulis came to Kingston in 1953 to join his older brother George and his 
younger brother Pete who were already living in Kingston and were waiting for him. His 
first impression of Canada, since he arrived in March, was that there was snow 
everywhere. In Greece it had be 25 degrees, and when he saw the snow here he said 
“where am I going?” The Canadians treated the Greeks well overall. He did feel that some 
people ‘had in the back of their minds’ that they were better, even if they didn’t express it. 
He experienced some instances where this was shown, such as when someone told him 
he needed to speak English in this country when he was speaking Greek behind the 
counter of his restaurant. He slowly learned English. Today, he feels that Canada is a 
great country, and his parents eventually came to Canada too. John, George, and Pete 
were successful entrepreneurs. The three brothers, before buying the LaSalle Motel in 
1969 (now known as the Travelodge Motel), owned a restaurant at Princess and Division 
called the “Lunch Bar”, or often called “the GJP” (for George, John, and Peter). Today, 
they still own the Travelodge Hotel, home to the acclaimed Cavelier Dining Room. 
 
Pandelis Bettas‘s older brother, Anastasios, had moved to Canada first, followed by his 
siblings George and Pandelis. Later on, they also brought their sisters Georgia and 
Ypanti, along with their parents. He took the ship “Olympia” over to Canada. Pandelis 
remembers that some days on the ship were calm, while other were stormy. One day 
before finally arriving to Halifax, there was an emergency on the ship, due to the bad 
weather, and Pandelis was afraid he wouldn’t survive. No one was waiting for Pandelis 
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when he arrived in Halifax: he had to wait for the immigration officers to process the 
passengers’ applications and tell them exactly where to go to head to their next 
destination. 
 
Halifax to Kingston was a two-day train ride. Pandelis arrived in Canada in December, 
and so his first impression of it was that it was very cold. On the first day, the train had 
broken down, and the passengers had to wait until it was fixed in order to get to Kingston! 
Once in Kingston, he worked several jobs before finally opening his own business, the 
“Olympian Billiards and Restaurant Take-out”. He worked there for 43 years and then he 
retired. Pandelis’s restaurant was popular in the Greek community, and he worked long 
hours to make his business successful. 
 
Pandelis’s wife, Voula Bettas, came to Canada in 1965 to marry him. She met Pandelis 
through an arranged marriage, and she was not even 19 years old when she made the 
journey to Canada – a country she knew nothing about, apart from that it was “very cold”. 
Pandelis was already living with his family at the time, as they had all immigrated to 
Kingston. Supported by her mother, Voula made the decision to immigrant to Kingston 
via a ship from Greece and then a train from Halifax, a route many Greek Kingstonians 
took. She and Pandelis needed to be married within 40 days to ensure her legal status in 
Canada. Voula and Pandelis were eventually able to sponsor Voula’s own mother to 
immigrate to Kingston and live with them, as well as her brother and sister. 
 

 
A photograph of Voula Bettas once she arrived in Halifax. 
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Voula Stathopoulos’s parents immigrated to Canada in the 1940s. At first, her father (Elias 
Anagnostopoulos) arrived in Canada in 1947, followed by her mother (Georgina Founas) 
and her siblings. Voula has an older brother, an older sister, and a younger brother. 
Voula’s uncle had been living in Belleville for years, and it was he who sponsored her 
father to come to Canada during Greece’s Civil War. Elias had been a police officer, and 
he was in danger during the Civil War, so he fled to Canada. He had to wait 6-7 months 
for his immigration papers to be processed. 

Voula Stathopoulos (second from right) with her siblings. 
 

Voula was 21 when she moved to Kingston, following her sister who was already living 
here. A promotion at work also led her to Kingston. Eventually, her parents ended up 
moving to Kingston as well. Voula was working at Loblaws during this time, making “a lot 
of money for those days”. In the following sections of the walking tour, we will see how 
Voula met her husband, and how they went on to own businesses in Kingston together. 

Chris Nikas was 16 years old when he was working delivering fruits in his home town of 
Tripoli, then named Thano. He remembers looking over to the mountains while on the 
farms. “I felt from that time that I wanted to see what was on the other side of these 
mountains,” he said. He wanted to travel: “it was in me”. Chris knew of people who had 
immigrated to Australia, Canada, and New Zealand. He applied to immigrate to Canada, 
the country he knew best, since others he knew had ‘done it before’. Chris was sponsored 
to come to Canada by Peter Karkoulis, another member of our Greek Community, and 
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husband to Maria Triada, included in this project. Both he and Peter were from the same 
town of Tripoli in Greece. 
 
Chris was working in a tavern in Tripoli when he served the Greek Ambassador’s 
chauffeur. Somehow, they started talking, and Chris served him a great lunch. This led to 
the chauffeur ‘owing Chris a favor’, as he put it. This came to use in his journey to Canada. 
It would have taken Chris weeks of waiting, he feels, if the ambassador’s chauffeur did 
not know him and owe him this favor. Thus, Chris was able to skip the lines: he 
remembers walking beside the chauffeur through the line of people waiting to see the 
ambassador. When they got to the ambassador, the chauffeur said, “excuse me, this 
young man is from Tripoli.” 

He was told he could go to Canada that December of 1951. Before he left, Chris met a 
man from Tripoli who was also going to Kingston. Once they both arrived, they met up 
again. Chris was able to buy a house when came to Kingston, and he let this new friend 
stay with him rent-free. Over the course of his early time in Kingston, Chris was generous 
enough to let many people stay rent-free in his home, including the many family members 
he later sponsored. Chris estimates that, including the children of those he sponsored, he 
helped between 50-60 people immigrate to Canada. He would help them with whatever 
they needed too, including helping them find jobs or providing them with a place to stay if 
necessary. 

 
Chris’s Canadian Citizenship certificate, with his full name before it was anglicized. 
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Chris Nikas at the Embassy Restaurant he founded in the 1960s. 

 
Chris was only 18 years old when he came to Canada, arriving with $20 in his pocket. He 
struggled: he didn’t know the language, and he barely knew anyone. “I didn’t have 
anybody or anything,” he says. Eventually, Chris found a job working at George Karis’s 
restaurant, making $18 a week. 
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Chris brought both his brother and sister over from Greece in 1954, sponsoring and 
supporting them. Chris and his brother, Gus, entered into partnerships from the time Gus 
arrived in Canada until retirement. Together, they owned the Downtown Coffee Shop, 
and they would go on to own five more successful businesses throughout their lives. The 
Embassy Restaurant, located at 314 Princess Street, was one of these businesses. 

 
A photo of friends Mahi (Karkoulis) and Ted (Brousalis), just before Ted’s  

immigration and before Mahi’s marriage. 
 

The late Ted Brousalis had his story for this project told by his wife, Maria Karis 
Brousalis, through her own interview, and by his daughter, Kristina Brousalis, via her blog. 
Ted immigrated from Greece to Canada, through arriving in Halifax, in 1960. The ship he 
was on was called the “Queen Frederica”. According to Kristina, the ticket would have 
cost $285.30 US and the duration of the journey would have been 14 to 15 days. He was 
initially seeking to stay with his grandfather in Illinois, but the easiest way to get to the 
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United States was by passing through Canada, and then applying to immigrate to the 
US. As Kristina says: 
 

“So Ted came here on a landed immigrant permit having promised to marry someone 
here – this was something that had been set up as a sham for him to get here in the first 

place. However, once Ted got here, he decided he liked Canada. I’m not sure why as 
he had a bunch of crap jobs in his first few years here. He ended up in Montreal working 
in a nylon factory for 50 cents an hour – the factory was hot and the workers had to buy 
water from the boss to keep going.” –(https://bespokebybrouhaha.me/2008/08/25/ted/) 

 
Ted eventually “ended up in Kingston”, working as a dishwasher while simultaneously 
taking English classes at night school. Eventually, Ted went on to meet Maria Karis and 
own his own business. 

Peter Fountas came from Athens. His father moved to Belleville in 1956 in order to work 
and bring some money back home to Greece. He eventually returned home in 1958 and 
stayed until 1965. Peter’s father then moved back to Canada for a few months before the 
entire family immigrated, in order to prepare their future home and get settled. 
Peter immigrated to Kingston in 1965 at the age of 11, along with his mother and brother, 
to join his father. They took a ship to Halifax. Peter had a great time on the ship, and 
remembers it fondly. He was in a cabin with his mother, his brother, another child named 
Yianni. Peter’s mother and brother got sea-sick, and so Peter spent the remainder of the 
11-day trip running around and playing with Yianni. He still has tremendous memories of 
it. There were very rough seas, and he remembers that people from Spain came with 
boats offering goods and toys for people onboard to purchase. After their arrival in Halifax, 
they took a train to Kingston. It was Halloween the night they arrived, so it was very cold. 
Peter will never forget when he went to the grocery store to buy bread for the first time, 
and all they had was sliced bread. He couldn’t find a French loaf and wondered how he 
could ever live here without bread. 
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This is Peter’s mother’s passport photo, from their journey to Canada in 1965. 

 

 
IMMIGRATION FROM CYPRUS 
 
After World War II, many Greek Cypriots began to immigrate to Canada. The peak of this 
migration followed the Turkish invasion of Cyprus in 1974, after which over 200, 
000 Greek Cypriots were fleeing Cyrpus (Library and Archives Canada). Today, there are 
over 25, 000 Greek Cypriots in Canada (ibid). 
 
Andreas and Cleo Frantzeskos are Greek Cypriots who came to Canada after Turkey 
invaded Cyprus in 1974. They lived in Saskatchewan for years and then moved to 
Kingston in 1994. Andreas grew up in the village of Boghazi in Cyprus, before moving to 
England to pursue studies in electrical engineering. Before moving back to Cyprus, he 
worked in Nigeria. Before the Turkish invasion, Cleo had studied in universities in both 
Rome and Athens and had been working as a high school teacher. 
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Andreas’s Refugee ID card. 

 
Cleo was born in the city of Ammohostos, in Cyprus. Cleo and Andreas got married 
in Ammohostos in 1971. The Turkish invasion occurred while Andreas and Cleo 
were living there.  “My wife was ready to give birth at that time. We left early in the 
morning when we heard bombs, taking nothing with us,” Andreas says. The pain 
of the Turkish Invasion still hurts. They visit Cyprus yet cannot go back to their city 
and their old house, which Cleo describes as a big wound. 
 

 
Andreas and Cleo’s house in Ammohostos. 
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Andreas and Cleo stayed in Southern Cyprus for two years, before Cleo’s brother 
sponsored them to come to Melville, Saskatchewan. In their interviews, both Cleo and 
Andreas describe the shock that arriving to Canada was. Before coming to Canada, Cleo 
already knew it was a big place that was very cold, with many trees. She had seen a 
photograph of frozen trees. She loved Canada, and she dreamed of coming here from 
Cyprus. When Cleo came to Canada, a lot of it was like she imagined but at the beginning 
it was also a shock. She was coming from a big city like Ammohostos and she moved to 
the small city of Melville. She was shocked by even the little things, such as that there 
was no drug store open overnight. 

 
Andreas, Cleo, and their children, before leaving for Canada (1976). 

 
There were only two other Greek families in the area at the time. Andreas worked as an 
electrician to a contractor. Later, he found a job in the repair and maintenance field, and 
eventually they bought their own business selling sporting clothes and shoes. Cleo also 
attended the University of Regina while living in Melville. Andreas and Cleo’s three 
children all went to Kingston to pursue post-secondary education. Evangelos was 
studying at RMC and Savvas and Chrystalla were studying at Queen’s. Andreas and Cleo 
moved to Kingston to join them in 1994. At first they were renting a house and after 2 
years they bought their own house, which is where they still live today. 
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This picture is taken with Cleo’s ex-students of the Melville/Yorkton Greek School that 
Andreas and Cleo established; photo taken when they visited Yorkton around 2013. 

 
When they moved to Canada, they wrote to and called their family often. It was more 
difficult with no technology back then. They were familiar with the English language as 
both had attended schools where English was taught. In Kingston, they met many Greeks 
through the church and formed strong relationships with many families. Moving to 
Kingston was difficult, and trying to find employment was especially difficult. The Greek 
community helped them a lot, Andreas says. He describes how he worked for the 
community at first and then the community’s priest helped him find a job at the LaSalle 
hotel, which was his last job before retirement at the age of 66. As for Cleo, her passion 
for preserving the Greek language and culture motivated her to establish a Greek school 
in Saskatchewan. In Kingston, Cleo was a Greek school teacher for ten years, having a 
huge impact on the youth of our community. Cleo and Andreas still visit Cyprus every five 
years or so. 
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A recent photo of Andreas visiting his family home in Boghazi. 

 

RECENT IMMIGRATION STORIES 
 
Although George Katinas was born in Canada, he has no memory of it. George’s 
Grandfather had immigrated to Canada in 1912, owning a candy shop in Smiths Falls. 
George’s parents immigrated to Greece when he was young. George immigrated to 
Canada after finishing high school in the 1980s, a decision that was in part made because 
he had heard about his family’s memories of Canada. He also had a support 
network here. Alex and Ethel Lampropolous, Greek Kingstonians, had baptized George. 
His parents had lived in Kingston at some point, and his father had close friends such as 
Fil Menikefs, and the Karkoulises. George recognized that he had a network here that 
would support him if he came to Kingston. This doesn’t mean that coming to Kingston 
was easy: George was on his own for the first time, away from from immediate family and 
close friends. 
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George Katinas’s grandfather, who owned a candy shop in Smiths Falls in 
the early 20th century. This is how George came to learn about Canada. 

The language barrier was difficult to handle as well. He took some English classes before 
he came here which were insufficient for regular conversation. People spoke too quickly 
in reality. The climate was very different. It was cold, and he was used to warmth and 
having access to the sea. What was hardest for George was that he was used to having 
a close knit support network in case anything happened. Now, he was uprooted and had 
little support. He had to push himself to make his own connections for the first time, rather 
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than relying on his family. When George first immigrated to Kingston, he “craved all things 
Greek”, but he pushed himself to form connections outside of the Greek community. This 
is in contrast to most immigration stories, since most connections for Greek immigrants 
are made through the existing Greek community. George describes his culture shock in 
immigrating to Kingston, including his initial reaction that there was no “philotimo” – an 
essential part of Greek culture. 

As a kid, George would visit his grandfather who would tell him stories about his life in 
Canada. The main theme of his stories was what a wonderful country Canada was and 
how organized it was. He would describe the stores he owned, such as a candy shop, 
and would give George drawings of his store. George’s father had a reverse immigration 
story since he migrated back to Greece. George’s story is different than his 
grandfather’s because he wasn’t an economic immigrant; he didn’t have to leave 
for any reason apart from interest in Canada. George feels this is an important 
distinction that changes the whole story. 
Glykeria Martou graduated from high school in 1993, wanting to be a doctor. Her uncle 
had moved to Canada in 1973 and he suggested that Glykeria attend a Canadian 
university to study medicine. She immigrated here in 1994. Glykeria finished her 
residency in 2011, and afterwards she decided to return to Greece as she was married 
with two children. Unfortunately, Greece struggled with their financial crisis. She and 
her husband decided to move permanently to Canada as the situation in Greece was not 
getting any better. Eventually there was an opening in the Kingston hospital, which was 
a great career opportunity for Glykeria. She became a permanent resident of Canada in 
2004, and became a Canadian citizen in 2009. Originally, Glykeria had come to Canada 
under a student visa. Glykeria came to Canada under a student visa. This status 
constrains the opportunities for scholarships and work, and additionally, getting into 
medical school and law school as an international student made the competition very 
high. Residency was also not allowed for international students and Glykeria did not hold 
a work permit at that point. Glykeria joined the University of Toronto as research associate 
and she got a permanent resident status that allowed her to do her residency. The 
process of immigration is very time-consuming, and it is easy to get discouraged. 
 
When she arrived to Kingston’s Greek community, she found it amazing to see how 
Greeks kept all their traditions while being in Canada. Eventually, all of Glykeria’s efforts 
paid off, and she is now a successful plastic surgeon who leads a team for breast 
reconstruction surgery for breast cancer patients here in Kingston. She has been recently 
featured in the newspaper for her incredible work. She and her husband, Tasos 
Papalazarou, have two sons named Yiorgos and Pavlos. She also created an 
organization in Greece for breast reconstruction. Glykeria doesn’t plan to move back to 
Greece, but she keeps a very close relationship with her family and friends there. Greece 
is a huge portion of her life. Above all, she says, she is Greek. Now she is also Canadian, 
and she feels doubly blessed. Unfortunately, due to the financial crisis many young well-
educated Greeks immigrate to other countries such as Canada, and Canada is very lucky 
to have them. 
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After completing her undergraduate degree and teaching for some years in 
Thessaloniki, Olga Xenodochidou moved to the United States to pursue further 
education. Once there, she completed her Master’s degree and she also met her 
husband, Aris (Aristides Docoslis) who had just finished his PhD. In 2002 Aris received a 
job offer at Queen’s University and he moved to Kingston. In the summer of 2004 after 
they got married Olga moved to Kingston, as well. Her first impressions of Canada were 
very bad. The weather was too cold and she did not have a permanent residence yet, so, 
she had limited employment options. She had to wait a while to be able to work. Olga was 
speaking to her family over the phone on a weekly basis. There were no internet 
platforms, like Skype, yet. Things started to improve when Olga began working. She 
started working at Queen’s as an event coordinator for the Chemical Engineering 
Department. Olga also served as a Greek School teacher in the Greek community of 
Kingston for 7 years. Today, she works at Queen’s as an English instructor for 
engineering students. 
 
As of 2006, there were about 242 685 people of Greek origin in Canada. According to the 
2006 census, 82% of Greek Canadians lived in Ontario and Quebec, and in large 
Canadian cities (most notably Montreal and Toronto), Greeks have tended to cluster into 
communities or neighborhoods (Chimbos, The Canadian Encyclopedia). Greek 
immigration to Canada has significantly declined since the 1970s. 
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WORK AND BUSINESSES 
 

THE ENTREPRENEURIAL SPIRIT OF GREEK 
CANADIANS 
 
Finding employment has always been a central concern for new immigrants. Often, 
familial connections secured work for Greek migrants, and Greeks would rely on these 
networks in order to financially secure themselves in their new countries. Greek-
Canadians have been well-known for their tendency to find employment 
by creating their own businesses. Many Greeks in Kingston have owned 
restaurants, parlors, ice cream shops, or fruit stands over time – and Princess 
Street today is still dominated by Greek businesses. 
 

The Zakos Brothers Ltd. fruit and vegetable stand was one of the earliest Greek-run businesses 

in Kingston. It was opened in 1927 at 360 Princess Street. 

An archetypal Greek-Canadian immigration story states that the first generation to 
immigrate to Canada is entrepreneurial: they establish successful businesses – perhaps 
in the sectors of restaurants, travel agencies, retail firms, and more – and then urge their 
children to focus on higher education. Canadian-born generations then tend to “enter 
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higher professional and skilled occupations than their parents through higher academic 
attainment” (Chimbos, The Canadian Encyclopedia). Greek immigrants to Canada 
worked extremely hard, for long hours and usually at minimum wages. They 
worked in “some of the most grueling and menial jobs” until they learned the 
English language and saved enough money to often start their own 
businesses (Chimbos 1980, 43). 
 
Why we see so many similar business ideas and sectors popping up in early immigration 
stories may have to do with the famous entrepreneurial spirit of the Greek Canadians, but 
it may also have something to do with what Chimbos refers to as “occupational chaining 
or specialization” (1982, 50). Chain migration, wherein migrants from the same hometown 
or kin networks follow one another to a new destination, is a widespread phenomenon, 
since migrants typically wish to establish themselves where there are already familiar 
groups established. Accompanying chain migration is occupational specialization, since 
new immigrants typically rely on the employment networks and opportunities of the 
already-established groups. For example, often new immigrants would start by working 
in the restaurants of other Greek-Canadians, until they had “learned the trade of cooking 
and management of a restaurant”, enough to invest in making a restaurant of their own 
(Chimbos 1983, 50). 

Restaurants, although extremely hard work, did not require a high level of English 
proficiency, nor did they need an extremely large sum of money to begin their investment 
into starting a business; other factors that motivated the Greeks to enter into the 
restaurant sector could also be the low level of formal education required to enter into the 
business, as well as the natural “hospitable” nature of Greeks (ibid). Families also tended 
to pass down their knowledge of running a business, and so the entrepreneurial spirit 
continued through generations. 
In this section of the walking tour, we will explore some of the times that 
experiences of business-owning or of work in general were mentioned by our 
narrators from Kingston’s Greek Community, in chronological order. This section 
also includes as many photos and other archival records from old Greek-owned 
businesses as we could find. 
 

 

THE EARLIEST GREEK-OWNED BUSINESSES IN 
KINGSTON 
 
George Katinas, whose grandfather came to Canada in 1912 and opened a candy store 
in Smiths Falls, says that the ice cream parlor was a very Greek thing, especially in the 
1920s. Candy shops and ice cream parlors often went hand-in-hand. George recalls 
literary references about old, small-town America that stated “the main street wouldn’t be 
the same without the Greek ice cream parlor.” 
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The same was true for Kingston in the 1920’s. At this time, Spiro Sakell‘s father, Andrew, 
along with his uncles, George, Tom, and Greg, owned the Crystal Palace ice cream 
parlor at 180 Princess Street. As Spiro describes it: for “anybody that was anybody… 
that was their place to meet.” The Sakells were one of the first Greek families to immigrate 
to Kingston. Spiro Sakell, a narrator for our project, was only a child when his father co-
owned this business, but he shares his memories with us. 
 
The Crystal Palace had beautiful floors; the tables were thin marble with white chairs; on 
one side they sold “all kinds of chocolates in glass cases”; they had a soda fountain, and 
of course, they had lots of ice cream. Spiro remembers they made “fabulous sundaes” 
there, and it always felt like a treat to visit the parlor. At one point, they started selling 
exotic fruits and, later on, even sandwiches. 

Around the same time, George Sakell (one of Spiro’s uncles) also owned the Superior 
Ice Cream Parlor at 204 Princess Street. The details of these businesses is vague for 
Spiro, as he was only a child at the time. In order to put the pieces together, we consulted 
an old directory of Kingston businesses from 1917-1918, 1918-1919, 1919-1920, and 
1922-1923. What we can see from the records is that the names of the businesses, as 
well as its designated owners, changed throughout the years. The first mention in 1917 
groups the Sakells together as the “Sakell Bros”, with three businesses listed. A location 
owned by the Sakells at 220 Princess had been called the Ice Cream and Candy Shop, 
and is pictured below in a map from 1924 (via: cityofkingston.ca/explore/maps/historical). 
At one point, the Sakell family must have owned a “Thos, confectioner, and fruit ltd.” in 
the same building. 
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220 Princess Street on a map from 1924, the location that the Sakells had their Ice Cream 

Parlor. 

 

In 1922, the business directory has the following businesses listed for the Sakell family: 

 Sakell Ice Cream and Candy Shop, 220 Princess Street (Sakell Bros). 
 Superior Ice Cream Parlor, 204 Princess Street (George Sakell) 
 Crystal Palace Ice Cream Parlor, 180 Princess Street (Andrew and Gregory Sakell) 

 

The Great Depression hit the ice cream parlors hard. The Sakells lost the Crystal Palace 
in the 1930s. The daily sales of the business dropped considerably, until daily sales 
eventually disappeared and they had to lose the business. Closer to around the 1930’s, 
however, the Sakells were simultaneously working in the Mayfair Tea Room, owned by 
Peter Karis, which was located above where the Grand Theatre is today. The Sakell and 
Karis families, both early Greek families in Kingston, were first cousins with one another. 
The Mayfair survived the Great Depression, and remained open until the 1960s or 1970s. 
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The Sakell family in an old directory of Kingston businesses from 1917-1918, 1918-1919, 1919-

1920, and 1922-1923 

Margaret Zakos and Peggy Geracimo were interviewed for this project. They spoke about 
their grandparents, James and Helen Zakos. James Zakos immigrated to Kingston in 
1914. James had been a merchant in Greece, and in Kingston he opened the Olympia 
Fruit, Vegetable, and Candy Store. He brought his wife, Helen, to Kingston to join him 
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in 1925, along with the rest of his family. His children worked in the business alongside 
him. The girls would make the candy down in the basement and the boys would work 
upstairs in the store. James and Helen had ten children, some of whom had been grown-
up already by the time they came to Kingston. 
 

James and Helen Zakos with their children in Kingston on October 26, 1927. 

 
In 1927, James opened Zakos Brothers Limited at 360 Princess Street. As Margaret 
and Peggy describe it, the business was “a family affair”. Everyone worked there: the 
children used to “get a piece of pie for a hard day’s work”. They sold primarily fruits and 
vegetables. They would drive up to Toronto to get their produce. It was a period with no 
refrigeration, so their “purchasing was important” and they couldn’t keep fruits and 
vegetables for a long period of time. The “Zakos brothers”, photographed below, were the 
sons of Helen and James. 
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Below is a gallery of photos of the Zakos Brothers Limited Fruit Stand in the 1920’s-
1930’s. It was located across from the old YMCA building on Princess Street, now 
demolished. 

 

https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/family-archives/zakos-group-photo-2/
https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/family-archives/zakos-brothers/
https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/family-archives/zakos-bros-ltd-fruit-and-vegetable-store-2/
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https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/family-archives/zakos-business-photos-1/
https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/family-archives/zakos-bros-ltd-fruit-and-vegetable-store-3/
https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/family-archives/zakos-bros-ltd-fruit-and-vegetable-store-4/
https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/family-archives/zakos-bros-ltd-fruit-and-vegetable-store-5/
https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/family-archives/zakos-bros-ltd-fruit-and-vegetable-store-6/
https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/family-archives/zakos-bros-ltd-fruit-and-vegetable-store-7/
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Interestingly enough, the Karis family also owned an ice cream parlor by the name 
of Superior Ice Cream in the early 20th century, although this one was located all the 
way up Princess Street, which was “where Kingston ended” at that time. It was 
where Princess Street and Bath Road cross today, at 859 Princess Street. Maria Karis 
Brousalis’s father, Frank Karis, and her uncle, Basil (Bill) Karis, owned both the Superior 
Ice Cream shop and the Superior Restaurant. Superior was a supplier of ice cream, 
likely supplying to both the Sakell’s ice cream shop and the shop of their first cousins (the 
Karis family), and so it is understandable that the two ice cream shops could have held 
the same name. 
 
The Superior Restaurant was located where Megalos Restaurant is today – at 226 
Princess Street. Princess street was, as we’ve seen, quite dominated by Greek 
businesses. Frank Karis began the restaurant with his brother Bill at only 19 years old. 
Eventually, they decided to split the two business, with Frank keeping the Superior Ice 
Cream shop and Bill keeping the Superior Restaurant. Much later, Frank sold the 
business to a local dairy called Hemlock Park Dairy and Hemlock eventually sold all the 
recipes to Nelson’s Dairy. Maria’s father’s “velvet vanilla” recipe is now Nelson’s 
“Venetian Vanilla”! Below are photos of the Superior Restaurant, and the exterior of 
Superior Ice Cream. 

https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/family-archives/zakos-bros-fruit-store/
https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/family-archives/zakos-siblings-at-princess-street-near-their-fruit-store-princess-st-and-barrie-on-the-left-one-can-see-the-ymca-building-now-demolished/
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Maria’s great-uncle, Pete Karis, the uncle of Frank and Bill, owned the Mayfair, which 
was located on top of where the Grand Theatre is today. It was only a few doors down 
from the Superior Restaurant. Until the 1950’s, Maria recalls, restaurants did not usually 
serve full meals, because people tended to eat at home. The Mayfair, like most 
restaurants, served mostly desserts until after the 1950’s. In the photos below, we can 
see the interior of the Mayfair. In the photo on the left, we see Pete Karis (left) beside one 
of the Sakell brothers, who was working in the Mayfair starting in the 1930’s. 

https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/family-archives/new-superior-ice-cream/
https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/family-archives/superior-ice-cream-plant/
https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/family-archives/superior-restaurant-on-princess-st/
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Spiro Sakell remembers working at another restaurant the Karis family owned in the 
1940’s. Greg Sakell, Spiro’s uncle, managed the restaurant; Spiro and his father worked 
there when Spiro was only 14 years old. He liked working “behind the soda fountain with 
his dad”. When the restaurant closed, both he and his father went to work at George 
Pappas‘s Billiard Parlor, which was located at 200 Princess Street. George Pappas 
was Spiro’s Godfather. The Billiard Parlor was a pool room, and Spiro remembers that it 
had 12 big pool tables. “It was a big place,” he says, “they sold mainly hot dogs, milk 
shakes, and soft drinks”. On another side of the parlor, they sold tobacco and pipes. 
 
In 1945, James and Helen Zakos purchased Hamilton Drugs at 619 Princess Street. 
No one was a pharmacist in the family, but they owned the business and hired 
pharmacists. “It was difficult,” Margaret and Peggy describe; their grandparents ran into 
opposition. As Margaret and Peggy tell the story: there was discrimination within the 
pharmacist association as they thought that Greek immigrants couldn’t run a pharmacy 
properly, even though by that time they had five pharmacists working in their store. Their 
drug store was the first self-service drug store in Ontario. James had traveled to Chicago 
before coming to Kingston, so he had seen self service drug shops, and he adopted this 
method for his business which was patterned after Walgreen’s in Chicago. There was a 
restaurant beside the drug store: it was all one connected area. Nonprescription 
medication, perfumes, and other items were offered through the pharmacy’s self-service. 
Hamilton Drugs existed for 25 years. In 1954 they employed 9 graduated pharmacists. 
They wanted to extend the hours from 9 to 11, but the city did not allow it. They posted 
an open letter to the Kingston residents explaining the situation and the need for longer 
hours, and in the end the city allowed them to stay open late. Another innovation within 
the Zakos’s drug store was that the customer could pay post office and utilities at the front 
desk. It was the first store in the area providing this. Margaret and Peggy describe how 
the store was extremely innovative at the time. 

 

https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/family-archives/mayfair-restaurant-2/
https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/family-archives/mayfair-restaurant/
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GREEK BUSINESSES IN THE MID TWENTIETH 
CENTURY 
 
Kingston received its largest wave of Greek Immigration after the end of World War Two 
and the end of the Greek Civil War. The Mid-Twentieth Century saw an incredible 
increase in the Greek population of Kingston and, along with it, many changes to the 
community. A primary concern for newly-arrived immigrants was, of course, the matter of 
employment. Often, those who sponsored one’s immigration would also help them find 
employment, perhaps within their own businesses, or through their connections in the 
broader community. 

The employment situation for new Greek immigrants was rough. As Chimbos describes 
in his book about the Greek immigrant experience in Canada, in the 1950s and early 
1960s, many Greek immigrants “entered unskilled or semiskilled occupations in 
Canadian factories. Although their salary was more satisfactory than that of the average 
worker in Greece, many factories were still paying low wages relative to Canadian 
standards of living”. (Chimbos 1980, 61). 
 
Fil Menikefs immigrated to Kingston in order to attend Queen’s University, which was a 
non-typical immigration story during this era. He did not end up attending university, and 
instead joined the work force. As he describes, Greeks who came later than 1950 had a 
hard time buying a house and finding work. Most of them worked in restaurants and they 
worked extremely hard. Many Greeks worked in a leather factory because it was 
undesirable work. When the factory closed a lot of the workers went to Queen’s to work 
either in cleaning or in maintenance, or they worked for the Kingston General Hospital. 
 
John Karkoulis came to Kingston in 1953 to join his older brother George and his 
younger brother Peter who were already living here. John had initially intended to study 
medicine in Greece but instead, with the encouragement of his brothers, decided to come 
to Kingston and enroll at Queen’s University. Eventually, John decided to enter the 
business world instead, and joined his two brothers in opening their first business. 
John,  George, and Peter opened a coffee shop called the “Lunch Bar” at 398 Princess 
Street on September 1, 1953. The Lunch Bar was also known as GJP – for George, John, 
and Peter. The restaurant became a popular and successful business, catering both to 
Queen’s students as well as the larger Kingston community, many of whom still have fond 
memories of the restaurant more than 60 years later. 
 
John, George, and Peter bought the LaSalle Motel in the 1960s, where the Travelodge 
Motel is today at 2360 Princess St. The hotel had 40 rooms. They rented out the rooms 
for $7 CAD/night. In 1974 John and his brother renovated the hotel. They were working 
many, many hours: 12-15 hours a day, 7 days a week. The Travelodge Motel is still a 
very successful business to this day, home to the acclaimed Cavelier Dining Room. 
 
Ted Brousalis, the late husband of Maria Karis Brousalis, moved to Kingston and worked 
for the Karkoulis family. The Karkoulises and Ted knew each other, as they were friends 
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in their hometown in Greece. This can be considered an example of chain migration, and 
an example of occupational specialization, since Ted began working as a dishwasher in 
the Karkoulis’s restaurant. Eventually, he entered the restaurant business himself. 
 

 

Kristina, who is Maria and Ted’s daughter, helps supplement information about Ted’ life 
through a blog post about Ted. According to Kristina, Ted had been working six or seven 
days a week, while learning English in a night school (Ted, 2008). When Ted came to 
Kingston, there was no liquor service in Ontario. As Maria puts it: this was before Kingston 
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was a “wet” city. He went to Toronto for bar manager training. Afterwards, he worked at 
the LaSalle hotel as their bar manager. When he and Maria got married in the 1960’s, he 
was still working there. He also worked at the Holiday Inn, the Cavalier Room, and the 
Firehall restaurant (where the Lonestar is now). This photo (bottom right), provided by 
Kristina via her blog, was “the first photo taken of anyone in the place he worked serving 
liquor when they made that legal.” According to Kristina, he was proud of that 
accomplishment, as he was one of the earliest people in Kingston to get the certification 
to do so, and he “still had the snazzy red jacket hung up in his apartment” (Ted, 2008). 
 
Afterwards, Ted Brousalis bought his first business – a take-out “burger and snack shop” 
– with a business partner. “Ted introduced the souvlaki to Kingston”, Kristina wrote. “At 
the time, Kingston was a very “English” town” (Ted, 2008). Below are some photos of 
Ted, including photos of him as a bar manager and photos of his own business. Maria 
herself was a teacher, and had taught at Robert Mix-School, now the Boys and Girls Club. 
She worked there for 8 years and worked for one year at Polson Park Public School. 
Maria also did her husband’s book keeping when he owned his own business. 
 

 

 

https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/family-archives/teds-business-in-kingston-burger-and-shake-shop/
https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/family-archives/photos-of-ted-in-restaurant-he-owned/
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Toula Leos’s family owned the Queen’s Tea Room throughout the mid-twentieth century 
on Queen’s campus, at 51 Union St. W. They served beef, eggs and bacon, pasta, 
milkshakes (“a lot of milkshakes!”), ice-cream, ice cream sandwiches, and much more. 
Toula remembers there were always a lot of university students there, and it was always 
very busy around graduation ceremonies. 

https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/family-archives/ted-as-a-bartender-at-the-cats-meow/
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The Queen’s Tea Room, owned by Toula Leos’s family 

Toula and her late husband, Louis Leos, bought the GJP, located where the Burger King 
is now at 398 Princess Street. “It was very central”, Toula recalls. She remembers that 
it was near the Zakos drug store. The Karkoulis family had owned this restaurant before 
and when the Karkoulis family decided to buy their LaSalle Motel, they sold GJP to the 
Leos family. Imagine how dominated by Greek businesses Princess Street had been in 
the mid-twentieth century! 
 
Mike Kanellos worked at a restaurant called The Steak House, on Barrie Street, when 
he first came to Kingston. Mike’s two brothers, Jim and Costas, followed Mike and 
Theodoros (his other brother) to Canada shortly after. They all lived together in Kingston, 
and Mike began working for Davis Tannery, along with another brother of his. In this 
tannery, their job was to make leather with a press. In 1952 Mike was working for 16 hours 
per day in the tannery. Mike was responsible for making 52 different designs of leather. 
He worked there for 11 years. In 1971 Mike resigned and started working at Queen’s for 
another 25 years as a janitor. He was grateful for this work, as he had young children to 
provide for at the time. This job was how he could afford to buy a house. Later, he opened 
a cleaning company with his wife. While he was working at Queen’s, his wife was cleaning 
for the Kingston General Hospital. Aside from their work they both ran the cleaning 
company, cleaning offices and businesses. He recruited 8 employees. He was cleaning 
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Scotiabank and many other buildings in the city. In his interview, he describes how he 
“made good money” through this business. 
 
Peter Fountas‘s family owned the Ms. Kingston Delicatessen, located downtown 
beside where Chez Piggy and The Toucan are now, at 70 Princess Street, during the 
mid-twentieth century. For Peter, the courtyard behind those buildings was his 
“playground” growing up. His father bought the restaurant after working in the Superior 
Restaurant for a year. Again, we see the importance of connections within the Greek 
community for securing employment in a new city following immigration. When his family 
bought the restaurant, the profits were low: they never expected for it to become 
successful. According to Peter, they started out making only $48 over the weekend and 
about $9 on a week day. It “wasn’t even enough to pay the electricity.” Peter’s mother 
and father worked very hard to increase the business’s sales, until they were able to pay 
all outstanding costs and build a profitable restaurant. Ms. Kingston Delicatessen was 
sold in 1972. Peter Fountas, with the help of his father, eventually opened a restaurant 
called “The Hellas Restaurant” at 403 Princess Street. Afterwards, he changed the name 
to “Ruby’s” and it became another very successful business. 
 

 

A painting containing a depiction of the Ms Kingston Delicatessen, painted by © Robert A. 

Blenderman 
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Spiro Sakell, during this time, had graduated from Pharmaceutical studies. He took 
courses at the University of Toronto. Upon returning to Kingston, Spiro got a job 
at Moffatt’s Pharmacy on Princess and Clergy. After working there for a while, he 
eventually opened his own store at Division and York Street. He later moved to Collin’s 
Bay and bought a new store there, staying until 1974. Finally, Shoppers Drug Mart in 
Kingston contacted him and offered him a position. He left his business partner and 
started working for Shoppers as a pharmacist. The photos below depict Spiro working as 
a pharmacist at Moffatt’s Pharmacy just after he had graduated from pharmaceutical 
studies. 
 

 

 

https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/family-archives/spiro-sakell-1956-moffats-pharmacy-princess-and-clergy-4/
https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/family-archives/spiro-sakell-1956-moffats-pharmacy-princess-and-clergy-3/
https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/family-archives/spiro-sakell-1956-moffats-pharmacy-princess-and-clergy-1/
https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/family-archives/spiro-and-jim-twig-spiro-sakell-1956-moffats-pharmacy-princess-and-clergy/
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When Pandelis Bettas arrived in Kingston it was December, just before Christmas. He 
started working as a dishwasher at the Superior Restaurant, owned by Vasileios (Bill) 
Karis. Pandelis worked at Superior for 3 years and later he got a job as chef’s assistant 
in another restaurant, the “Brockapp Inn”, owned by a German family. This restaurant 
was at Brock street and Wellington. He worked there for 4 months. Later, Peter started 
working in the Davis Tannery processing leather for shoes and clothes, much like Mike 
Kannelos did. He worked there for 6 years. After this, Pandelis found a job at Queen’s 
university where he stayed for 5 years. Finally, he decided to run his own business. He 
bought a small restaurant which had 5 billiards in it. He renovated it and opened a 
restaurant at the front entrance. His business was called “Olympian Billiards and 
Restaurant Take-Out”. He worked there for 43 years before he retired. 
 
Olympia Billiards and Restaurant Take-out was at 63 Charles Street, across from the 
No-Frills grocery store. They offered fish and chips, hamburgers, fries, soft drinks and 
milkshakes. At the beginning, Pandelis ran the business with a co-owner 
named Dimitrios Kouris and later with another co-owner named Constantinos 
Bourgiotis. Pandelis was a very tough boss, he says. It was a hard job. He worked from 
7 am to 11pm. It was tough to run a business and have a family because he worked so 
many hours. His restaurant opened at 7am and closed at 10pm! In the photos below, we 
can see Olympian Billiards and Restaurant Take-Out, with Pandelis working inside. 

https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/family-archives/spiro-sakell-1956-moffats-pharmacy-princess-and-clergy-2/
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https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/family-archives/pandelis-at-olympia-billiards-63-charles-st/
https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/family-archives/pandelis-at-olympia-billiards-63-charles-st-early-80s/
https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/family-archives/img_20171028_0020/
https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/family-archives/img_20171028_0016/
https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/family-archives/img_20171028_0018/
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Chris Nikas was only eighteen years old when he came to Canada from Greece. It was 
1951. Chris did not know English and he knew very few people. He was able to find work 
in George Karis’s restaurant, working in the kitchen and making $18 a week. Years later, 
when the Zakos family needed a bartender for their restaurant, Chris took the job. It was 
after this that Chris renovated an old coffee shop. It became the Downtown Coffee 
Shop, located where Grecos is today (167 Princess St). 
 

 

A painting of the embassy restaurant as shown in the Whig Standard. 

Chris sponsored both his brother and sister to come over from Greece in 1954, as well 
as many cousins. Chris and his brother, Gus, entered into partnerships from the time Gus 
arrived in Canada until retirement. Together, they owned the Downtown Coffee Shop, 
and they would go on to own five more successful businesses throughout their lives. They 
opened a grill by completely renovating an old Chinese restaurant downtown. The grill 
was called The Embassy Restaurant, located at 314 Princess Street. Most of his 
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employees were university students, and he paid them 80 cents an hour in a time when 
the minimum wage was 40 cents. The restaurant was so successful that on Thursdays, 
Fridays, and Saturdays, Chris remembers that there were always lineups. On the corner 
of Alfred Street and Earl Street, Chris and Gus eventually opened a variety store. This 
allowed them to spend more time with their families, as they had one day a week off. The 
variety store was called College Variety when Chris and Gus ran it; but today, it is run 
by Chris’s nephews, and it is called Campus One Stop, located at 163½ Alfred St. 
 

 

When asked what Chris believes made him so successful, he said he always had a 
lot of “street smarts”. He had been independent for a long time, and so he learned to work 
hard and always work towards bettering himself. Chris also paid a lot of attention to detail 
in his restaurants: everything was homemade in the store, and he would always tell his 
employees never to serve something that they themselves wouldn’t eat. He says he would 
rather lose money on something than serve something that wasn’t good. Chris finds it 
important to treat your employees humanely: there is nothing you can lose by doing so, 
and people actually work harder when they have a happy environment. Chris always 
made sure that the customers were treated kindly and were communicated with as well. 
The employees were told to greet every customer. These are the things, he believes, that 
kept him in business for so many years. 
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Fil Menikefs bought a business from Manos Tryfonopoulos in 1976. It had been his 
dairy bar, called Brookside Dairy, at 817 Division Street. Fil was unsure at first whether 
or not he wanted to buy the business, so he asked his wife to work for Manos’s dairy bar 
for a couple of months and see how it was. He also took 6 weeks off from the construction 
company, CIL, he was working for, and worked for the dairy bar instead before resigning. 
It was a risky move for him because CIL was a good employer. There was also a milk 
factory attached to the dairy bar. Fil sold the business after 20 years of owning it to retire. 
The dairy bar worked both as a retail store itself and to provide supplies to other 
restaurants. Fil delivered ice-cream to the Olympic Harbour restaurant. He was getting 
ice cream at a whole-sale price so he could sell it to other restaurants. 
 
When George Katinas came to Canada in the 1980’s he had no other skills apart from 
what he had learned in high school. The easiest thing for him to do was to find work 
through his connections. He had a connection with Tom Annis who found him a job as a 
dishwasher at the Olympic Harbour restaurant he owned, at 53 Yonge St. George was 
staying with Alex Lampropoulos, his Godfather, at the time. He was also taking English 
as a Second Language classes. Through learning English, he found he was able to 
access more of the culture and make more Canadian connections. Before then, however, 
as many new Greek immigrants do, he had to rely solely on his Greek community 
connections in order to find employment. 
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THE GREEK ORTHODOX CHURCH 
 

The Interior of Koimisis Tis Theotokou Greek Orthodox Church in Kingston. 

 
THE ORTHODOX RELIGION AND THE GREEK 
COMMUNITY 
 
The Orthodox church has played an important role in the Greek Community throughout 
its history, and still plays a central role in the community today. The church is an 
important site for cultural upkeep and community connection, since it is within the 
church that most important holidays, important rites of passage (such as baptisms and 
weddings), ethnic traditions (such as Greek dancing and Folklore), and important cultural 
institutions (such as Greek school and Philoptohos) take place. Because of the 
importance the church – as both a religious and cultural institution – has in the life of a 
Greek community, it is no surprise that the church became a crucial site for cultural 
upkeep among Greek immigrants in Canada. The first Greek Orthodox churches in 
Canada were formed very shortly after Greek immigration to Canada began growing: one 
was formed in Montreal in 1906 and one in Toronto in 1909 (Chimbos, The Canadian 
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Encyclopedia). Such ethnic community formations, which inevitably became “parish 
communities [performing] both religious and cultural functions”, began early on in Greek 
immigration to Canada in order to provide immigrants with a space to “adjust to the new 
society”, make connections, “combat prejudice and discrimination”, and preserve their 
Greek language and culture (Chimbos, The Canadian Encyclopedia). 
 
The importance of the Orthodox church in the lives of Greek Canadians persisted over 
the years, and continued to be the glue for Greek communities as Canada received its 
second, and largest, wave of Greek immigration after World War II. In the 1940s, for 
example, an important early Greek Orthodox priest in Montreal named Father Salamis 
was described as the “rock” of the community. Along with attending to the spiritual needs 
of the congregation, he also “eased the frictions which developed between the 
established Greek community and the new immigrants” (Century Man: The Father 
Salamis Story). The church has been important in facilitating immigrants’ transition 
into their new society. It provides them with a cultural and religious core, since all 
the cultural and religious functions of the community tend to occur within the 
physical building of the church. It also provides them with a familiar space in which to 
upkeep their traditions while simultaneously branching out into the new society through 
making connections. The idea that the parish community might be able to attend 
to all aspects of Greek life is a distinctive feature of Greek Orthodoxy’s blurring between 
the religious and secular aspects of life. The concept of “kinotits” [kinotita], or “spiritual 
community”, is a “peculiarly Greek concept” which refers to both the members of a Greek 
community and the congregation of its church, which is implied to be the same 
thing (Nagata 1969, 51). 
 
The Greek Orthodox church, as Nagata says in her study on Greek Immigrants in Toronto, 
is “remarkable for its qualities as a Greek culture-preserving institution” (1969, 55). Why 
is the Greek Orthodox religion so interconnected with the Greek culture? This 
interconnection has its roots in the history of the church itself. Greek Orthodoxy began 
during the Byzantine Empire. When Greece was conquered under the Muslim Ottoman 
Empire, the “Greek Orthodox Church kept its identification with the Greek nation” 
(Kaketsis 2000, 46). The everyday life of Greeks and religious rituals became largely 
intertwined: the secular and religious are quite blurred in the Greek 
Community. For example, March 25th is a date celebrated as part of the ritual calendar, 
as a religious event, although it commemorates the historical event of Greece’s 
independence from the Ottoman Empire (ibid). Growing up in Kingston’s Greek 
community, every child participates in the March 25th celebrations which take place 
following church, and involve a mixture of commemorative poem-reading, traditional 
Greek dancing while wearing ethnic costumes, recounting of the story of Greek 
independence, and much more. Both Sunday School and Greek School – although the 
children usually attend both and thus the groups consist of the same individuals – prepare 
for this day each year, since it is a day which holds great significance for both cultural and 
religious groups. 
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An 

example of the traditional costumes worn during March 25th celebrations. This is a photograph 

of the Sakell family in the 1970s. 

Presvytera Catherine Penney, a former Presvytera (or Priest’s wife) for Kingston’s Greek 
Orthodox Church, remarked on the living tradition of the Orthodox faith in Greek 
communities. Presvytera Catherine was not born Orthodox: she converted to Orthodoxy 
along with her husband, Father Matthew Penney, during their university years. Since she 
approached Orthodoxy from the ‘outside’, she was able to see the presence Orthodoxy 
has in the everyday life of Greeks – something that goes unnoticed when you grow up 
used to it. When she went to Thessaloniki in order to learn Greek and be exposed to an 
Orthodox country, she found that people “absorbed the faith naturally” because it was so 
deeply embedded in their culture: “I think a lot can be ‘ingrained in your soul’, she said, 
“if you’re exposed to it even a little bit. Another factor is that Orthodoxy is very tied to the 
Greek culture, so you get exposed to it.” Thus, she described the Greek community – 
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both in Greece and abroad – as having a living tradition of the faith: it is hard to separate 
the faith from everyday life.   

 

WHAT IS THE ORTHODOX CHURCH? 
 
The word orthodox means “straight worship” or “straight teaching” (Kaketsis 2000, 46). It 
is the second largest Christian denomination and the longest continuous church, thought 
to be established by Jesus and his apostles. Since it was founded in the Byzantine era, 
it maintains the Byzantine style of art (iconography), hymnography, dress, and rituals. 
Being inside of an Orthodox church feels like being inside a different era. In an interview 
with a former priest of Kingston’s Greek Orthodox Church, Father Chrysostomos 
Achilleos (lovingly nicknamed Fr. C.), he describes how being inside an Orthodox 
church stimulates the five senses: 
 

Fr. C. in Kingston’s Greek Orthodox Church. We can see the intricately decorated walls of the 

church, and the “visual splendor” of everything from the icons to the Priest’s vestments. 

 

1. Our sense of sight is stimulated by the obvious visual splendor of the Orthodox 
church. The walls are filled with vibrant Byzantine-style icons. Orthodox icons are made 
according to traditional standards, so that each depiction is made with the same symbolic 
components. In other words, everything depicted within an icon – even the colours used! 
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– has symbolic theological meaning, and thus stays generally the same throughout time 
and place. Within them, the halos, and often the backgrounds, are encrusted with real gold 
flakes. There is no section of an Orthodox church left undecorated: the visual splendor of 
the church shows it is a devotional holy space, sets it apart from our everyday life, and is 
meant to give those who step within it a sense of what the splendor of Heaven will be like. 
Even the Priest’s vestments are heavily adorned, usually involving gold, and seem 
(according to Fr. C.) “from a different era altogether”. 

2. Our sense of sound is stimulated by the Byzantine hymns integral to the liturgy. Fathew 
Matthew Penney, our priest during the beginning of this Kingston Greek History Project in 
2018, explained the use of hymns in liturgy, saying “hymnography is an essential part of 
the faith”. There is nothing we do in church that does not include continuous singing; this 
is because, according to the tradition of the psalms, we “lift our voices up to God”. 

3. Our sense of smell is stimulated by the incense that burns during the service, as well as 
by the candles that burn continuously throughout the service that we have lit to 
commemorate the dead and bless the living. 

4. Our sense of touch is stimulated by the candles we light, our prayer ropes, the feeling of 
the pews, and more. We also bless ourselves with the sign of the cross, which is as Fr. C. 
says, a “tactile representation of our faith”. 

5. Our sense of taste is stimulated by the very important Holy Communion. While the Holy 
Communion is made up of a specific type of bread and wine, it is important to note that 
Orthodox Christians believe that once the “consecration of gifts” takes place, the bread 
and wine are Mystically changed into the risen Body and Blood of Christ. 

 

Please visit https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/the-greek-orthodox-church to see a 
special Greek Orthodox church service at Kingston’s Greek Orthodox Church, which will 
give you an audiovisual sense of the atmosphere of being within an Orthodox church. 

 

THE ROLE OF THE PRIEST 
 
When Fr. C. describes his choice to become a Priest, he says that he slowly felt an urge 
to help people grow more and more in him. “When you see someone in pain, in need, 
does your heart not go out to them?” he asks. He realized people were starting to seek 
him out for guidance and advice. It became part of who he was, and the natural 
progression of things continued that way, since one role of the priest is to have people 
come to him for guidance. Now, he is in a position to be doing what he wants – helping 
people – all the time. He feels that being a priest is the role he was meant to fill, and so 
he feels a sense of fulfillment as a priest – an important feeling we get when we realize 
we can “contribute in some way”. I spoke to Fr. C. because his first parish as an ordained 
priest was in Kingston, and so Kingston holds a special place in his heart. 

The role of the Priest, according to Fr. C., is much more than celebrating the liturgy alone. 
It is leading the people in prayer. He is given this authority to celebrate the liturgy and, 
through God’s grace, consecrate the gifts. In baptisms, he is given the authority bless the 
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water. It is God doing the work, but priests are a vessel. They are given the authority 
on earth to do the work of God, to “work in his garden”. That spirit of helping one another, 
of fulfilment, is only magnified because we realize it is not just me anymore – it is God 
and Man and everyone connected, through the Priest. To Fr. C., feeling God’s love and 
being able to share that love with people “is indescribable”. 
 
The role of the priest in a Greek Orthodox Community is a very important one. The 
church takes care of us, from the beginning of our lives to the end and beyond. The 
Priest, and the kinotitis, or spiritual community, are there during the following states of the 
Orthodox life cycle, as told by Fr. C.: 
 

1. When a child is born, the church has a prayer for the first day of life. There is an 
8th day prayer where the priest will go to the home and read it. In 40 days, the mom comes 
to the church with the baby and the child is introduced to the church. (Note: the church is 
not the building itself; it’s the people in it too, so this is best when the church is full of 
people). 

2. The next step is the baptism of the child. In the baptism, we mimic the journey of 
coming from outside of the church to inside of the church, since the baptism literally begins 
in the narthex and then moves inward. The goal of the baptism is to have the child fully 
immersed into the water; it’s our initiation into the church, but it is also our participation in 
the death and resurrection of Christ. In the baptism, the child cannot breathe under water 
(like in death); and when they come out of the water they take a huge breath. They 
announce that they are alive through this breath and through usually screaming/crying 
afterwards. (Note: everything in the orthodox church – every practice, every object – has 
a lot of theological meaning). When Fr. C. baptized Joanna, one of the first babies he 
baptized, he truly understood the overwhelming significance of this practice. He was 
choking on his words with emotion when he did it. 

3. Confession happens throughout the life cycle. Confession is a big part of Orthodoxy. 
We call it a second baptism, or a baptism of tears. It is the re-washing of the soul. We 
don’t use sin in our church. We use “amartia” – or we’ve missed the mark. In confession, 
we recognize the error of what we have done and we ask for forgiveness from 
God, through the priest. The priest isn’t the one doing the forgiving; it is through him, “the 
sinner”. The priest also recognizes he is a sinner, because everyone is. It is a humbling: 
he is no better than anybody else. The priest too has to go for confession! 

4. In Weddings, the priest asks God to bless the union. The crowns we wear in Orthodox 
weddings are the crowns of martyrdom, because in marriage we sacrifice for one another. 

5. During funerals, the priest prays for the soul of the departed. He is also there to give 
support to the living. 
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Fr. C. baptizing his daughter, Joanna, at Koimisis Tis Theotokou. 

It is important to note that the priest is there not only when things go bad but also when 
things are good, which we tend to forget. Fr. C. tells the story of when he was in the 
hospital visiting the maternity ward, and the lady in the elevator expressed her apologies, 
because she assumed someone was sick or dying for him to be there. He asked “why are 
you sorry?” and explained that it was a time to celebrate, because a mother and her baby 
had made it through childbirth. By the time the elevator ride ended, the woman’s 
perception had changed completely. 

Both Father Matthew Penney and Fr. Chrysostomos Achilleos mention the important role 
of priest as a leader of the congregation. This is why he faces the same direction as the 
people: he is leading as we all face God towards the front of the church. The priest’s 
vestments are so adorned for this reason too. Father Penney describes it as “putting on 
the glory of God”. As himself, Fr. Matthew has no ability to come before the throne and 
do this, but as Father, he is blessed and charged with the task of leading the divine 
services. The Priest is also meant to be the icon of Christ to the people; this is why they 
dress in the long clothing, and why they have beards and long hair. They are meant to be 
a visual reflection of Christ. 
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THE ROLE OF THE PRESBYTERA 
 
The Presbytera (also spelled ‘Presvytera’) is the wife of the Priest, although her position 
is much more than that of an add-on to the Priest’s: Presbytera is a role in itself. According 
to Presbytera Catherine Penney, of course a presbytera must be totally united with her 
husband and his role, but she makes her own contributions to the parish. Priests and 
Presbyteras are meant to be exemplary of their faith, but there can be a lot of variations 
in how this is expressed, depending on the personality of the Presbytera. Some, 
Presvytera Catherine says, can be very active in a Sunday School, and others can keep 
a lower profile. Her own personal goal is to be somebody that people feel comfortable 
speaking to. Presvytera Catherine certainly accomplishes this with her kind and peaceful 
energy, and she contributes to the community in many ways, such as through leading 
iconography lessons for children and always assisting with Philoptohos. 
 

Presbytera Catherine Penney (left) instructing Iconography for the youth. 

Father Chrysostomos Achilleos (Fr. C.) speaks lovingly of his wife, Presbytera Dina and 
her contribution to the Church. “She is my partner in life. She is my sounding board. She… 
has given up more for the sake of the ministry than I have. Without her, what I have done 
– what God has done through me – would not have been possible,” he says. He tells me 
of an old proverb that the Presbytera must love God more than the Priest does, because 
of the sacrifices she has to make for the sake of the community. I personally assisted 
Presbytera Dina in the nursery she began at our church, which was meant to take care 
of babies and toddlers so parents could attend church without interruption. Presvytera 
Dina played a very active role in our Sunday School. Fr. C. shares a memory he has of 
Presvytera Dina, when he was at a festival in Sarnia and she gathered all the children to 
dance one of the Greek dances. And it was the Priest, as the father of the community, 
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and he was looking at her thinking “and this is the mother of the community”. He describes 
her as glowing in that moment, like a mother with her children does. As in any family, he 
describes, the mother and father have both shared and distinct roles. 
 

Fr. C. and Presbytera Dina, with their two oldest children, Maria and Joanna. 

 

INSIDE THE ORTHODOX CHURCH 
 
Father Matthew Penney describes the components of the Orthodox Church, using 
Koimisis Tis Theotokou (the Greek Orthodox Church in Kingston) to illustrate them. The 
following text comes from an interview with him as he gave me a tour of the church. 
Please visit https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/the-greek-orthodox-church to 
see his video tour of our church. 
 
When you first enter into the church, you enter into the narthex. Since this is where you 
step foot into the church from the street outside, the narthex serves as the bridge between 
our everyday life – our earthly life – and the kingdom of heaven. As Father Penney 
describes, it is the bridge between what is going on out there in our earthly lives, and in 
here in a space of divine worship.  Our church in Kingston was not originally orthodox; it 
was transformed into an orthodox church in the 1960s, and so our narthex is unusual. 
Typically, an Orthodox narthex would be larger so that there would be a clearly divided 
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space between the entrance and the church to house the two sets of candles (one for the 
living and one for the dead), and the icons. In the narthex, we have the icon for the 
church, depicting the saint or life event of Christ that the church is dedicated to. Ours is 
the Koimisis of Theotokou – or the Dormition of the Virgin Mary. The narthex contains this 
icon, along with icons depicting Christ and other saints, which we kiss in order to “greet”. It 
is called a Veneration. We do the sign of the cross, bow, do the cross again, bow, kiss 
the icons, and then do the cross and bow again. The narthex is a place in which to “gather 
ourselves”. We are to quiet ourselves here, to “unburden ourselves”, and take some time 
to prepare ourselves for entering into the holy space. 
 
The main part of the Church is the nave. The nave represents entering into the kingdom 
of heaven, as it is the space leading up to the front of the church from the narthex. In an 
Orthodox church, you are meant to see richness and gold; your senses are meant to be 
overwhelmed, as the church is supposed to be a preview of the “splendor” of heaven. 
Around the church there are many large icons of important scenes in the life of the saints. 
In the front part of the church, we are almost entering into the altar – or the “holy of holies”. 
The front of the church is the space before the Iconostas, or the icon wall separating the 
altar from the church. The church is laid out to show one ascending towards heaven, 
such as that the spaces from the narthex to the altar increase in importance. The front of 
the church is then the third most important space. The architecture even shows this 
ascension, as there is a small staircase before this section. Every aspect of the orthodox 
church means something: it holds symbolic value. There is the Bishop’s throne in this 
space, where he will sit when he comes to visit his churches. There is one bishop in the 
geographical area who is responsible for all the churches within it. It is in this space that 
the chanters stand. I had the chance to speak to an important and long-time chanter within 
our church, Manos Tryfonopoulos. Manos immigrated to Kingston in the 1950’s and has 
been chanting in church services ever since. He feels passionate about chanting, and he 
attends almost every church service to do so. I have never not seen Manos up at the front 
of the church chanting, and I remember a time when he dedicated his time to help me 
learn how to play the Byzantine hymns on the organ. Since Manos has never learned 
how to read music, he chants everything only from memory. His passion for being a 
chanter – or a “psaltis” in Greek – as well as his passion for supporting the Greek 
Community and the Greek Church in general is evident. 
 
The third distinct space is the altar area, or the “holy of holies”. Much of our worship within 
the church involves looking forward towards it, as this space represents the very throne 
of the Holy Trinity. The Orthodox church’s architecture is very similar to the Temple of 
Jerusalem in the New Testament. As in the temple, the Holy of Holies was the most 
sacred of places which was only allowed to be entered into by the high Priest and only 
once a year. The only people allowed to enter into the altar are those who have been 
given a particular task in the space, and have a function to perform in the liturgical worship 
of God. The altar holds the gospel, a cross, a tabernacle (with the communion bread), 
and much more. 
 
The iconostasis (icon wall or icon stand) is the wall before the altar. It represents a 
threshold into the most holy space; and so on it we see icons depicting the most holy 
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figures. First and foremost is, Jesus Christ. On either side of him are the figures most 
significant to him in his earth life: the Virgin Mary and St. John the Baptist. The icon beside 
the Virgin Mary’s is the icon of the saint or life event of the Church (ours is the Dormition 
Tis Theotokou). Above the doorway to the altar is an icon depicting the last supper, and 
around it are icons of the holy apostles. 
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THE CHURCH AS THE CENTER OF 
THE COMMUNITIY 
 
Our Greek community in Kingston did not always have a church. In this section of 
the walking tour, we will look at: how community members remember the days before the 
establishment of our church, the process of purchasing and establishing our church, 
(which went hand-in-hand with the founding of our community charter), and what the 
church has meant in the lives of the Greek community members over time. 

 

THE GREEK COMMUNITY BEFORE OUR CHURCH 
 
At the beginning of Greek immigration to Kingston, the Greek community was very small. 
It was comprised of a few close-knit families, and had no formal organization. Such early 
families were, among others, the Karis, Zakos, and Sakell families. As Maria Karis 
Brousalis remembers, they all considered themselves cousins with one another. They 
would see each other on Name Days and holidays. Margaret and Peggy (first cousins, in 
the Zakos family) recalled in their interviews how the Greek families would get together 
often for special occasions even before there was an official community. 

St. George’s Cathedral played an important role in the Greek community before we 
established our own church: this is where most Greeks attended church services. It is 
within the Chapel of the Good Shepherd at St. George’s that Greek Orthodox services 
would eventually be held, when Greek Orthodox priests from other cities were brought in 
to Kingston to conduct these church services. Most Greek Orthodox weddings in Kingston 
before our church was established took place at St. George’s. 

Something important to note about any Greek Community is that its church provides much 
more than a religious center. In many ways, the church is the center of the Greek 
community and facilitates its cultural aspects as well. This is why, before the 
establishment of our own church, the early Greeks in Kingston were taking part in other 
cultural organizations such as AHEPA and the Daughters of Penelope, which you can 
read about in the Community Organization section of this text. Once the Church was 
established, these organizations slowly phased out. 
 
The Greek community in Kingston experienced two distinct waves of immigration: one 
before WWI and one after WWII, which was significantly larger. It was after the large 
wave of immigration from Greece to Kingston after World War II that the 
establishment of an official community charter and the establishment of a church 
was necessary, in order to provide a cultural and religious space for the increasing 
Greek population in Kingston. Leading up to this decision, however, many narrators 
included in this project describe what the days were like before we had our own church. 
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John Karkoulis, for example, remembers arriving to Kingston around the same time as 
many other Greeks during this second wave of immigration. There were 15-20 “old 
families” from “before the war” already in Kingston, but there was no official community. 
As more people were arriving to Kingston, and were seeking out opportunities to be part 
of Greek communities, half the Greeks in Kingston would go to services held by a priest 
from Watertown and half the Greeks would go to services held by a priest from 
Ottawa. The community was split, and each side disagreed with the other. It was clear 
something needed to change. 

 

ORGANIZING UNDER A CHARTER AND 
ESTABLISHING THE CHURCH 
 

 
The LaSalle Hotel, painted by © Robert A. Blenderman 

 
It was in 1961 that a group of dedicated Greeks in Kingston – including George Speal, 
Chris Zakos, Frank Karis, Chris Nikas, Louis Leos, and others – approached the Bishop 
in Toronto about organizing themselves under their own community charter. That same 
year, the Archbishop Athenagoras visited Kingston to help the Greeks establish their 
community. There was a general meeting held at the old LaSalle Hotel at Princess and 
Bagot, which every Greek Kingstonian was invited to attend. The Archbishop advised 
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them to form one community together, instead of being split between those who preferred 
Watertown and those who preferred Ottawa. Both Mike Kanellos and Chris Nikas 
remembered attending this meeting and recalled it during their interviews. Right then and 
there, during the meeting, the Archbishop held a fundraiser. He passed a hat around and 
invited everyone to donate money which would go towards the establishment of the 
community. They collected around $6,000 that day – a huge sum of money in 1961! We 
owe a lot to those who donated to the establishment of our community early on, either in 
the form of monetary donation or through time and effort donated. Many were making 
wages of only $20-$30 a week at the time, and so they donated a significant portion of 
their wealth selflessly to our community. We can see, too, how eager everyone was to 
see a Greek community established. 
 
In the Fall of 1961 the Greek Community in Kingston received its official charter. 
During this time, a priest by the name of Father Kostas Glouftis was visiting Kingston 
every second Sunday from Toronto, preforming Greek Orthodox services in the Masonic 
Hall on Queens Street. Chris and Murva Nikas were married by him in St. George’s 
Cathedral in 1962, as one of the last Greek Orthodox weddings in St. George’s before 
they began to take place in our own church. As we can see from the photos below, Greek 
Orthodox practices and materials – such as the crowns, symbolizing martyrdom to one 
another during a marriage: an important part of a Greek Orthodox wedding ceremony – 
were brought into St. George’s Cathedral. The photo on the right shows the wedding party 
outside of St. George’s, standing on its front steps. 
 

 

https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/family-archives/chris-and-murvas-wedding-1962-an-orthodox-service-at-st-georges-cathedral-2/
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Our own church was purchased in 1963, although through the stories our narrators tell 
we can see that the church was not quite in full use until 1964. Weddings were still being 
held in St. George’s until 1964. Louis and Toula Leos had our community’s last Greek 
Orthodox wedding ceremony at St. George’s in 1963. Our first full-time priest in Kingston 
was Father Demetrios Kavouris. According to Fil Menikefs, who was there during the 
establishment of our church, there were various locations that could have become the 
site of the new Greek church: one was at Division street and another one at Brock street, 
but they eventually decided to buy the one at 121 Johnson street. The building was 
designed in 1882 by the architect Robert Gage, originally intended to be a Baptist church. 

https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/family-archives/chris-and-murvas-1961-wedding-outslide-of-st-georges/
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A sketch of our current church, after its renovations, done by A.R. Cooke. 
 

Everyone in the community worked together to turn the building into a Greek 
Orthodox Church. Toula Leos, whose husband was one of the members who 
approached the Bishop to establish a community, remembers how excited everyone was 
to have their own church. She went with John Karkoulis to Greece to buy the icons for the 
church. People got together in their own free time to paint the church; and she helped 
organize fundraisers, along with others, to fund community projects. Everyone in the 
community was working very hard, and a lot was accomplished in just a short amount of 
time. John Karkoulis played a large role in the early renovations of the church. In his 
interview, he speaks about how the church was “completely empty” when they bought it. 
There is a lot of decorating and embellishing required to turn a space into an Orthodox 
church. Everything inside an Orthodox church is filled with splendor and holds symbolic 
value. John had the task of buying the other Greek Orthodox church materials, 
which he traveled to Greece specifically to purchase and bring back to 
Kingston. He bought them all from a local shop in Athens. 
 
Once the church was up and running, Fil Menikefs remembers how nice it was to see 
the Greeks every Sunday; they would get together and socialize after the church 
service. They had dances at the LaSalle Hotel in order to raise money for the restorations 
in the church. There was now a permanent priest in Kingston, who lived in what used to 
be the priest’s house, where the parking lot is today. In time, the community began a 
Greek School and the second full-time priest our community had, Father Polychronadis, 
also taught in the Greek school. Maria Triada Karkoulis, a long-time and founding member 
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of our community, remembers that the Karis family began a choir; Maria Triada became 
a chanter in the choir and has been a chanter ever since. 
 
The Church has been through many restorations. Its interior was completely restored in 
1972. In the photos below, we can see the interior of the church before its total restoration. 
These are from Chris and Murva Nikas’s children’s baptisms and christenings. The priest 
pictured below is Fr. Polychronadis, our second full-time priest. 

 

 
 

In 1975, the first Church Hall was added, making it possible to hold cultural events such 
as Folklore and Greek School within the walls of the church. The project to establish the 
first hall was led by Tom Annis. Below are photos of some Greek Community members 

https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/family-archives/tonis-christening-we-can-see-the-old-iconostasion-front-of-church/
https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/family-archives/tonis-baptism-in-the-church-with-fr-polychronidis-2/
https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/family-archives/jims-christening-we-can-see-the-early-interior-of-our-church-old-pews/
https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/family-archives/jims-baptism-at-the-church-2/
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working on constructing the first church hall and the bar. As we can see, many community 
members have volunteered their time and labor towards the building and expanding of 
our church. A second hall was added later on, expanding upon the original building. Now, 
with the second hall, we have a huge banquet area that serves as a perfect place for 
wedding and baptism receptions, as well as church parties. Today, our church building is 
comprised of the church, two halls, a full kitchen, a full bar, upstairs classrooms, and office 
spaces. 
 

 

 

https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/family-archives/img_20171028_0017/
https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/general-archives/construction-of-the-bar-at-the-church-pics-given-by-dimitri-stratis-1/
https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/general-archives/construction-of-the-bar-at-the-church-pics-given-by-dimitri-stratis-3/
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https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/general-archives/construction-of-the-bar-at-the-church-pics-given-by-dimitri-stratis-4/
https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/general-archives/construction-of-the-bar-at-the-church-pics-given-by-dimitri-stratis-2/
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(Above) A newspaper article from the Whig Standard in 1976, congratulating the 
community on the completion of its hall (to the left of the church), which made many more 
opportunities possible for the Greek Community – such as the ability to host Greek 
language and dance classes, as well as receptions and celebrations, within the church 
building itself. 

 

THE IMPORTANCE OF THE CHURCH 
 
The Church plays a central role in any Greek Community. The church is an important 
site for cultural upkeep and community connection, since it is within the church that 
most important holidays, important rites of passage (such as baptisms and weddings), 
ethnic traditions (such as Greek dancing and Folklore), and important cultural institutions 
(such as Greek school and Philoptohos) take place. Because of the importance the 
church – as both a religious and cultural institution – has in the life of a Greek community, 
it is no surprise that the church became a crucial site for cultural upkeep among Greek 
immigrants in Canada. 
 
Among Greek immigrants, the Church has historically played an important role in 
providing Greeks with an attachment to their home country, helping “preserve faith, 
language, and culture” in a new society (Chimbos 1980, 72). The first Greek community 
formations in Canada immediately began organizing their parishes, needing the church 
in order to “perform both religious and cultural functions”. The first Greek Orthodox 
churches in Canada were established in Montreal in 1906 and Toronto in 1909, very early 
on in the history of Greek immigration to Canada (Chimbos 1986, 210). 

As Fr. Matthew Penney, a former priest in Kingston’s Greek community, stated: “the life 
of the church is central to the life of the community. This is natural because the church is 
our home; and the church is not just the building but also the gathering of the 
people within it.” The Greek word for church, ecclessia, translates to “the gathering”. All 
important events in a member of the Greek community’s life are celebrated inside the 
church, such as baptisms, weddings, and holidays. When you walk through our church, 
as we do with Fr. Matthew Penney in his video tour, you can see just how important the 
church is to the lives of the families within it. We have our “Koimisis Tree of Life” hanging 
on the wall of our hall, with the names of people within our church engraved on the golden 
leaves. We have plaques hanging up to commemorate those who have offered great 
contributions to our community. We also have a large board displaying the news within 
our community, including individual accomplishments, historical facts about our 
community, announcements, and more. 
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Father Matthew Penney and Presvytera Catherine (center), posing in the church with 

members of Philoptohos in 2018. The church is a central part of our community, and is 
the location for many other cultural organizing bodies such as Philoptohos. 

 
Fr. Chrysostomos Achilleos, another former priest in our community, also speaks about 
the importance of the church to the life of the community. “The church is absolutely a pillar 
of the community”, he says. “When our relatives came to Canada,  they were 
strangers in this new land. They wanted to feel this sense of home, and the way to 
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get people together was to build a church. It was two-fold: of course for the faith, 
but  also for the ethnic community to be built around it.” Everyone can feel at home 
in our community: there are roles that everyone can fill. While the clergy is all men, he 
says, there are roles for everyone in the Philoptohos (an important women’s philanthropic 
part of our church), Greek School, Sunday School, and more. The priest is present in all 
Community Council meetings, showing how important the spiritual guidance of the priest 
is for the community and its decisions. “It is hard for  everyone to agree on what is good 
for the community,” he says, “and in these moments we need to turn to our obedience to 
God. We need to set aside personal interests for the good of the community.” 
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GREEK CULTURE UPKEEP AMONG 
GREEK CANADIANS 
 

Paula Antonakos-Boswell, a long-time Sunday School teacher, leading an activity based 
on a lesson from that day’s Gospel reading. 

 
In the upstairs section of the Koimisis Tis Theotokou Greek Orthodox Church in Kingston, 
there are two large classroom spaces. Here, Greek school is held on Saturdays and 
Sunday School is held on Sundays. It is in this space that our Kingston Greek History tour 
will explore how Greek Canadians preserved and continue to preserve their culture, 
religion, and language abroad. 
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THE IMPORTANCE OF CULTURE UPKEEP AMONG 
GREEK CANADIANS 
 
Greek Canadians hold onto their Greek culture and heritage tightly. To understand this 
tight grasp, it is important to understand the history of the Greek immigration experience 
and how early Greek communities were formed. Early Greek immigrants to Canada were 
“among the poorest of Canada’s immigrants” (Century Man: The Father Salamis Story). 
By coming to Canada, they were escaping many hardships, including war (ibid). 
Journeying to a foreign new land with unknown cultural customs and an unknown 
language presented many difficulties. Early Greek communities formed in order to 
bring a sense of comfort to these early immigrants, providing a space in which they 
could attend church services in their own language, be a part of religious and 
cultural festivals, conduct business through forming connections, and much more 
(Century Man: The Father Salamis Story). The Greek Community served as a sort of 
comfortable base from which members could then branch out and integrate with 
Canadian society. 
 
It should be noted that the first wave of Greek immigrants, prior to World War II, brought 
relatively few people to Canada. It was much easier for this small number of early Greeks 
to assimilate into Canadian culture; or, perhaps due to their smaller number, 
they needed to assimilate into Canadian culture and adopt Canadian customs quickly. 
We have many cases of early Greek immigrants anglicizing their last names so that they 
may be easier to pronounce for Canadians, whereas there is a marked difference in later 
immigrants who kept their full names to mark their distinctive culture. In a typical story of 
the growth of a Greek community in Canada, we find that pre-Greek Civil War and World 
War II immigrants were well assimilated into Canadian culture: they tended to marry more 
non-Greeks, they tended not to preserve the Greek language or culture as fiercely, and 
they tended to save Greek dances or customs for special occasions only (Century Man: 
The Father Salamis Story). The second, and largest, wave of Greek immigration to 
Canada after World War II, however, showed a strong commitment to up-keeping the 
language and culture of their home country. Many factors, including an increase in 
multiculturalism in Canada, and a greater population of Greeks in Canada, influenced 
this. 
 
We can see this within our own community in Kingston, since the church building was 
purchased in 1963, following the largest wave of immigration from Greece and, with it, 
the largest need for a strong center-point of the community. Beforehand, the community 
would meet in homes or in rented-out halls. In speaking with Maria Karis Brousalis for this 
project, we learned about the state of the Greek Community before there was a large 
influx of Greek immigrants to Kingston. Her family, the Karis family, was one of the earliest 
families to immigrate here. At the beginning, she told us, the Greek community was very 
small, comprised of only a few families. The members saw each other only on name days 
(the day commemorating a Saint one is named after), or other important ceremonies. The 
early Greeks in Kingston considered themselves cousins. They were close-knit, but there 
was no formal community structure: the community was not organized and there was no 
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church. They attended Saint George’s Cathedral for church services, which is located 
close to where our church is today, and they had Holy Communion there. As the Greek 
community grew, however, it was clear that there would need to be a distinct location for 
the community to congregate in. 
 
The Greek Orthodox Church, such as our own Koimisis Tis Theotokou, serves a special 
role in the Greek community. It is the religious center of the community, but it is also an 
important location for cultural upkeep in general. Within this space, there are the 
classrooms for Greek School and Sunday School, as well as a full kitchen to host Greek 
culinary events, two hall spaces to host community events and celebrations, and the 
church space. A special ceremony which enforces Greek culture and customs is, for 
example, the March 25th day of Greek Independence from Ottoman rule. During this day, 
the entire Greek community feasts in our church hall on traditional foods; we wear 
traditional dress; the youth in the community dress up and perform traditional Greek 
dances and read commemorative poems. 
 

 
 
Traditional Greek costumes, worn by youth in the Kingston Greek Community in the 
1970s as they dance a traditional Greek dance. During March 25th celebrations, such 
traditional Greek dances are preformed in traditional dress, along with the reading of 
Greek poems and the hosting of a Greek feast attended by many. 
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George Katinas, the Project Lead for the Kingston Greek History Project, immigrated to 
Kingston in the 1970s. He was shocked when he attended the March 25th celebration and 
saw people wearing foustanellas – traditional Greek skirts for men – since people in 
Greece didn’t really do so anymore. In his opinion, when he first came to Kingston, he 
saw Greek Canadians adhering to cultural norms that were evident in Greece 20-30 years 
prior. For example, he found Greek Canadians more “strict” in their families than Greeks 
in Greece were. He saw, in Kingston, Greeks who had a strong desire to keep their 
traditional culture, dancing, language, and celebrations. Being from somewhere else, 
George offers as an explanation, makes people want to preserve their distinctiveness. 
“Your culture might feel threatened when you’re in a sea of Canadian culture”, he 
says, and so Greek Canadians have striven to preserve theirs, even if it is a form of a 
more traditional Greek culture that is being preserved. When he had his own daughter, 
Athena, he found himself wanting to teach her the Greek national anthem, to teach her 
Greek, to give her a distinctively Greek name, and to baptize her Greek Orthodox, even 
though he doesn’t feel particularly nationalistic. In being surrounded by Canadian culture, 
he found it important to have his child feel connected to her roots, and to preserve her 
Greekhood; this is what happens with Greeks immigrating to Canada, although on a large 
scale which builds cultural institutions such as Greek School: they want to preserve 
their roots and their culture amidst the broader society, leading Greeks to typically 
have a strong pride in their Greekhood. 

 

THE IMPORTANCE OF THE GREEK LANGUAGE IN 
CULTURE UPKEEP 
 
Language is an important component of culture: up-keeping one’s language is intimately 
tied with up-keeping one’s culture, to the extent that, among Greek immigrants, the Greek 
language “is considered to be at the core essence of preserving Greek culture” (Kaketsis 
2000, 43). In Anastasia Kaketsis’s study on Greek Immigrant Women’s education of their 
children in Canada, she found that many Greek immigrant parents spoke Greek in their 
homes, encouraging a retention of the language (ibid). The Greek diaspora tends to be 
fiercely proud of its Greekhood. In fact, an insistence on “ethnic language use” tends 
to be among the highest in Greek communities, as compared with other diasporic 
communities (Kaketsis 2000, 44). Even I, as a third-generation Greek with no time spent 
living in the country, was heavily encouraged to learn the language, and grew up heavily 
exposed to it. According to Kaketsis, the importance of this language education can be 
seen through the Greek School. The Greek School is a pillar of life growing up in the 
Greek community, providing children with “some sense of identity with Greek culture” 
(Chimbos, The Canadian Encyclopedia). Through it, children are taught not only the 
language but also Greek culture and history (Kaketsis 2000, 44). 
 
George Katinas, when asked if he tried to preserve the Greek language and culture 
through his daughter, stated that ever since she could speak, he wanted to impart on 
her the Greek language as a vehicle for the Greek culture. This process, he said, 
“started before she was born”, when he and his wife were thinking of names and wanted 
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to give her the name Athena after the Greek goddess of wisdom and war. He recalls 
teaching Athena Greek as she grew up: he read Greek children’s books to her; he wrote 
the Greek alphabet out on the times of his home’s patio and would point to the tiles so 
Athena could yell out the letter. For George, the benefit of Athena learning Greek 
was “emotional rather than logical”, so that she would have a distinctive identity and 
some roots that she could rely on and “use them to sustain her”. It is important, George 
feels, that Athena can communicate with her relatives in Greece; he also sees the benefit 
of having a shared language between him and his daughter, because he felt he could 
establish a personal connection with her through Greek. 
 
In the stories of other members of our Greek community in Kingston, many cite the 
importance of speaking Greek in the home.  Many families seek to keep up the Greek 
culture through generations by teaching their children the Greek language and customs. 
Spiro Sakell, an active member of the Greek Community in Kingston and a descendant 
of one of the first Greek families in Kingston, and his wife Maureen expressed to me their 
pride in seeing their children and grandchildren up-keeping the Greek culture and 
customs. Even though Spiro is himself married to a non-Greek, and his children all 
married non-Greeks, “everyone in the family celebrates a portion of Greek culture”. They 
all celebrate Greek Easter, for example: they all get together in Kingston and crack the 
red eggs (something their small Grandson is always excited to do), go to Church, roast a 
lamb, and more. Maureen feels it has been an important part of their lives, and even if 
they don’t speak Greek, they’ve managed to maintain the Greek culture. If she and Spiro 
decided one year that they wouldn’t do Greek Easter, they feel that everyone in the family 
would object and say they had to. Of course, the Greek culture can be imparted on the 
next generations without instruction on the Greek language, but often the two go hand-
in-hand. 
 
The following two photos are taken for a Folklore event. They show Murva Nikas and her 
two sons, Jim and Tony. Murva had made these costumes by hand. Murva (also a non-
Greek) married Chris Nikas; as we can see, the traditional Greek culture still persists as 
parents make an effort to pass it down to the next generation. 
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https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/family-archives/murva-with-her-two-sons-before-folklore-muva-made-all-the-costumes-except-for-the-apron-she-is-wearing-which-was-made-by-her-sister-in-law-kostoula/
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ESTABLISHING A GREEK SCHOOL IN KINGSTON 
 
Please note that we were not able to include the stories and voices of all the Greek School 
and Sunday School teachers our community has been fortunate enough to have over the 
years.  
 
The Greek School in Kingston was established in 1964. From our narrators, we know 
that Manos Tryfonopoulos had applied for grants to begin the Greek School once the 
Board of Education introduced the Heritage Language Program. The grant applications 
were co-signed by Maria J. Karkoulis, who requested grants to fund Greek dancing 
lessons. Manos was passionate about “bringing young people into the church”. He still 
has the letter he received when the Board of Education accepted the community’s 
application to start a Greek school. 
 
The first full-time Greek school teacher our community had was the priest at the 
time, Fr. Dimitrios Polychronadis. Maro Argyropoulos was another one of the first 
Greek school teachers. Other early Greek School teachers include Mary Mason, Pavlos 
Papadopoulos, and others. Manos’s son, John, was a student in the early years of our 
community’s Greek school. He remembers the Greek school being very full, with 30 or 40 
kids attending. In the days before our church got its adjacent hall, the classes would be 
held at KCVI. 

https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/family-archives/jim-and-toni-chriss-kids-at-a-folklore-wearing-costumes-that-murva-made/
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Maria Triada Karkoulis was also a Greek School teacher for a period of time during the 
1970s. Frank Karis was the president of the community at the time, and Maria worked as 
secretary of the community. She received authorization from the education board in 
Ottawa to teach Greek School. It was during the 1970s that the community built a hall 
adjacent to the church, and Maria remembers that once they had cleaned the hall, they 
wrote a letter to Greek parents welcoming their children to Greek school. Classes were 
held every Saturday between 2-4 p.m. Her sister-in-law (Maria J. Karkoulis) was still 
running the dance group at this time. Eventually, Maria Triada went on to become the 
Sunday School teacher for the community instead.  
 

 
Maria Triada Karkoulis with a group of students at Folklore in the 1970s. 
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Cleo, Andreas, and their three children, in Melville, Saskatchewan 
 
Cleo Frantzeskos was a Greek School teacher in our community for 12 years! She is 
very passionate about teaching, and was always a dedicated teacher. After immigrating 
to Canada from Cyprus in 1974, Cleo and her husband, Andreas, first lived in Melville, 
Saskatchewan. Together, they established a Greek school there. Cleo wanted to help 
everyone preserve their Greek culture and language. There were more Greek people in 
other nearby cities, so a lot of Greeks would travel there, but she wanted there to be 
something in Melville too. There were approximately 10-12 students attending the school 
they established. 
 
Cleo brought the same enthusiasm for teaching the Greek language with her when the 
Frantzeskos family moved from Saskatchewan to Kingston in 1994. Cleo began teaching 
in our community’s Greek school. There were approximately 20-25 students attending 
Greek school, and there were classes offered every Saturday morning. In addition to the 
Greek language classes, Greek school also offered lessons on dancing. As Cleo 
describes, it was not only about the language. Since Cleo cares deeply about up-keeping 
the Greek language, she tries to speak Greek with her grandchildren as much as she can. 
She reads Greek children’s books to them, and she and Andreas have the Greek alphabet 
on their fridge for the kids to play with. She wants to make sure her grandchildren are in 
touch with their culture. 
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https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/family-archives/52446310_2138423332918141_6659311071204999168_n/
https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/family-archives/52384502_1955782031185957_2542847349080719360_n/
https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/family-archives/51577561_404221166806612_5391789148967272448_n/
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The photograph below depicts when our community awarded Cleo with a plaque, 
thanking her for her years of dedication and impactful teaching. 

 

Olga Xenodochidou taught at the Greek school in our community between 2006 and 
2013. Greek school occurred once a week, every Saturday from 9am-3pm. Olga found 
the experience fantastic. She describes in her interview how she introduced many things 
to the children she taught, like Greek history, mythology, geography, and more, in addition 
to learning the language. Olga also taught the total of ten Greek dances that her students 
learned perfectly and showcased in many occasions like  holiday performances and other 
big celebrations. Olga resigned from Greek School after the birth of her son, George, in 
order to invest more time into her family. The community will remember the impact she 
made on its youth through her teaching. 
 
Paula Antonakos-Boswell is our current Sunday School teacher, although she has also 
been a Greek School teacher in the past. She has been involved in the Greek School and 
Sunday School since 2000. Paula is very active within the Greek Community as a whole, 
as she “enjoy[s] working on different projects” in order to help the community. All of the 
children call her Theia (aunt) Paula. 
 
Greek school today is sponsored by Limestone District School board, and is 
intended for children ages 4-14. “Junior”-level students attend Greek school on Saturday 
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morning, and “senior”-level students attend on Saturday afternoon. It takes place in the 
upstairs of the church. Elaine Gatzios is the current Sunday School teacher. Paula is our 
current Sunday School teacher and has taught Sunday school for years. Presvytera 
Eleni, Presvytera Dina, Presvytera Adriani, Kathy Mardicis, Murva Nikas, 
and Shelley Nikas were all dedicated Sunday school teachers that Paula remembers 
during her time in the community. 
 

In Paula’s Sunday school class, every week starts off with the “parable of the week”. 
The kids learn it in an age-appropriate manner, then usually do a craft or activity sheet 
to go along with it. Once they go downstairs and into the church to receive communion, 
the Priest will usually read the parable again out of the bible and so they get a chance to 

reinforce the lesson and its meanings. Parables, as Paula describes them, have to do 
with being a good citizen and seek to teach values such as honesty, trust, and 

forgiveness. When the children come back upstairs from Communion, she may read 
stories, show them relevant movies, or organize skits relating to the parables. On the 

day of the filming of the video below, Sunday School students were making boxes filled 
with toys for a donation to be shipped to poorer children in poorer countries. The charity 

we donate these boxes through is called The Samaritan’s Purse. The children in our 
community do this every year for Christmas
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A newspaper article from the Whig Standard mentioning Paula and her dedication to 
keeping the Greek Orthodox faith and Greek culture alive through the youth of the 

community. 
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THE GREEK SCHOOL AND SUNDAY SCHOOL TODAY 
 
In a video, which can be found at https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/greek-culture-
upkeep-among-greek-canadians, Paula Antonakos Boswell, the current Sunday School 
teacher for Kingston’s Greek Community, speaks about the Greek School and Sunday 
School programs at Koimisis Tis Theotokou Greek Orthodox Church. She speaks about 
what Greek Orthodox Sunday School education is like, and why she loves doing it. As a 
former Greek school teacher, she also speaks about her time teaching Greek school here. 
Angeline Antonakos Boswell, a former Greek School and Sunday School student, speaks 
about her memories of being part of these programs in Kingston. 
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FOLKLORE 
 
Folklore was an event held across Kingston for many years, beginning in the 1970s. It 
was run through the Kingston and District Folk Arts Council, and the goal of Folklore was 
to showcase as many cultures as possible within Kingston. Different ethnic communities 
would have pavilions around the city in which they would showcase their traditional foods, 
dress, dances, and more. Kingstonians would purchase a “passport” which detailed the 
locations of all the different pavilions around the city. 
 

Alex Lampropoulos, who was the president of the Greek Community for many years, 
speaking across from Kingston’s City Hall for CKWS about Folklore in the 1970s. 

 
Many members within the Greek community are nostalgic for Folklore, as it was a 
wonderful annual event held for many years that involved the entire community as they 
celebrated and shared their culture. Many narrators recalled Folklore fondly in their 
interviews, sharing their memories of days filled with Greek dances, lots of Greek 
foods, Greek costumes, Greek decor, and more. 
 
In a 1992 booklet about Folklore published by the Kingston and District Folk Arts Council, 
around 20 years after the first Folklore was held, it is described as “the heart and soul of 
all those who make up the multicultural mosaic of Kingston”. Folklore is advertised within 
the booklet as a way to “become a world traveler without even leaving 
Kingston.” Folklore was a big event in Kingston at one time: many Kingstonians 
participated annually, it was a big part of Kingston’s “social calendar” for two decades, 
and the event celebrated multiculturalism in an exciting way. It is truly incredible to look 
back on photographs of the pavilions and see how much effort was put into completely 
transforming a space in order to craft an atmosphere that made one feel as if they really 
were travelling through cultures and experiencing different traditions. 
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THE GREEK PAVILION 
 
The first Greek pavilion for Folklore was held at St. Lawrence College in 1973. Folklore 
that year took place in July and consisted of nine “Folk Groups”: Portuguese, Italian, 
Austrian, Hungarian, Greek, Danish, Scottish, Filipino, and Ukrainian. Buses ran between 
the pavilions for free, funded by the Kingston and District Folk Arts Council. A passport 
granting admission and detailing the locations of the pavilions costed only $3 that year. 

 

Maureen Sakell, a long-time active member of our Greek community, described the 
beginning of the Greek community’s involvement in Folklore in her interview. It was her 
sister-in-law, Geri Sakell, who urged the Greek community to get involved. Both Maureen 
and Geri were involved in what was called the Daughters of Penelope at the time. It was 
the women’s division of AHEPA, a Hellenic cultural organization within Greek 
communities across North America. Maureen remembers when the Kingston and District 
Folk Arts Council contacted the Greek community about being involved in Folklore, but 
the community council at the time said it would be too much work to get involved. Geri 
wanted to take on Folklore, however, and so she attended a Folk Arts Council meeting 
representing the Daughters of Penelope. “I remember thinking ‘oh dear, she is going to 
get us into something’,” Maureen said, “and she did!”. All of the Daughters of Penelope 
got together to organize the first Greek pavilion for folklore. It was a lot of work. Maureen 
remembers how Tessie, Maria and Effie Karis, Bessie and Katina Zakos, Toula Leos, the 
Karkoulis ladies and many more worked together to make this happen. They cooked and 
they baked tons; Maureen remembers they had pans and pans of pastitsio (a traditional 
Greek lasagna-like dish). 
 
Maria Triada Karkoulis also described in her interview the incredible amount of work the 
Daughters of Penelope put into making food for Folklore. They would cook the food 
elsewhere and transport it to St. Lawrence for the event. They made Greek salad, 
pastitsio, loukoumades (honey-coated deep-fried balls of dough), and various pastries. 
People who attended the pavilion would buy the food and either take it out or sit down 
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and eat it. It was a great fundraising event for the Greek community too. Maureen feels 
that the Greek pavilion was one of the most popular to visit because of the food. 
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Folklore was held at St. Lawrence College for some years before it took place in the 
Portsmouth Olympic Harbor. Eventually, Maureen took over from Geri as the chairperson 
for the event. During each folklore, everyone in the community would help out. Everyone 
had a role to play, from cooking to dancing to decorating. As Maureen remembers, she 
and her family did a lot of the decorations. Spiro, her husband, would run the bar, along 
with others. Katina Zakos was in charge of “all the displays” because she was very artistic. 
Geri Sakell was in charge of greeting those who were arriving to the pavilion. Everyone 
in the community would dress up in traditional Greek dress, and Maureen and Spiro made 
their own costumes for their kids. 

The entire space would be transformed for Folklore. The decor made it look as if there 
was a Parthenon. There was a bar, displays of artifacts, costumes, and any mementos 
that came from Greece tastefully used to decorate the space. There was Greek music 
always playing in the background, and lots of Greek dancing. Maureen jokes that the 
Greek community was not only the organizers but also the entertainment! Visitors could 
join in and dance too. They could drink traditional Greek drinks like ouzo and eat 
traditional Greek foods. 

 
 

In 1975, a large project to complete the first Greek community hall, adjacent to the 
church, was completed. The effort was completed with tons of cooperation and dedication 
from the whole Greek community, with many volunteering their time to see the hall finally 
built. Today, our church has two halls to host our cultural events, but at the time, the 
construction of this first hall opened up a whole new world of possibilities for the Greek 
community. Now, events could be held within our own church building. Greek School and 
Sunday School classes and concerts could be held here, Greek dancing lessons could 
be held here, wedding and baptism receptions could be held here, and, importantly at the 
time, Folklore could now be held right within our own church! 
 
In 1976, the Whig Standard wrote an article (below) describing the new hall and the 
preparations members of the Greek community were making in order to turn the hall into 
the Greek pavilion for 1976’s Folklore. As we can see, a lot of attention to detail was put 

https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/general-archives/img_20180513_0004/
https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/family-archives/folklore-74-at-st-lawrence-college-lyanne-ross/
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into designing the space for the pavilion: community members donated their Greek 
materials for the event, the walls were covered in tapestries, and vases and various 
ornaments were brought to the space to decorate it. As for the food and entertainment, a 
lot of effort went into practicing the dances that would be preformed during Folklore, and 
a group of over 20 women got together to make an assortment of traditional food to serve. 

 

It was when the Greek community got their new hall that Ethel Lampropoulos became the 
chairperson for Folklore. Maureen “passed the torch on” to her, and later onto Murva 
Nikas who was the chairperson for years, putting in a lot of work and dedication to make 
Folklore successful. During the years the Greek Community was involved in Folklore, 
Maro Argyropoulos and Maria Menikefs were also leaders of the event, among others. 

Murva Nikas was chairperson for Folklore in 1978, although she has chaired six different 
times. The following photographs took place in 1978 in the (first) hall at our own church. 
As we can see, a lot of effort went into decorating the space. A scene was built, displaying 
traditional Greek dress. The church interior was set up as an educational space about our 
religion for visitors. The exterior was also decorated: we can see wooden guard-houses 
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with guards in traditional dress stationed outside our church hall’s door. There is a photo 
included below of women preparing food for Folklore. There is also a photo of community 
members parading the Greek flag outside, in downtown Kingston. 

 

 

 
 
 
 

https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/folklore/1978-folklore-boys/
https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/folklore/1978-folklore-cottage-built-by-steve-danill-painted-by-shirley-tryfonopoulos-mahi-karkoulis-and-maria-pete-made-life-sized-dolls-and-dressed-them/
https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/folklore/1978-folklore-display-set-up-by-fr-kanellos-for-folklore-note-we-had-guided-tours-and-father-was-there-to-explain-at-times-possibly-mary-mayson-helped-with-this/
https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/folklore/1978-folklore-preperation-for-folklore-in-the-old-kitchen-with-thetis-psalidis-vlahakis-kostoula-nikas-toula-leos-anna-poulos-mrs-galaniss-mother-emily-katsarouchas/
https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/folklore/1978-folklore-1/
https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/folklore/1978-folklore-2/
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https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/folklore/1978-folklore-3/
https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/folklore/1978-folklore-4/
https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/folklore/1978-folklore-7/
https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/folklore/1978-folklore-6/
https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/folklore/1978-folklore-8/
https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/folklore/1978-folklore-9/
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https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/folklore/1978-folklore-11/
https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/folklore/1978-folklore-12/
https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/folklore/1978-folklore-13/
https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/folklore/1978-folklore-14/
https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/folklore/1978-folklore-15/
https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/folklore/1978-folklore-16/
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https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/folklore/1978-folklore-jim-nikas/
https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/folklore/1978-80-folklore-1/
https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/folklore/1978-80-folklore-2/
https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/folklore/1978-80-folklore-in-the-church-hall-dancers-include-laura-lampropoulos-lita-argyropoulos-george-karkoulis-and-george-stratis/
https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/folklore/1978-folklore-outside-the-church/
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GREEK DANCING 
Greek dancing has been a part of our community since the very beginning, and is still a 
large part of it today. Every major holiday, as well as important days such as March 25 
(our Independence day), is accompanied by a show of Greek dancing, preformed by 
children who have spent the year learning the dances through the Greek dancing lessons 
our community provides. In the 1990s, when the pamphlet below was printed, Maria J. 
Karkoulis (wife of John Karkoulis) was teaching the Greek dancing lessons. Before our 
community had its hall, in the 1970s, the lessons would have been held at St. Lawrence 
college. Maria J. Karkoulis taught Greek dancing in our community for many, many years. 
At one point, there were seventy-five youth enrolled in Greek dance lessons. According 
to the pamphlet below, they would even travel across the province to perform their 
dances. Of course, Folklore was a huge event in which the dancers could show off 
all their hard work to both the Greek community and to visitors from the wider 
Kingston community. 
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We have had many different Greek dancing teachers over time. Our community no longer 
holds a Folklore pavilion, and the number of youth enrolled in lessons has decreased, but 
the demand for Greek dance (and language) lessons persists. The dances are still 
showcased during the holiday performances and other big celebrations. Today, Elaine 
Gatzios teaches Greek dances on Saturdays to the youth in our community. 

Olga Xenodochidou, who was interviewed for this project, taught Greek dances as well 
as Greek language at the Greek School in our community during the period of 2006-2013 
every Saturday from 9am to 3pm. Interestingly, the two often go hand-in-hand, since it is 
impossible to separate the Greek language from the Greek culture. In the Greek school, 
Olga introduced many things to the children she taught, like Greek history, mythology, 
geography, and more, in addition to learning the language. Usually those who attended 
Greek language lessons at 9am would also attend Greek dancing lessons right after. Olga 
taught the total of ten Greek dances that her students learned perfectly and showcased 
in many occasions like during holiday performances and other big celebrations. 

It is not only the youth who are interested in Greek dancing. It is a staple of the Greek 
culture, and every Greek party (including Wedding or Baptism receptions) ends in a 
dance-floor full of people dancing along to a selection of popular traditional 
dances. The Tsamiko, for example, is a dance performed traditionally only by men, 
wearing traditional dress (foustanellas); the style is heavier and the steps are bolder. 
The Zorba is another famous traditional dance, whose style is lighter and quicker. The 
speed of the dance increases during the duration of the song, until the end of the dance 
has dancers flying across the dance floor. Greek dances are danced in a line, with 
dancers connected by the arms.  
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WHAT WAS FOLKLORE LIKE? 
 

 
Maureen and Spiro on the day of their interview 

 

In the audio clip found at https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/folklore, Spiro and 
Maureen Sakell describe their experiences at Folklore. They describe what it was like 
visiting other pavilions and what it was like when people visited the Greek one. Since the 
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Sakell family put a lot of effort into organizing the early Folklores, they also speak about 
what the experience of organizing folklore was like. 

CULTURAL EVENTS IN OUR COMMUNITY TODAY 
 
While our community is no longer involved in Folklore, as Folklore in Kingston has phased 
out over the years, it does not mean that our community has stopped hosting cultural 
events open to the general public. This year alone (2018) we prepared our church 
for Doors Open Kingston, an event in June during which visitors could enter our 
church and be greeted by community members dressed in traditional dress; Paula 
Antonakos Boswell displayed to visitors some of the archives and photos we have been 
collecting from the community for our History Project in order to provide them with a 
background of our community; Father Matthew Penney and Presvytera Catherine Penney 
led an interactive tour of our church; we had a series of wonderful speeches by Greek 
Kingstonians on an array of topics; and there was a bake sale held by Philoptohos through 
which visitors could try many traditional Greek desserts. The photographs below are from 
this event, including photos of two narrators included in this project –  Dr. Glykeria Martou 
and Olga Xenodochidou – giving speeches. There is also a photo of some members of 
Philoptohos posing with Mayor Bryan Paterson beside their bake sale. As we can see, 
our community continues to host cultural events, eager to share our culture with visitors. 
 

 

https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/folklore/35628473_964179633755461_8434288975807512576_o/
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https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/folklore/35435063_964120137094744_7212169097021227008_o/
https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/folklore/35433386_964869667019791_3257498227456344064_n/
https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/folklore/35648073_964869393686485_726339150835351552_n/
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https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/folklore/35433016_964136590426432_7669098890842341376_n/
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WEDDINGS, CEREMONIES, AND 
OUR PRE-CHURCH HISTORY 
 

St. George’s Cathedral, at the end of Johnson Street near the location of our current 
Greek Orthodox Church, served an important role in the history of Kingston’s Greek 
Community. Before the Greek Community bought and renovated our current location at 
121 Johnson Street in 1964, turning it into a Greek Orthodox Church, St. George’s 
Cathedral was often used as a location for Greek ceremonies (such as weddings and 
baptisms) as well as Greek church services. In this section of our walking tour, we will 
look at the importance of St. George’s Cathedral in the memories of members of our 
Greek community. Since many weddings within our Greek community took place at St. 
George’s Cathedral, we will also look at weddings, marriage, and courtship in general 
within our Greek community, as told through the stories and memories of our oral history 
narrators. 
 

A 
photo from Louis and Toula Leos’s wedding at St. George’s Cathedral. Theirs was the 
last wedding from the Greek Community to be hosted in St. George’s Cathedral, as a 

year later (in 1964) our church was built. 
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CEREMONIES BEFORE THE CHURCH 
 
Weddings, baptisms, and the celebration of major holidays such as Christmas, Panagia, 
Easter, and the Holy Week leading up to it, are important ceremonies and pillars of Greek 
culture. The Greek community of Kingston received its largest wave of immigration 
around the 1960s, and so the Greek population in Kingston before then was relatively 
sparse. Because of this, there was no official community organization among early Greek 
immigrants, nor was there an official gathering point for church services or 
celebrations. Saint George’s Cathedral on Johnson Street became the go-to place for 
Greek weddings, baptisms, holidays, and church services before 1964. 
 
Maria Karis Brousalis, whose family was one of the earliest Greek families to immigrate 
to Kingston, remembers attending services at St. George’s Cathedral. She and her family 
would take their communion there, and eventually became active members of the St. 
George’s Cathedral community. Maria’s brother participated in the choir, her father was 
a Rotarian, and her mother participated in “Women’s Aid” at the church; the family made 
connections and friendships in St. George’s that lasted even after the Greeks started 
organizing their own community, as Maria remembers her family attending meetings for 
both of the communities. 

As more and more Greeks started immigrating to Kingston, St. George’s Cathedral 
provided a space wherein Greek Orthodox services and ceremonies could be held. Maria 
describes how Greeks could use the chapel at St. George’s to hold baptism ceremonies, 
holidays, and weddings. They would bring a Greek Orthodox Priest to Kingston from 
elsewhere in order to conduct these ceremonies, as it was not until much later that 
there was a permanent Greek Orthodox Priest in Kingston. Maria remembers when the 
Archbishop Athinagoras came to Kingston in 1961 to help set up a Greek community. He 
gave Maria and her sister a book of Greek Orthodox choir music and told them they were 
in charge of the church choir, since Maria could play the piano. Since they still did not 
have a church space of their own, the choir was held at St. George’s Cathedral. Maria’s 
sister was eventually married at St. George’s by a Greek Orthodox Priest, too. 
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This is a photo from Tom and Voula Stathopolous’s wedding, which took place at St. 

George’s Cathedral. In this photo, they are exiting the steps of the cathedral. 
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Fil Menikefs, who came to Kingston in 1951, also remembers the importance of St. 
George’s Cathedral for the Greek Community before the establishment of our own 
church. Greek Orthodox church services at the time, which involved bringing a priest from 
elsewhere, were only held once in a while, either at St. George’s Cathedral or very 
occasionally at the Masonic Temple on Queen’s Street. Fil and his friend Chris Zakos 
would attend the Anglican services at St. George’s Cathedral every Sunday, whenever a 
Greek Orthodox service wasn’t being held. During Holy Week (the week preceding 
Easter), Fil remembers travelling with Chris to Watertown, where there was a large Greek 
community, every single day in order to attend Church services. 

Clearly, there was a large need for a Greek Orthodox church in Kingston – a need 
that was only growing over time as more and more Greeks were immigrating to 
Kingston and searching for a space to hold their important ceremonies, holidays, 
and services. 

 

WEDDINGS AND MARRIAGES IN GREEK 
COMMUNITIES 
 
A wedding is not a small event for those in a Greek Community. The ceremony itself is 
large, loud, and lasts nearly the entire night filled with Greek dancing, drinks, and food. 
The actual wedding takes place typically within a Greek Orthodox Church, under the 
guidance of a Greek Orthodox Priest. As Father Chrysostomos Achilleos described in his 
interview for the Kingston Greek History Project, in Greek Orthodox weddings there is the 
distinctive tradition of the bride and groom wearing small circular crowns during the 
ceremony. These are the crowns of “martyrdom”, Fr. C. says, “because in marriage we 
sacrifice for one another.” The entire ceremony is filled with symbolic meaning, as is every 
ceremony within the Greek Orthodox church.  
 
Traditionally, marriage between two Greeks has been preferred within Greek Canadian 
Communities (Chimbos 1980, 111).  Over time, marriage between Greeks and non-
Greeks has become more widely accepted, and some members of our community in 
Kingston attest to the rewards and difficulties of marrying outside the Greek community in 
the next chapter. Typically, however, through much of the twentieth century, single Greek 
men “fleeing terrible economic conditions” and wishing to “remake their lives” returned to 
Greece once they became established in Canada in order to find a bride (Century Man: 
The Father Salamis Story). Many of these marriages were arranged by their families 
(ibid). 
 
While times changed and arranged marriages were no longer the norm, the broader 
Greek Community still tended to play an important role in match-making over time. It is 
through a network of connections, often based in the community, that Greek youth tended 
to meet one another. In the stories compiled below, we will see a range of different 
courtship and marriage experiences within the community. 
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MARRIAGE STORIES FROM OUR COMMUNITY 
 
In discussing their life stories, many narrators included in this project spoke about how 
they met their spouse, and how these courtship and marriage stories took place within 
their broader stories of migration or community involvement. Many couples moved to 
Kingston from Greece together, for example, and many people followed future spouses 
from Greece to Kingston in order to marry. Many even returned to Greece after 
establishing themselves in Kingston in order to find a spouse to bring over into the new 
country and build a family. The following stories, of course, are only a sample of all of the 
wedding and marriage stories within our community and by no means give voice to the 
full range of experiences of our members. 
 

 
Andrew and Crysanthy Sakell 
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Spiro Sakell’s father, Andrew Sakell, migrated from Greece to North America at 16 years 
old. He was one of the earliest Greeks in Kingston, and his story serves as an example 
of Greek Canadians who traveled to Greece in order to find brides. After he had been 
living in Kingston for some time, he went back to Greece to meet a woman he had been 
“fixed” with. The moment he met Chrysanthy in Greece, however, he changed his mind 
and married her instead. They stayed in Greece for two years and had their first child, 
Spiro’s sister, before returning to Kingston. It should be noted that, at this time, finding a 
Greek man living in Canada was a desirable path for many girls living in Greece, as this 
represented hope for a better economic future for a family, in a new land. Greek Canadian 
men knew the status symbol their new country gave them when returning to Greece, and 
so they often used it to their advantage when trying to choose a bride. Maria Karis 
Brousalis shared a humorous story about family friend and Kingstonian George 
Karkoulis, who returned to Greece in the 1960s in search of a bride. He brought along 
his North American car by boat as a status symbol in order to impress potential suitors. 
He married Andromahi (pictured below) that summer and returned to Canada by boat 
along with the car. 
 

This 
photo was taken on Ted Brousalis’s last day in Greece (he is on the car). The car was 

brought to Greece from Canada by George Karkoulis; the woman in the photo is 
George’s future wife, Andromahi. 

 
Maria Karis Brousalis’s parents met each other in the 1930s through connections in the 
Greek community. A lot of Greeks went to Church in Toronto to celebrate big holidays, 
since there was no Greek church in Kingston at the time. It was there that Anastasia (her 
mother), from around the Toronto area, met Frank Karis (her father), from Kingston. A 
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family friend suggested they would be a good match four or five years before they got 
married. They danced when they first met, but nothing happened. It wasn’t until they met 
again at another event (this time at a wedding) in Toronto that they decided to date. Frank 
drove every Sunday to see Anastasia, on his one day off from work. He would drive all 
day to get there, they would spend a couple of hours together, and then he would drive 
back home. The first time he went to take her for a drive, Maria describes, her Theia 
(aunt) hopped in the car to chaperone and Anastasia said “get out, he’s here to see me!” 
She was strong-headed. Frank visited her for many weeks until, in October, they decided 
they should marry. They were married in Toronto on November 5th 1939, and the best 
man was the one who had matched them years ago. 
 

 
Tessie and Frank Karis’s Wedding Photo 

 
The following story about Manos Tryfonopoulos comes from his son, John: 
 
“Manos Tryfonopoulos met his first wife, Maria Kosovos, when he was a teenager. Her 
family would come from Kalamata to Methoni for summer vacation and she became best 
friends with one of Manos’s three sisters. 
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They had an instant attraction and “were crazy in love”. They kept in touch for several 
years while Manos completed his military service and worked in northern Greece. In 1953. 
Maria and her parents moved to Kingston, Ontario as her father had a brother already 
living there. Manos and Maria kept in touch by writing letters and after some time Manos 
decided to emigrate to Canada to join Maria and get married. He left Greece on October 
26, 1954 on a converted war ship named the Jerusalem and arrived in Halifax on 
November 11.  This decision was not taken lightly as Manos had a good job in Greece 
and was unsure of what sort of labour he would have to accept once he came to Canada 
with no knowledge of English. They were married within seven days of his arrival as they 
were required to wed within 30 days according to the current Immigration Laws. The 
wedding was held on November 21, 1954 in the Greek Orthodox Church in Ottawa as 
there was no Greek church in Kingston at that time. 
 
His first job upon arriving in Kingston was as a shoemaker at a shop located at 561 
Princess Street which was owned by an Italian gentleman. Oddly enough this worked in 
Manos’s favour as he had learned Italian during the Second World War when Greece was 
occupied by Italy. Later he also worked as a milkman and in a bakery among other jobs. 
In 1959 Manos purchased a shoe repair shop at 540 Alfred St. and he put the training he 
had obtained earlier to good use. Their first child, Caterina, was born in December of 
1955. Though life was difficult with both of them working, they felt blessed and were 
happy. In March of 1960 their second child was born, a boy named John. Tragically Maria 
passed away suddenly in June of 1960, leaving Manos alone to care for two young 
children. 
 
With the help of his sister and Mother back in Greece, where he had taken the children 
after the death of Maria, he began to rebuild his life. During this time Manos met Shirley at 
the shoe repair shop as she lived in the area and was a regular customer.  Slowly their 
relationship grew and upon the children’s return from Greece in 1963 she also assumed 
the role of caregiver to his children and helped him look after them. 
 
In 1966 Manos and Shirley were married in Kingston at the current Greek Orthodox 
Church located at 121 Johnson Street and after 63 years are still going strong!” 
 
In the 1960s, Mike Kanellos and his wife met through Mike’s brother, Costas. Costas 
knew Mike’s wife from when he was living in Winnipeg. Mike eventually asked her to come 
to Kingston with him, and they were married in St. George’s Cathedral by a priest who 
came from Ottawa to perform the service. 
 
Traditionally, Greek women married young. Voula Stathopolous was told she was 
becoming too old to be married when she was only 24 years old! She met her future 
husband, Tom Stathopoulos, through family. Her uncle had a successful Baklava store 
in Toronto and came to Kingston often for deliveries. Her uncle had been told to always 
be looking out for a groom for Voula, as her parents were intent on finding her a husband. 
They would often bring suitors to the home for Voula to choose from. Voula was not 
interested in an arranged marriage at all. One time, for example, they brought someone 
from Montreal who her father liked “because he had money and a nice car” and Voula 
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said, “Dad, today he has money but tomorrow maybe he won’t, and then what do I have? 
Someone I don’t know?” She always battled it. 
 
Tom Stathopoulos was working for her uncle’s Baklava store at the time. Her uncle 
brought Tom with him when he had to deliver cakes to Kingston, thinking Tom could be 
a potential suitor. Voula liked Tom’s personality, but was still hesitant to be set up for 
marriage. He was persistent, though. Tom would phone her often, and would do deliveries 
with her uncle almost every weekend. Voula remembers that one time he said “you know, 
Voula, you don’t know me and I don’t know you, but I think if we are married we will be a 
good couple.” She asked him how he knew this, and Tom said they would try their best. 
Eventually, he asked Voula to marry him and promised her he would be the best husband. 
This, as Voula recounts, was the start of their life together. They went to Greece so Voula 
could meet Tom’s parents. Tom met Voula’s family, and Voula’s father convinced Tom to 
move to Kingston. They did, and their wedding was held at St. George’s Cathedral. 
 
Chris and Murva Nikas met through the coffee shop Chris owned at the time. Murva was 
working for a lawyer, and she would come to the coffee shop every day to pick coffee up 
for her office. Chris spoke English at a low level, but he would practice writing messages 
the night before that he would hand her with her coffee the next day. One day, he 
accidentally gave someone else the coffee cup intended for Murva: he laughs, saying that 
he and Murva felt so embarrassed that the customer “knew their secret”. Eventually, they 
began dating. At one point, Murva was living in Toronto and Chris would drive up every 
weekend to see her. 
 
Murva is not Greek, and this difference was difficult for them at first. Before they were 
married, Chris brought Murva to St. George’s Cathedral (where the church services were 
being held at the time), so that he could ‘show her his culture’. People in the community 
were shocked to see him bring Murva, as it was not common to marry someone from 
outside of the community at that point. “But marrying Murva was the greatest thing”, he 
says. Not only do they work well together as a couple, but Murva also helped Chris a lot 
with his businesses. 

Before they were married, Murva was given books to read about the Greek Orthodox 
religion. She wanted to be baptized into the faith for the right reasons, and not only 
because she was marrying Chris. She wanted to understand the religion more deeply. 
“And now,” Chris says, “she is more Greek than the Greeks are!” Murva is extremely 
involved with the church, and has been for the past 50 years. She works with the youth 
(and was a long time Sunday school teacher), chaired Folklore, and much more. 

Toula and Louis Leos’s wedding was the last Greek Orthodox Wedding to be held at St. 
George’s Cathedral before the Greek Community bought a church in 1964. There were 
two priests at her wedding, Toula recounts: one from Toronto and one from New York. 
She and Louis brought the Orthodox materials to St. George’s for the wedding, such as 
the crosses, crowns, and other props. It was a huge wedding. 
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Toula and Louis Leos during their wedding in 1963 at St. George’s Cathedral. All of the 

Orthodox props included in the ceremony (such as the crowns on their heads) were 
brought to St. George’s for the wedding. 

 

 
Toula and Louis Leos’s wedding reception. Greek dancing is a big part of any Greek 

wedding! 
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Maria Karis Brousalis and Ted Brousalis were married in the new Greek Orthodox 
Church. Maria met Ted through connections within the Greek community. He was a friend 
of the Karkoulis family, as was Maria. The Karkoulises brought a newly-immigrated Ted 
to a Christmas gathering one year. He was 24 years old and Maria was 13 years old when 
they first met at this gathering, so nothing happened. Maria says, however, that “he was 
like a Greek God. I never got him out of my mind”. She felt a strong expectation to marry 
someone Greek. In her generation, she felt that marrying someone who wasn’t Greek 
meant you were “getting away from the Church and the community”. Years later, Maria 
and Ted began seeing each other romantically and, when it came time to get married, 
Maria’s father did not approve of the union even though Ted was Greek. Approval from 
parents is significant in traditional Greek culture, and so this put a strain on Maria’s 
relationship with her father for many years, which finally was resolved. The photo below 
from their wedding day depicts the early days of our church: since it had not originally 
been an Orthodox church, the Greek community renovated it, adding the iconostas we 
see below (the wall of icons). The church looks markedly different today, although the 
iconostas remains the same. 
 

Maria and Ted’s wedding in the Greek Orthodox Church in Kingston, shortly after it was 
bought and renovated. 
 
Fil Menikefs met his wife, Maria, on a trip back home to Cyprus after he immigrated to 
Kingston. He was introduced to her by his family, as she was one of the girls that had 
been “chosen for him”. Fil wanted to bring Maria back to Canada and see if she would 
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like to live there. They arrived in the Montreal airport and the immigration officers told her 
she had one month to get married before she had to leave the country. Getting married 
became a quick decision, and they arranged to have the wedding within a month. 
Unexpectedly, Fil became sick with pneumonia and was hospitalized. As the wedding 
was approaching, he asked if they would let him leave the hospital for the ceremony. Fil 
laughs as he describes attending the wedding ceremony, and then spending his first night 
as a married couple in the hospital. After he got out of the hospital, they finally had a real 
honeymoon and they went to Niagara Falls. Fil and Maria “matched very easily”, and they 
still match right up to today. 
 

 
 
As we can see, Greeks have traditionally been matched through arranged marriages. 
This is the case with both Maria Triada Karkoulis and Voula Bettas, who described their 
experiences of being destined to marry a Greek Canadian. Maria Triada Karkoulis met 
her husband, Peter Karkoulis (brother of John and George Karkoulis), while he was 
visiting Greece on an AHEPA trip. When she met Peter, she was in the middle of applying 
to a military medical school in Thessaloniki where her brother was completing his military 
services. As she describes, the majority of the girls in Greece at the time were interested 
in getting married to a Greek who lived in Canada. It was a fortunate financial situation 
for women to be in during a time of economic uncertainty in Greece. This is why, as we 
saw earlier, venturing to Greece in search of a bride, even bringing a car overseas in 
order to emphasize one’s Canadianness to marriage prospects, would be so successful 
for young Greek Canadian men. Marrying a Greek Canadian man was desirable. And 
although Maria Triada was passionate about academics, she eventually chose to marry 
into the Karkoulis family instead, destined for Canada. 

https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/family-archives/fil-menikefs-wedding/
https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/family-archives/fil-and-his-wife-maria-at-the-time-of-the-interview/
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Maria Triada Karkoulis and Peter Karkoulis’s Wedding 
 

How Maria Triada and Peter first met was coincidental. Peter was at a barber shop, 
describing to the barber how he was searching for someone in Greece to marry. Maria 
happened to pass by the barber shop on her way to the post office, and Peter saw her in 
the barber shop mirror. He said to the barber, “if that young girl is available, I’ll marry her.” 
In the smaller town of Tripoli, people must have known one another well, and so the 
barber knew it was Maria Triada who had walked by. Eventually, Peter’s uncle, after 
hearing this joke, somehow urged the barber to contact Maria’s family. Maria’s family 
agreed for Peter and Maria to meet. They only met once before becoming engaged! They 
were married in August of 1962 and by September Maria Triada immigrated to Kingston 
to live with the Karkoulis family. 

Voula met her husband through similar circumstances, when family friends sent her 
photograph to Pandelis Bettas while he was in search of a bride. Pandelis was already 
living in Kingston, and had already established himself financially. Voula was only 19 
years old when she immigrated to Canada in 1965 to marry him! Eventually, they had 
three children, and Voula worked in a hospital while Pandelis ran a successful restaurant. 
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Modern relationship configurations are quite different than traditional Greek ones, with 
arranged marriages no longer the norm, and intermarriage between Greeks no longer so 
strictly enforced. We can see this change in the marriage stories of our younger 
community members – especially those who have described their experiences marrying 
outside of the Greek community and heritage. The children and grandchildren of Greek 
immigrants, as with any first and second generation immigrants, will inevitably become 
more entwined with the social norms of the broader host society. Many traditions 
eventually disperse, while some still remain. Being married within the Orthodox Church is 
still important to most, and up-keeping Greek traditions through other ways (such as 
through food, language, and religion) is still important to many descendants of Greek 
immigrants. 

  

https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/family-archives/another-photo-send-to-pandelis-by-voula/
https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/family-archives/wedding-ceremony-2/
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GREEKHOOD AND THE FUTURE OF 
HELLENISM 
 

What is Greekhood? It is something Greek Canadians seek to preserve through their 
traditions and language; it is something that shifts between generations and geographical 
locations; and its ability to continue into the future is something that has many Greek 
Canadians worried. In this section of the tour, we will explore how the idea 
of Greekhood was spoken about among our narrators, and how the experience of 
expressing one’s Greekhood shifted over time. We will also explore the experiences of 
Greeks in Kingston who marry Non-Greeks, and how Greekhood was maintained or 
adapted through these unions. Finally, we will explore some of the fears held in the Greek 
community about the ‘future of Hellenism’, since the language usage, as well as Church 
attendance, is declining among younger generations. 
 
The location for this part of the tour is Queen’s University because Queen’s played an 
important role in Greek/non-Greek interactions. As Nagata, in her study on the 
integration of Greek immigrants within Toronto, states: “attempts are made, as far as 
possible, to retain Greek language and culture in family, recreational, and religious 
domains, and to segregate these obligatory involvements with external institutions 
or the public domain, for example, work and education” (Nagata 1969, 66). What this 
means is: while Greeks fiercely preserve their traditions within the home, the church, and 
within other cultural institutions, Greek immigrants have needed to integrate with the 
broader society in the domains of work and education. Queen’s University has 
historically been a site for both. 
 
Toula Leos’s family, for example, owned the Queen’s Tea Room throughout the mid-
twentieth century near Queen’s campus. They served beef, eggs and bacon, pasta, 
milkshakes (a lot of milkshakes!), ice-cream, ice cream sandwiches, and much more. 
Toula remembers there were always a lot of university students there, and it was always 
very busy around graduation ceremonies. Restaurants are a typical site for Greek/non-
Greek interaction, since Greek immigrants typically owned restaurants and would 
encounter the broader public through them. 
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The Queen’s Tea Room, owned by Toula Leos’s family. 
 

Fil Menikefs, along with his brother Leukos, immigrated to Canada from Cyprus in order 
to study at Queen’s University in 1951. In his interview, Fil describes what the employment 
situation for Greek immigrants after the 1950s was like. Greeks that came later than 
1950s had a hard time buying a house and starting a business, and so most of them 
began by working in restaurants. He feels that Greek immigrants worked very hard. Many 
Greeks worked in a leather factory at that time because it was hard and undesirable work 
for others. When the leather factory in Kingston closed, he remembers that a lot of Greeks 
found employment at Queen’s University either as cleaners or working in maintenance. 

Queen’s played an important role in our community not only for its employment 
opportunities, but also for its education opportunities. As the typical twentieth-
century Greek immigration story goes, once the first generation of Greek immigrants had 
established successful businesses (typically restaurants), they would emphasize post-
secondary education for the next generation. Many members of our community have 
attended Queen’s University. 

Paula Antonakos-Boswell’s family fits this archetypal Greek-Canadian immigration story 
perfectly. Her parents immigrated to Canada in the 1960s. Her father began by working 
in a restaurant as a dishwasher, and her mother began by working in a factory as a 
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seamstress. With an incredible amount of dedication and sacrifice, they worked long 
hours and made great risks until they eventually owned their own successful restaurant 
in the Prescott area. Now that their family was financially stable, the only thing they 
wanted for their children – like many Greek immigrants do – was for them to be well 
educated and successful in life. Many Greek immigrants in the twentieth century were not 
educated at a high level themselves, and so this is something many desired for their 
children. Post-secondary education was a must for Paula. She left the Prescott area for 
Kingston in order to attend Queen’s University and stayed in Kingston ever since; this is 
how she became part of the Greek community here in the 1980s and has since become 
one of its most dedicated members. 
 
Both Olga Xenodochidou and her husband, Aris Docoslis, are currently employed by 
Queen’s University in teaching positions. After completing her undergraduate degree and 
teaching for some years in Thessaloniki, Olga Xenodochidou moved to the United States 
to pursue further education. Once there, she completed her Master’s degree and she also 
met her husband, Aris (Aristides Docoslis) who had just finished his PhD. In 2002 Aris 
received a job offer at Queen’s University as a professor and he moved to Kingston. In 
the summer of 2004 after they got married Olga moved to Kingston, as well. It was difficult 
for Olga to leave her family and move to Canada permanently, but eventually she adjusted 
to life in Kingston. She started working at Queen’s as an event coordinator for the 
Chemical Engineering Department. Olga also served as a Greek School teacher in the 
Greek community of Kingston for 7 years. Today, she works at Queen’s as an English 
instructor for engineering students. 

 

MAINTAINING GREEKHOOD AMONG GREEK 
CANADIANS 
 
As Chimbos describes when he writes about the Greek experience in Canada, Greeks 
have a strong attachment to the ‘motherland’, which often results in many Greek 
Canadians living “in two different worlds” (1980, 136). Second generation Greek 
Canadians are often taught Greek values at the same time as the host society’s values 
(150), and even these generations which have grown up in Canada have a strong 
reverence for their Greek heritage. As for Greek immigrants in Canada, 93% identified 
themselves as only Greek when asked what they were (Chimbos 1980, 139). This is not 
to say that Greek immigrants are unsatisfied with life in Canada. As Anastasia Kaketsis 
saw in her study on Greek immigrant women in Canada, Greeks just did not show “a high 
level of social integration”, in part due to the strong sentimental ties many have to Greece 
(2000, 15). Greek values can be especially maintained in Canada due to its strong 
multiculturalism policy (Georgas et al. 1996, 334). 
 
In the process of integrating into a new society, a process also known as acculturation, 
some characteristics may quickly change, such as food and clothes; others, like religious 
beliefs, may persist and be maintained from generation to generation (Georgas et al. 
1996, 335). One of the core values of traditional Greekhood is that of philotimo, or 
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the “love of honour” (Kaketsis 2000, 38). Honour plays a big role in the Greek culture, and 
so it is natural that this idea of honour is maintained when Greek immigrants build families 
and communities in Canada. Someone who has philotimo is full of self-respect and 
generosity; and much concern is placed in maintaining a social image or displaying a 
social ranking, even if this goes against more “profitable considerations” (ibid). 
 
The best example I can think of this philotimo came up during an interview with Maria 
Karis Brousalis (a second-generation Greek in Kingston) and George Katinas (a first-
generation Greek in Kingston). They spoke about the Greek mannerism of fighting over 
paying the bill at a restaurant. It would seem improper, and would give the appearance of 
a low social status, to expect others to pay for your bill. In the same vein, it is improper 
among Greeks to accept food the first time it is offered: one has to be begged to eat in 
order to accept the offer! Maria and George laughed about a time when George’s Greek 
relative rejected an offer of food from a Canadian, and so the Canadian did not pester 
and took the tray of food away; she then said to George, “why did they they take the food 
away? I wanted some.” It was a desire to maintain a face of honour that prohibited her 
from jumping at the chance to eat the food when she was asked. Likewise, when George 
first came to Canada he would buy drinks for his friends at a bar. He would expect, as 
philotimo would have it, that they would alternate taking turns paying. Instead, his friends 
never reciprocated (as per a Canadian culture where buying everyone’s drinks is not 
considered a normal nor expected thing to do), and so George’s first thought was that 
“they had no philotimo”. 
 
These sorts of culture clashes are common among Greek immigrants. George 
Katinas found Anglo-Canadians to be much “colder” than Greeks at first. He came to 
understand that these are different cultural expectations. “It takes you a while to realize 
‘here is different’,” George says, and he needed to adapt and learn the unwritten codes 
of the new culture. All Greek immigrants deal with the difficult adaptation to a different 
culture, and many Greek immigrant parents have difficulty with the contrasting social 
values their children are being introduced to in host societies, such as the non-traditional 
social events in which boys and girls may interact (Kaketsis 2000, 42). A narrator for our 
project, Paula Antonakos-Boswell, whose parents immigrated from Greece, found her 
Greek parents to be very strict. She and her siblings were not allowed to date nor attend 
social events outside of the Greek community. Second-generation Greek Canadians 
often find themselves maintaining an “equilibrium between both cultures”; Greek 
immigrant homes may reinforce traditional Greek values, and even often have Greek as 
their first language (Kaketsis 2000, 42). 
 
Greekhood is maintained through passing down values and traditions from generation to 
generation. It is also maintained through the church, the Greek school, the Sunday 
school, and cultural events such as Folklore. Throughout the Greek diaspora, ties to the 
homeland are held tightly, as such reverence for the homeland is “embedded in the very 
idea of Greek ethnicity in Canada” (Panagakos 1998, 68). 
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Maria Triada Karkoulis (right) with children of the Greek community at Folklore, an 

important cultural event for maintaining and displaying Greekhood in Kingston in the 
1970s-1990s. 

 

WHAT IS GREEKHOOD? 
 
“Greekhood” is somewhat of an elusive concept, since there may be differing definitions 
of what exactly it means. The definition of it may even shift over time. In my interview with 
Maria Karis Brousalis and George Katinas, we spoke about the factor of nostalgia in ideas 
of Greekhood. Many people hold nostalgia for a certain type of “Greekness”, and when 
they leave to immigrate for Canada, they leave with a certain idea of what it means to be 
Greek. As time moves on, however, what it means to be Greek in Greece and what it 
means to be Greek in the diaspora may change entirely. The importance of maintaining 
an idea of Greekhood is also different between the diaspora and the homeland, since 
George and Maria believe that, in Greece, people are less likely to enforce and analyze 
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what it means to be “Greek” since they undeniably are Greek. In other words, “they do 
not need to assert their Greekness”, unlike the Greeks who are outnumbered culturally in 
Canada. As George Katinas, who immigrated to Kingston in the 1980s, put it: “when you 
leave a place, you are constantly evolving somewhere else and the place is constantly 
evolving too. So when you return, it can be disorienting because you didn’t experience 
the changes slowly.” This is startling, especially when you are homesick and hold an 
“idealized Greece” in your mind, only to go back and find out that it is no longer 
there. What it means to “be Greek” is impossible to define, because cultures are 
constantly shifting through time and place. 
 
A puzzling recurrence throughout the interviews included in this project is the idea that 
some people are “more Greek” than others. Some are seen to “embrace Greekhood” 
more than others. What does this mean? It isn’t just knowledge of the 
Greek language that constitutes ‘Greekhood’, as many people can be described as ‘very 
Greek’ without speaking a word of it. Murva Nikas, a non-Greek married to a Greek in 
Kingston, is a prime example for this. When one thinks about active members of the Greek 
community in Kingston, Murva Nikas is at the top of the list. She taught Sunday School 
for many years, was involved in the Daughters of Penelope, was on the Church Council 
for many, many years, and much more. Murva has no cultural or linguistic roots in 
Greekhood, and yet can be described as “very Greek” through her involvement and 
dedication to the upkeep of the Greek traditions, community, and religion. Maria Karis 
Brousalis, whose family was one of the first Greek families to immigrate to Kingston, 
speaks less Greek than her daughter, Christina, does. While her knowledge of the Greek 
language does not necessarily define her Greekhood, Maria believes that 
Christina’s intention to seek out the language and culture by herself makes her “more 
Greek”. One interpretation of Greekhood could then be the extent to which 
one tries to upkeep Greek culture. 
 
Nonetheless, the upkeep of Greekhood – meaning, the values, language, traditions, and 
religion tied to Greek ethnicity – is a central focus within the Greek community. When Dr. 
Glyerkia Martou, who came to Kingston in the 2000s, was very surprised by the presence 
of the Greek community in Kingston. It made her happy, since she was able to attend 
church and be surrounded by Greeks when she felt homesick. In her interview for this 
project, she described how amazed she was that Greeks could keep all their traditions 
while simultaneously being fully immersed within Canadian society. She remembers a 
game between Greek and Canadian basketball teams wherein the Greek Canadians 
carried flags from both Canada and Greece. Since Greeks were able to upkeep their 
Greekhood in Canada, with its emphasis on multiculturalism, many Greeks feel perfectly 
at home in Canada. Glykeria, like many Greeks, seeks to raise her children “properly” 
and according to “Greek values”, which means they will be good people, will upkeep the 
Greek identity, will show respect to others, and will remain close to the church. 
 
Voula Stathopoulos, who immigrated to Kingston as a child with her family in the 1940s, 
described her experience growing up Greek during her interview. It was difficult when she 
first came to Canada, since she did not know English. She used to come home from 
school crying, but her parents always assured her that the only thing she needed to worry 
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about being on the right path and about being a good kid. She carried her parents’ values 
with her throughout life, such as the value that one should not focus too much on work, 
and to focus more on family. Voula, whose mother told her to never lose her Greek 
language, passed her Greekhood down to her own children. She took them to Greek 
school in Kingston, with Pavlos as the Greek school teacher at the time, teaching 75 kids 
all by himself. They learned how to dance the traditional Greek dances too. Voula, 
however, brings up the question of what exactly Greekhood is when she describes herself 
as being “more Canadian than Greek”. While she is very proud of her Greek heritage, she 
finds herself branching off from traditional Greek values in many ways. For example, she 
found it important to bring her children to hockey practice and piano lessons, something 
she thought many people couldn’t “see the value in”. She also taught her sons to do 
chores, such as making the bed and doing the laundry. Her mother disapproved of this 
since these were traditionally tasks for girls, but Voula jokes that her daughters-in-law are 
very grateful! It is interesting to wonder, however, if this shifting idea of Greekhood is not 
something that has been departed from, but instead something that has 
been altered among second and third generation Greeks as they incorporate the 
cultural aspects of the new society they find themselves in. 
 

Voula as a child (second from the right), with her siblings. 
 
Olga Xenodochidou, who immigrated to Kingston in the 2000s, and her husband Aris, are 
concerned for their young son (George)’s Greek culture, and so they are extremely 
dedicated to the upkeep of Greekhood in his life. They only speak Greek in the house, 
and until kindergarten George only spoke Greek. They are sure to travel to Greece every 
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year so that they will never lose constant contact with the Greek culture. Olga and Aris 
both enjoy Canada, and the freedom and happiness they feel here, but their strong ties 
to the homeland make them dream of returning to Greece someday. 

 

NON-GREEKS WHO MARRY GREEKS 
 
Among those who have been interviewed so far for the Kingston Greek History Project, 
some have been either Greeks who married Non-Greeks or Non-Greeks who married 
Greeks. Among earlier, close-knit Greek generations, this was not the norm. As Greek 
Canadian families grew and dispersed throughout the broader society, however, Non-
Greek/Greek marriages became normalized. Around the 1960s, when Maureen married 
Spiro Sakell, and Murva married Chris Nikas (as two members of the earlier Greek 
immigrant families in Kingston), Non-Greek/Greek marriages were not the norm. When 
the Kingstonians George Katinas and Paula Antonakos-Boswell married their non-Greek 
spouses around the 1990s, such an intermarriage was already more normalized. In this 
section, we will explore how Non-Greek/Greek marriages, and the families these 
marriages build, still seek to upkeep Greekhood. 
 
Spiro Sakell’s family was one of the first Greek Canadian families to immigrate to 
Kingston. For this project, both Spiro and his wife Maureen, a non-Greek, were 
interviewed. In Maureen’s interview, she spoke about how Greek traditions were kept up 
in the family even though none of their children married Greeks either. Maureen and Spiro 
have a daughter and two sons. They are proud to say that everyone in their family – their 
children, their grandchildren, their nieces and nephews – celebrate a portion of Greek 
culture. They always celebrate Greek Easter. Easter is arguably the biggest holiday in 
the Greek calendar, and celebrations for it include cracking eggs that have been dyed 
red, going to church (often for many days during the “Holy Week” leading up to Easter), 
roasting a big lamb, and more. Maureen feels that Greek Easter is a big important part of 
their lives. Many families from Greek/Non-Greek marriages celebrate both Greek Easter 
and Non-Greek Easter, as Paula Antonakos-Boswell’s family does. The Greek Orthodox 
liturgical calendar follows a different calendar than the Julian calendar, and so Greek 
Easter and non-Greek Easter fall on different days. Maureen and Spiro do both 
Easters, hosting the Greek one at their house for all their children and grandchildren. She 
feels that if she and Spiro said one year they wouldn’t be doing Greek Easter, everyone 
would object and say they had to do it. They describe watching their grandchildren keep 
on this tradition, and seeing the excitement their youngest grandson has when he “breaks 
the egg” – a traditional way of commemorating the resurrection of Christ, through cracking 
the red eggs against one another, symbolizing a rebirth.  
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Maureen learned how to cook Greek food from Spiro’s mother, Crysanthy Sakell, who 
was a “wonderful cook”. Maureen still cooks Greek food today: she finds the cuisine more 
diverse than “meat and potatoes food”. Her grandchildren do not call Maureen “Yiayia” 
(the Greek word for grandmother), although they call Spiro “Pappou” (grandfather). To 
Maureen, Crysanthy was the “Yiayia of Yiayias” and no one can replace her. Maureen 
did not know much about Greek culture before she married into it, but now she has fully 
embraced it and is an active member of our community. 

George Katinas met his (non-Greek) wife when he was studying in teacher’s college. 
Before he met her, he was not looking to marry outside of his culture. As a recent 
immigrant from Greece at the time, he felt it would be too much work to marry into a 
different culture, with different expectations and norms. Naturally, he wasn’t wrong: he 
felt at first that things did not “flow as easily”, because of differences in temperament, 
religion, and language. However, he ultimately feels that this kind of work makes you 
a better person and the relationship stronger by overcoming obstacles. George 
passed on his Greek culture to his daughter, whom he taught Greek to and baptized into 
the Orthodox religion. 
 
Paula Antonakos-Boswell had a similar experience. By no means was marrying outside 
of her culture an easy experience at first. When Paula moved to Kingston in the 1980s 
for post-secondary studies, she met Rick Boswell. Paula’s family was uncertain about 
Rick at first because he was not Greek, and there was an expectation (as many Greek 
Canadians traditionally felt) that she should be marrying a Greek. Once her parents met 
Rick, however, they instantly liked him. This experience did bring a lot of confusion and 
pressure into the relationship at first. It was difficult, Paula says, to love someone and 
to be told you can’t marry them – that you need to marry someone Greek. Now, she 
tells her own children that they must marry for love. Paula has grown to understand her 
parents’ contexts, and she and Rick laugh now about how similar their lives were to the 
movie My Big Fat Greek Wedding. Paula and Rick were married in 1994 at the Greek 
Orthodox church in Kingston, and their two daughters were eventually baptized there as 
well. 

 

https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/family-archives/photo-of-spiro-and-his-wife-maureen-during-the-kghp-interview/
https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/family-archives/spiro-and-maureen-wedding/
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It’s very rewarding, Paula finds, to be able to experience new cultures. Rick comes from 
a Scottish background, and Paula has recently been working on genealogy projects, filling 
in both the Greek and non-Greek family trees. She is learning much about Rick’s 
background too, and hopes to visit Scotland to see his family’s roots, much like Paula, 
Rick, and the kids visit Greek often to see Paula’s. Paula and Rick respect each other’s 
cultures and this is important. Rick cooks a lot of Greek foods, which he learned from 
Paula’s mother. He cooks lentil soup (fakes), okra (bamies), lamb, potatoes, and much 
more. He often calls Paula’s mother for recipes. Paula feels that they keep the Greek 
traditions alive in their family. 

 

https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/family-archives/paulas-family-rick-angeline-and-alexandra/
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WORRIES ABOUT THE FUTURE OF HELLENISM 
 
Many members of the Greek Community today worry about the future of Hellenism; 
they worry that what we know as “Greekhood” is disappearing as generations become 
more assimilated into the broader secular society. Chimbos, a scholar on the Greek 
experience in Canada, describes the social trends of a “decrease of Greek immigrants to 
Canada, [a] decline in ethnic group membership and [an] increase in marriages outside 
the Greek group” as particular threats to the continuation of Greek culture in Canada 
(Chimbos, The Canadian Encyclopedia). 
 
A common worry among the community is that it “lacks youth”, as Maria Karis 
Brousalis put it. The Greek Community is not part of the newer generations’ everyday life, 
she sees. Once, when Greek immigrants came to Canada in large waves, Greek 
communities were needed for everyday life: it was within Greek communities that people 
made connections and formed networks, often leading to their employment opportunities. 
It was within the Greek community that people could speak their own language and 
practice their own religion, and combat the isolating effects of being surrounded by a 
different culture. 
 

Groups such as AHEPA and the Daughters of Penelope were once important to the 
Greek Community of Kingston, as there was a need for more Greek cultural 

organizations. This is a photo of some members of AHEPA in the 1960s, including Louis 
Leos, George Karkoulis, Tom Annis, and Jim Zekios. 
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There are fewer Greek immigrants to Canada now; even within the sample of narrators 
found for this project, only three immigrated to Canada after the 1980s. In general, the 
Greek community is an aging one, with its younger members (second or third generation 
Greek Canadians) not needing to rely on it like their predecessors once did. As Maria put 
it, newer immigrants to Canada have different circumstances for immigrating too: many 
immigrants throughout the early/mid twentieth century were fleeing from poverty or war, 
and many came to Canada with “absolutely nothing” – often not even having any English 
skills. Being part of a Greek community was necessary. She feels that, with no need to 
rely on the community, people tend to drift away from it. 
 

Daughter’s of Penelope was the women’s auxiliary group of AHEPA. Both were crucial 
to the Greek Kingstonians in the days before we had our own official Greek Community 

charter, since there was a need for Hellenic cultural organization among new and 
second-generation immigrants. 

 
In their interviews, both John Karkoulis and his sister-in-law Maria Triada spoke about the 
tendency for youth today to “move on” as they grow older. John sees that many youth 
leave Kingston, and Kingston’s Greek community, after they graduate from post-
secondary school.  Maria made the same observation, saying that youth “move to bigger 
cities” and then become uninterested in the church. The fact that our community has 
dwindling numbers is hard to deny. Church enrollment decreases over the years, as in 
many religious communities. There are many factors for this, of course. In the Greek 
community, wherein the church is the center point, the health of the faith is 
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uniquely tied with the health of the community. In worrying about the future of our 
cultural community, then, worries about the future of our faith are typically entwined. 
 
Voula Stathopoulos is currently (at the time of my writing this in 2018) the president of our 
Philoptohos, the church’s ladies’ philanthropic group, and believes the church needs to 
find a way to involve more young people. As a youth in the Greek community, one typically 
attends Greek school and Sunday school, accompanying parents to church and being 
present for major holidays, and the point where youth leave the community tends to be 
the point where they grow more independent from their families. The focus, many feel, 
should be on encouraging youth to build their own relationship with their faith and 
community. As Voula states, the church needs to do something to “bring younger people 
in”. She suggests the community shifts to recognize both the Canadian and Greek 
components of one’s life and that one does not need to “choose just one side”. 
 
Similarly, George Katinas thinks that a division between a secular and a faith-based 
community might help the continuation of the Greek culture. “Increasingly,” he says, “a lot 
of Greek people are not religious or they don’t see the Greek church as uniting them.” 
Instead, they see other factors as uniting them: and perhaps there could be a model of a 
community that is attached to the church but does not revolve around it. He knows of 
several friends of his that do not use the church as the center of socializing with Greek 
people because they are not religious. He feels that young people who are not religious 
then tend to not be part of the community at all. Just because people reject the religious 
components, however, he feels they should not reject everything all together. It’s very 
difficult, since Orthodox Christianity is a big part of Greek culture. It is extremely 
interconnected. For example, even though George is not very religious, he decided to 
baptize his daughter. Even his non-religious friends celebrate their Name Day (which is 
dedicated to a Saint). 

It is hard to separate the community from the church. We can only ever speculate if 
this would even be a positive step forward, anyways. The perceived decreasing 
cohesiveness of the Greek community is built upon many factors, nearly all of which are 
out of any one organizing body’s control. We also cannot negate the extraordinary efforts 
of those who work to bring youth into the community, such as Greek school and Sunday 
school teachers, and those who organize Youth Retreats or Greek dance classes.  
 
In an article in Greek News Agenda titled “Rethinking Greece: Yiorgos Anagnostou on 
Greek America, Greek American Studies and the Diasporic Perspective as Syncretism 
and Hybridity”, Yiorgos Anagnostou offers an important perspective. He states that we 
cannot only measure the “persistence of Greek identity” through measuring factors such 
as language loss. We should focus not on a stagnant, and perhaps old-fashioned, 
idea of what “Greek identity” is composed of, and instead focus on the ways in 
which it is being reinvented by the youth population. He argues seeing Greek 
Americans (in this article, although the same can be said about Greek Canadians) as a 
“cultural formation in its own right”, meaning it can have its own notion of Greekhood 
(Greek News Agenda). Being part of a Greek diaspora means “we are often in one place 
with an awareness, whether implicitly or explicitly, of the other” (ibid), and how this 
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awareness configures itself into the everyday life of the Greek Canadian can be fluid. As 
time passes – and as generations change and shift, incorporating some Greek traditions, 
leaving others, and reinventing many – perhaps it is counterproductive to hold onto a 
certain idea of Greekhood. Perhaps it is more important to let the definition of “Greekhood” 
adapt along with its community. 
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COMMUNITY ORGANIZATION 
 

In this section of the walking tour, we will speak about different organizational bodies 
within the Greek community over time. Most notably, these have been: AHEPA, the 
Daughters of Penelope, the Church Council, and the Philoptohos. While AHEPA and 
the Daughters of Penelope are no longer active in Kingston, many members of our 
community have recalled in their interviews the days when they were active. The Church 
Council and Philoptohos are still running today, and continue to serve as the 
organizational backbone of our community. 
 
The location for this section is 285 Queen Street, because AHEPA (or the American 
Hellenic Educational and Philanthropic Association) and the Daughters of Penelope 
would hold their services at the Masonic Hall on Queen Street. While meetings for AHEPA 
were held in the homes of its members, grand services – such as when someone was 
becoming promoted to President of AHEPA, for example – were held at the Masonic Hall. 

This is Louis Leos at an AHEPA ceremony in the Masonic Hall around the 1950s. 
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AHEPA AND THE DAUGHTERS OF PENELOPE 
 
AHEPA stands for the American Hellenic Educational and Philanthropic Association. The 
Daughters of Penelope is its female auxiliary group. According to Kaketsis (2000), 
AHEPA is the “largest Greek organization outside Greece”. It is international, and has 
“chapters” in the US, Australia, Canada, and Greece (ibid). Beginning in 1922, its goal is 
to “promote and support Hellenic ethnicity” (Kaketsis 2000).  
 

Our AHEPA chapter during the Royal Visit to Kingston in 1959. 

Many of the earlier Greek families in Kingston were part of AHEPA and the Daughters of 
Penelope. Right up until we established our own church and community charter, AHEPA 
had been the dominant Hellenic organization for Greeks in Kingston. While not all Greek 
Kingstonians had been part of the organization, a significant number were. The 
membership within the groups eventually fizzled out, as our official community grew and 
the active leaders that had made AHEPA and the Daughters of Penelope so successful 
worked in our community council and Philoptohos instead. 

Murva Nikas, a very active member in our community, shared the photo below, which she 
refers to as the “movers and shakers”. The photo depicts a group of women in the early 
days of our community who worked hard to establish it and organize events such as 
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Folklore. Many of the women pictured below had been a part of the Daughters of 
Penelope. 
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Both Spiro and Maureen Sakell had been members of these organizations, with Spiro 
being involved with AHEPA and Maureen being involved with the Daughters of Penelope. 
Spiro describes AHEPA as being all about philanthropy. “It’s a bunch of buddies getting 
together and asking what they can do to help others,” he says. Within AHEPA there was a 
strong sense of comradeship, and Spiro feels that once you’re an AHEPan, you’re 
always an AHEPan. 
 

Spiro Sakell (Left) during a special AHEPA ceremony at the Masonic Hall on Queen Street. 

 

It was the first generation of Greeks in Kingston who started the AHEPA chapter here. 
Chris Zakos, Spiro’s uncle, was the President of AHEPA in Ontario, and then became the 
Vice President of AHEPA in Canada. Kingston also had the Daughters of Penelope, of 
course, which was the female off-shoot of AHEPA. Other AHEPA chapters often had the 
Sons of Pericles and the Maids of Athena (for younger members), but the Greek 
population in Kingston was not large enough to have those divisions. 
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An image from the installation of Chris Zakos as the Supreme Vice President for AHEPA in 

Canada. 

Both AHEPA and the Daughters of Penelope would have their meetings in members’ 
homes, and their special services at the Masonic Hall on Queen Street. These services 
were a special tradition wherein if someone was promoted to President, for example, 
there would be a service held with oaths. Maureen was once president of the Daughters 
of Penelope in Kingston; then she became district governor for Ontario. The duties of 
AHEPA and its off-shoots were to promote the Greek culture and heritage. It was 
philanthropic in nature. According to Sprio, these societies were based on the Masonic 
Lodge. The way they organized their ceremonies was the same. 
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An official notice initiating John Katinas into the Order of AHEPA in Kingston in 1955. 

 

Louis Leos at an AHEPA convention. 
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When we established our official community charter and established our church, there 
was a period of time when AHEPA and the Greek community coexisted. Not everyone in 
the church would have been a part of AHEPA. You had to be an Orthodox Christian to be 
an AHEPan, but the church was a separate entity from the AHEPA system. Early 
generations of Greek immigrants began AHEPA because of the persecution they 
faced in the early 20th century. As Spiro says, the Greeks needed to “do something 
to keep themselves together”. Maureen feels that, as the Church grew, the need for 
AHEPA and its divisions decreased. 
 
The chapter in Kingston was Maia Chapter 299. Every major city in the US and in Canada 
would have had a chapter. Members would often travel all over Canada, visiting the other 
chapters. AHEPA would have conventions every May 24th weekend. 
 

The members of the Daughters of Penelope MAIA Chapter (our chapter) in 1961. 

The following photos are from various meetings of AHEPA and the Daughters of 
Penelope at the Masonic Hall on Queens Street. 

 

 

https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/family-archives/1960s-ahepa-photo-includes-louis-george-karkoulis-tom-annis-and-jim-zeikios/
https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/general-archives/instalation-of-chris-zakos-as-supreme-vice-for-canada-1/
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https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/general-archives/instalation-of-chris-zakos-as-supreme-vice-for-canada-3-francis-nanos-maureen-sakell-tessie-carris-at-megalos/
https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/general-archives/feb-13-1996-ahepa-meeting-at-the-masonic-temple-on-queen-st-6/
https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/general-archives/feb-13-1996-ahepa-meeting-at-the-masonic-temple-on-queen-st-5/
https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/general-archives/feb-13-1996-ahepa-meeting-at-the-masonic-temple-on-queen-st-4/
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https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/general-archives/feb-13-1996-ahepa-meeting-at-the-masonic-temple-on-queen-st-1/
https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/family-archives/sakell-misc-2/
https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/general-archives/beaver-district-23-convention-may-18-64-john-karkoulis-maureen-sakell/
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The following newspaper clippings describe some of the events and accomplishments of 
the Daughters of Penelope. One article describes how Tessie Karis became runner-up 
for “Penelope of the Year” in 1966. 

 

 

 

 

https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/general-archives/daughters-of-penelope-news-article-1/
https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/general-archives/daughters-of-penelope-news-article-2/
https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/general-archives/daughters-of-penelope-news-article-7/
https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/general-archives/daughters-of-penelope-news-article-8/
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CHURCH COUNCIL  
 
Right before receiving our official community charter in the fall of 1961, our community 
had been quite divided. We had no church and no permanent priest, and so a priest from 
Ottawa and a priest from Watertown would alternate travelling to Kingston, about once a 
month each, in order to conduct Greek Orthodox church services. Our community was 
divided between those who attended church services when the priest from Ottawa hosted 
them, and those who attended church services when the priest from Watertown did. 

Manos Tryfonopoulos, a long-time and dedicated member of our community, described 
what our community had been like before receiving the charter, establishing a church, 
and hiring our own priest. Manos attended the church services hosted by the Ottawa 
priest when he first came to Kingston. As he put it, your hometown in Greece tended to 
determine which services you attended. The people from Tripoli, for example, attended 
the Watertown priest’s services, and the people from Corinth attended the Ottawa priest’s 
services. Since the person who sponsored for Manos to come to Canada had been from 
Corinth, it was natural that Manos should attend the Ottawa services. 

The first church service he attended in Kingston was held in the upstairs part of St. 
George’s Cathedral. It was the evening of Good Friday. Manos heard the chanters and 
felt an urge to join them. He knew a bit about chanting from being heavily involved in the 
church back in Greece, and because his father had been a priest, and he thought he may 
be able to help out the small group of chanters in Kingston. His role of being a chanter, 

https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/general-archives/daughters-of-penelope-news-article-9/
https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/general-archives/daughters-of-penelope/
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or a “psaltis”, is something that Manos has held as very important to him throughout his 
life. Manos never learned how to read notes, and so he sings only from memory. What 
he sings changes from day to day, he jokes. Once someone asked him if he sang from 
the European style of music notation or the Byzantine style, and instead he replied that 
he sings from the “Manos style”. 

In Greece, Manos had been appointed by the Diocese to be the superintendent of an 
orphanage. Upon seeing that the Greeks were divided in Kingston, Manos began thinking 
of a way to get the two groups to “warm up to each other”. Through his experience working 
with children, he decided the perfect way to unite the community would be to “put on a 
play using kids from both sides”. Everybody had to come together for rehearsals of 
the play, and of course they had to get together for the final show. Manos changed the 
name of the group to be “the Greek Young People of Kingston”, so that it wouldn’t be 
connected to either of the sides. The play was Golfo.  Manos feels that this started to 
change things – that when the children were becoming friends, the sides became 
closer. Eventually, even before the church was bought, Manos feels there was a “solid 
community”. 
 
It was in 1961 that a group of dedicated Greeks in Kingston – including George Speal, 
Chris Zakos, Frank Karis, Chris Nikas, and Louis Leos – approached the Bishop in 
Toronto about organizing themselves under their own community charter. That year, the 
Archbishop visited Kingston to help the Greeks establish their community. The first 
President of our church council had been George Speal. Manos was also voted onto the 
first church council that year, and had been involved in church council for many years, 
serving as President of the Greek community twice. 

 

This photo is from the 1950s, when the Bishop at the time visited our community. 
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Past presidents of our community have included, among many: Alex Lampropoulos, 
Frank Karis, Tom Annis, Tom Zakos, George Karis, Spiro Kanellos, and John Karkoulis. 

Toula Leos’s late husband, Louis Leos, was involved in the Greek Community in many 
capacities throughout the years, including being a church council member. Right up until 
his passing, Louis could be seen every Sunday selling and arranging the church candles 
(as in the photograph below), as well as circulating the basket for donations. He played 
Santa Claus every Christmas for the children’s Christmas Pageant, and is a well-
loved and thoroughly missed member of our community. 
 

 

 

https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/family-archives/louis-with-priest/
https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/family-archives/2000s-louis-as-santa-claus-which-was-always-his-role-in-christmas-pageants-and-toula/
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Among the narrators interviewed for this project, Fil Menikefs, Manos Tryfonopoulos, 
Peter Fountas, and Paula Antonakos-Boswell spoke about their involvement in church 
council. Fil Menikefs was a treasurer for two terms while his wife, Maria, was the 
chairperson for Folklore. 

Peter Fountas was a president of the Greek Community. He had also been a chanter for 
4-5 years, until the 1970s. Peter remembers that the first priest the community used to 
pick Peter up for church every Sunday morning, as he was part of the choir. In the 1990s, 
Peter got involved with church council, and he helped construct the second church 
hall, in the back of the church. As Peter describes, the community had some rough times 
with a lack of funds to finish the hall. They finally made it with the help of the community, 
and paid all the costs and bills and left the community debt-free. Peter is proud to be a 

https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/family-archives/2000s-louis-assisting-in-church/
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member of the community. His proudest accomplishment is that he didn’t “go in and fight 
with anyone” while he was president. It was hard not to, he jokes, as being in church 
council can be a frustrating process, but he realizes everybody tries their best. He loves 
Kingston; as he says: “Greeks always want to go back to the motherland, but this will 
always be our home.” 
 
Paula Antonakos-Boswell is currently involved in our community’s church council. She 
has been a secretary for the church council for three terms during her 31 years as part of 
the community. It is difficult but rewarding work. Our current church council (2018) is 
comprised of: 
 

 Dimitri Senis, President 
 Marie Wright, Treasurer 
 Paula Antonakos-Boswell, Secretary 
 Tassia Tasoulis 
 Litsa Baliotis 
 Maria Angelis 

 

 

A photo of our church council in the 1970s. Manos Tryfonopoulos is on the far right, and Louis 

Leos is second from the right. Dimitri Senis, third from the right, is the current president of the 

Greek community! 
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PHILOPTOHOS 
 
Philoptohos directly translates to friends of the poor. It is a philanthropic organizational 
body within the church, comprised mainly of married women (Chimbos 1980, 77). As the 
Greek Community of Kingston’s website describes: 
 
“Philoptochos also aids people who are poor in spirit, poor in health, poor in emotional 

stability, poor in companionship, and those poor in whatever is needed to lead a fulfilling 
life. Philoptochos is the right arm of the Orthodox Community and is always prepared to 

assist whatever and whenever needed.” (greekcommunityofkingston.com) 
 
The Philoptohos has been part of our community since its beginning. As Maureen Sakell 
described in her interview, many of the Daughters of Penelope members transferred into 
Philoptohos when we gained our official community charter. Over the years, Philoptohos 
has been involved in innumerable projects, and has involved many members. 

As Murva Nikas’s write-up in the 1992 Folklore Pamphlet states, the Philoptohos at that 
time had been working to build donations towards a cat-scan machine at Hotel Dieu 
Hospital and furnishing a room in the “new Kidd Wing” of the Kingston General Hospital. 
They were actively involved in donating to the Food Bank as well, and volunteered for 
many community activities together. Their dedication to not only the Greek Community 
but also to the broader Kingston community continues today. 

 

Some members of Philoptohos in June 2018 as they sold Greek pastries at “Doors Open 

Kingston” to many visitors, including Mayor Bryan Paterson. 
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Philoptohos is involved in projects big and small, and is a glue in our community. There 
are many things Philoptohos does behind-the-scenes that may even go unnoticed: for 
example, they arrange and serve the food provided after our church services every single 
Sunday. 

Out of the narrators included in this project, many had been involved with Philoptohos at 
some point in their lives. Voula Stathopolous is the current President of our Philoptohos, 
and Maureen Sakell is our current treasurer. Our current Philoptohos (2018) is comprised 
of: 

 President: Voula Stathopoulos 
 Vice President: Marina Oikonomou 
 Secretary: Eleni Zikovelis 
 Treasurer: Maureen Sakell 
 Members: Sofia Finos; Emilia Katsiroumpas, Koula Thanos 

 

The first photograph below depicts the members of Philoptohos, among non-Philoptohos 
members, in 2018 as they said farewell to Father Matthew and Presvytera Catherine. In 
the other two photos are past photographs of Philoptohos, provided by Toula Leos. In 
one, they are saying farewell to Fr. Theologos Drakos, a former priest of our community. 
We can see some familiar faces of our narrators in these photos, including: Afro Ioannidis, 
Voula Bettas, Toula Leos, Manos Tryfonopoulos, Maria Triada Karkoulis, and Fr. Matthew 
and Catherine Penney.  

 

 

https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/family-archives/philoptohos-gathering-1/
https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/family-archives/philoptohos-with-father-theologos/
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LIFE STORIES 
 

 

The gravestone of a late member of our community, in the Greek section of the Cataraqui 
Cemetery. Visit our archive.org page to see the full album. 
 
This section of the Kingston Greek History tour will focus on the general narrator stories 
of those who we interviewed for this project, as well as on some of the immigration stories 
of women within the community. The Cataraqui Cemetery in Kingston serves as the 
location to reflect on the Life Stories of our community members. It is in this cemetery that 
many members of the Greek Community are buried, to the extent that the Cataraqui 
cemetery has its own Greek section. Margaret and Peggy (nee Zakos) are cousins, 
and remember the funeral of their grandmother, Helen Zakos. The Zakos family was the 
first Greek family in Kingston, with James Zakos (Helen’s husband) immigrating to 
Kingston in 1914. Margaret and Peggy were very close to their grandparents, and on the 
day of Helen’s funeral in 1954, they remember going to the Cataraqui Cemetery to say 
their final goodbyes. Both of their grandparents, along with other family members such as 
Margaret’s parents, were buried in the Greek section of the cemetery. It is a location that 
holds memories for many people within the Greek Community. 
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In memoriam for those who have passed away within our community, we have compiled 
this album of some of the gravestones in the Cataraqui Cemetery. This is by no 
means an exhaustive look at all those who have passed away within our community. 
Please visit our archive.org page to view them. 

 

WOMEN’S IMMIGRATION TO CANADA: IMMIGRATION 
AS WIVES 
 
In an article in Greek News Agenda titled “Rethinking Greece: Yiorgos Anagnostou on 
Greek America, Greek American Studies and the Diasporic Perspective as Syncretism 
and Hybridity”, Yiorgos Anagnostou states that the typical immigration stories of 
“perseverance, endurance, and hard work” that “[permeate] Greek American self-
representation” (although the same can be said for Greek Canadian representation) are 
largely male-dominated. He argues that a narrative with emphasis on socioeconomic 
mobility, especially as a marker for success, is “a male one”; and women tend to 
emphasize “civic and community contributions” in their narratives of immigration. This 
means that not only the experience of immigration itself, but also the way in which 
the experience of immigration is described, differs between male and female 
voices. Female voices in immigration stories are much needed, as their experiences 
tended to be largely different. 
 
While immigration stories of Greek Canadians tend to be male-dominated, the decisions 
around family immigration itself tended to be male-dominated as well. It is important to 
provide examples of a female point-of-view for these immigration stories, in order to 
understand what this journey was like for Greek Canadian women at the time. In the 
stories of those we collected for this project, many women spoke about immigrating to 
Canada in order to join their husbands. This sometimes meant leaving behind their 
own families forgoing their own life trajectories in order to build a family in a new country. 
Maria Triada Karkoulis, for example, spoke about her dreams of going to university and 
her passion for academics and athletics. Marrying into a family destined for Canada right 
after finishing high school in the 1950s, however, sent her life in a new direction. This was 
a desirable path for many, as according to Maria Triada, the majority of the girls in Greece 
at the time were interested in getting married to a Greek who lived in Canada. It was a 
fortunate situation for women to be in during a time of economic uncertainty in Greece. In 
coming to Kingston, Maria Triada became an active member of the Greek Community as 
it was just beginning to establish itself in the church building in the 1960s, eventually 
teaching Sunday School and Greek School. Making this choice to immigrate to Canada 
was an important decision that Greek Canadian women faced, and it is fascinating to 
listen to how women chose to take this path – venturing out into the unknown, saying 
goodbye to loved ones and former dreams, with hope for a better life overseas. 
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In Evangelia Tastoglou’s study of Greek immigrant women in Ontario, she found 
immigration stories from the early 20th century showed that a women’s decision to 
immigrate “was made in various degrees by others for the woman” (1997, 142). As time 
went on, women’s decisions to immigrate were still being made within the “context of a 
family plan”, even though women were becoming more “active participants” in their 
immigration stories towards the 1960s and 1970s (143). The typical early immigration 
story for Greek Canadians, however, goes like this: men would travel to Canada in pursuit 
of a better economic situation; they would be sponsored by others to immigrate, would 
integrate themselves in with the existing Greek community, and would find employment. 
Often, Greek immigrants worked for other Greeks when they first arrived, eventually 
building up into buying their own businesses. Once these immigrants were in a place of 
economic stability, they would then return to Greece with the intention of marrying, and 
beginning their own family in Canada. In 1941, females comprised only 26 percent of the 
total number of immigrants in Ontario; as immigration policies became more liberal on 
their restrictions in the 1950s, this number began to climb as more relatives and friends 
could be sponsored and brought over to Canada (Tastsoglou 1997, 123). 
 
Many early Greek immigrant women came to Kingston as wives of husbands who were 
establishing themselves economically in this new country. Together, they would build 
families. Coming from a culture with traditional values, many Greek marriages in the early-
mid twentieth century were arranged. A woman’s role in the family was traditionally 
expected to be in the domestic and child-care sphere, but we see many Greek Canadian 

https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/family-archives/img_20171219_0007/
https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/family-archives/img_20171219_0009/
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immigrant women working since the economic situation for new immigrants was 
difficult. Men worked long hours in order to provide for their families, and women often 
worked part-time in addition to caring for the children. Both men and women often used 
their connections within the Greek Community to secure employment. 
 
An example of a woman who immigrated to Kingston to be a wife of an established Greek 
Canadian is Voula Bettas, a member of our community and a narrator included in this 
project. She came to Canada in 1965 to marry her husband, Pandelis. She met Pandelis 
through an arranged marriage, and she was not even 19 years old when she made the 
journey to Canada – a country she knew nothing about, apart from that it was “very cold”. 
Pandelis was already living with his family at the time, as they had all immigrated in the 
60s, and he was working for the Karis family (an early Greek family in Kingston) in their 
“Superior Restaurant”. Supported by her mother, Voula made the decision to immigrate 
to Kingston via a ship from Halifax. She and Pandelis needed to be married within 40 
days to ensure her legal status in Canada. They were married in the Greek Orthodox 
Church, which had just been built, and eventually had three children. Voula did not know 
anyone at first but eventually became acquainted with the Greek community. Pandelis 
owned a successful restaurant called the “Olympian Billiards and Restaurant Take-out”, 
and Voula worked here and there while raising her children. She worked for a dry 
cleaner’s, a grocery store, and eventually for the hospital. She shifted her work schedule 
so that it would end at 2pm and she could be there for her children when they came home 
from school. Voula and Pandelis were eventually able to sponsor Voula’s own mother to 
immigrate to Kingston and live with them, as well as her brother and sister. 

 
 

 

https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/family-archives/photo-which-voula-mailed-to-pandelis-to-introduce-herself/
https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/family-archives/wedding-ceremony-father-gloufis/
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WOMEN’S IMMIGRATION TO CANADA: DOMESTIC 
WORKERS 
 
One way that the usual immigration narrative – that husbands brought wives over to 
Canada – could be reversed was through the domestic working program, which 
brought over 10, 500 Greek women into Canada. This program was run between 1951 
and 1963 (Noula 2013, 516). For some time, this was “the only way Greek women could 
get into Canada”, at least as independent immigrants (515). According to Mina Noula, 
who wrote about this labour scheme which attracted “peasant Greek girls” and trained 
them for the type of domestic workers middle class Canadians expected, states: “the 
Greek domestics who came to Canada during the 1950s arrived at the beginning of the 
largest influx of Greek migration to Canada and were typically the first of their families to 
emigrate” (518). This was a new concept, since it was only really in the start of the 
20th century that women could even immigrate to join their working husbands let alone 
immigrate themselves in order to work. These women could eventually even sponsor 
family members to come to Canada. 
 
Noula describes the training process of these domestic workers, stating that the women 
were screened for their suitability based on “age, appearance, and education” (2013, 
524). The women were trained in intensive two-to-four month programs, receiving 
instructions on proper housework methods and even English lessons (525). Since this 
domestic working program was creating future Canadian citizens, the women were being 
prepared to more easily assimilate into Canadian life. Noula has many critiques of this 
program, stating that it reinforced racial hierarchies (in which Greeks were “less preferred” 
immigrants), and did not adequately support these women through the hardships of 
immigration, encouraging them instead to keep smiling and be efficient workers despite 
their struggles (2013, 528). Many of these domestic workers abandoned their working 
contracts in order to work for Greeks who had already been established in Canada pre-
1950s once they arrived in their new cities (Noula 2013, 535). The domestic working 
program ended in 1963. 
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Afro Ioannidis at the time of her interview for the Kingston Greek History Project. 
 

Afro Ioannidis, a member of our own Greek Community, came to Canada through 
this domestic working program. She and her husband, George, had already been 
trying to come to Canada with great difficulties. Afro applied for the domestic working 
program, and Afro remembers the day when she saw a woman from the group she 
applied to and the woman asked her if she was ready to leave. This is when Afro learned 
that she had been accepted into the program, and that she was about to leave to be a 
housekeeper in Canada. She immigrated to Montreal with only $20 in her pocket. Afro 
remembers having to do an interview in order to be placed in a home. She was 23 years 
old, and she was working for a woman who was 28 years old with two children. Afro would 
work until 4pm every evening, and then she “didn’t know what to do or where to go”. 
Eventually, she made circles of friends. Afro had learned English in Athens, but she 
couldn’t have a conversation. She learned proper phrases gradually, such as saying “hi” 
instead of “how do you do”, as she had only learned the formal way of speaking English. 
Canadian families that hired housekeepers like Afro treated their personnel exceptionally 
well. Afro believes that life quality improved for these women; for example, she says, in 
1963 there was no indoor plumbing system in Greek villages. It took a few months in 
order for the paperwork to go through to bring her husband to Canada.  Afro and her sister 
were the first people in their family to leave Greece. It was unusual for women to be 
immigrating independently at this time, and so it is a unique situation. Afro and her 
husband lived in Montreal for 7 years before moving to Kingston. 
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NARRATOR STORIES: THE FIRST WAVE OF GREEK 
IMMIGRANTS 
 
Please visit https://kingstongreekhistoryproject.com/our-archives/ to listen to each 
narrator’s full interview and to see their full collection of photos. 
 
These stories are only based on the narrators included in this project, and based 
only on the information they have given us about themselves and their families in 
their interviews. We know there are many other families, and many other stories, 
that have yet to be told! 
 
Zakos: Peggy Geracimo and Margaret are two of the granddaughters of James Zakos. 
Peggy’s father was Chris Zakos and Margaret’s father was Thomas Zakos. According to 
the wishes of the two narrators the interview was not about their own personal lives but 
about the family as a whole. James Zakos (Dimitrios Zekios) came to Kingston in 1914 
and together with his family owned several businesses. The Zakos family was an 
important and well-known family from the first wave of Greek immigration to Kingston 
(pre-WW2 immigration wave). In 1914, when James moved to Kingston, he opened the 
Olympia Fruit and Vegetable Market. He brought his older children to Canada shortly after 
that, and later he brought his entire family over from Greece, including his wife, in 1925. 
James and Helen Zakos opened a series of other successful businesses afterwards. 
James and Helen lived at 297 Division street. When the Zakos children grew older, the 
ones remaining in Kingston “all lived within blocks of each other”. Kingston was small 
back then, and “Palace Road was the end of Kingston”. The Zakos family remained very 
close. The Sakells, another early Greek family in Kingston and a family connected to the 
Zakos’s through marriage, would often join them. The Zakos’s were a big group, and “all 
the cousins were together all the time”; Margaret and Peggy recall that it felt like they 
were all one big family. 
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Maria Karis Brousalis: Maria is the daughter of Frank Karis who together with his uncle 
Peter Karis were one of earliest Greek families to settle in Kingston during the early 
1910s. Frank Karis married Anastasia Kontos who was born in Canada from Greek 
parents. The family was involved in the confection and ice cream making business. Maria 
married Ted Brousalis, a Greek immigrant who owned and ran restaurants in Kingston. 
In this interview, Maria speaks about the growth of the early Greek community in Kingston, 
including the purchase of the church. Her family, as early and experienced Greek 
immigrants, helped those who were newly arriving to Kingston. They opened their doors 
to newly arrived Greek people, giving them a place to stay, helping them find jobs, and 
looking after them. Some other members in the community helped too. Would take them 
to doctors, if they didn’t understand English. “A lot of people passed through our house,” 
Maria said. Maria provides important information about the Karis family in her interview, 
and she also speaks about her own children and their experience growing up in the Greek 
Community. 
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Sprio and Maureen Sakell: Spiro is the son of Andrew and Crysanthy Sakell, some of 
the first Greek immigrants to Kingston who immigrated in the 1910s. In his interview, he 
speaks about his family and the successful businesses they owned here. After working in 
the family business, Spiro decided to pursue pharmaceutical studies and became a 
pharmacist. He is married to Maureen Sakell, and both are very active members of our 
community. Since Spiro has been in Kingston his entire life, he clearly remembers the 
Greek community in Kingston almost from its very beginning. Spiro gives us the unique 
perspective of someone who was in AHEPA – an important Hellenic organization in 
Kingston through much of the twentieth century – and someone who saw the community 
throughout all of its different phases. Maureen became part of the Greek Community in 
Kingston when she married Spiro Sakell. In her interview, she speaks about her extensive 
involvement in the community – especially her involvement with Folklore, an important 
annual cultural event in Kingston from the 1970s to 1990s. Maureen was also part of the 
Daughters of Penelope, the female auxiliary group to AHEPA, and so she provides insight 
on what it was like to be part of what was once a central Hellenic organizational body in 
Kingston. Maureen also speaks about what it was like to marry into a Greek family, and 
how she and Spiro keep up the Greek cultural traditions for their children and 
grandchildren. 
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NARRATOR STORIES: FAMILIES AFTER WORLD WAR 
TWO 
 
Mike Kanellos: Mike was born in 1928 at Hiliomodi of Corinth Greece. He came to 
Kingston in the early 50s to join his brother Theodoros, after fighting in World War II and 
Greece’s civil war. Within this interview, he speaks about his years in both wars. After 
World War II Canada allowed everyone that served as soldier in Europe to come to 
Canada freely, and so Mike came to Kingston. Initially he worked at the Davis Tannery 
for 11 years, and afterwards worked for Queens University as a janitor for 25 years. At 
the same time he owned a cleaning business with his wife and made several investments 
in real estate. In his interview, he also speaks about his family, and meeting his wife. 
Unfortunately, Mike passed away on October 3, 2018, shortly after his interview was 
recorded. We hope his story may be remembered. 
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Fil Menikefs: Fil came to Canada in 1951, following his brother Leukos who came to 
Kingston for studies at Queen’s University. Instead of attending university, Fil began 
working in construction at a time when very few Greeks were in that industry. He 
eventually bought a dairy bar from Manos Tryfonopolous and ran it for 20 years. He 
married his wife, Maria, in 1966 after he met her on a trip to Cyprus, and asked her to 
follow him to Canada. In his interview, Fil speaks about his marriage and his children. He 
witnessed the growth of the Greek community, and the establishment of the Greek 
church, so he speaks about what the early years of Kingston’s Greek Community were 
like. Both Fil and Maria were heavily involved in the Church Council. 
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John Karkoulis and Maria Triada Karkoulis: Maria Triada (married to Peter Karkoulis) 
is the sister-in-law of John. Maria Triada was born and raised in Tripoli, Arcadia, Greece 
in 1942. She graduated from high school in 1961 and married her current husband, Peter 
Karkoulis. The Karkoulis family immigrated back to Canada in 1962, and Maria Triada 
joined them. In her interview, Maria Triada speaks about her strong academic (and 
athletic) abilities and her dreams to study in University, how she met her husband, her 
experience immigrating to Canada, how she saw the Greek church become established, 
and much more. Maria Triada was one of the first Greek School teachers in our 
community, as well as one of the first Sunday School teachers. She has been very active 
in our community, from being in Philoptohos to being a chanter in our church. 
John Karkoulis was born at Thana, Tripoli in the prefecture of Arcadia in Greece. He came 
to Kingston in 1953 to join his older brother George and his younger brother Pete who 
were already living in Kingston. The three brothers, before buying the LaSalle Motel in 
1969 (now known as the Travelodge Motel), owned a restaurant at Princess and Division 
called the “Lunch Bar”, or often called “the GJP” (for George, John, and Peter). Today, 
they still own the Travelodge Hotel, home to the acclaimed Cavelier Dining Room. John 
was involved with the establishment of the Greek Community’s Church in the early 1960s. 
He was present, and heavily involved, in the meeting that was held to organize an official 
Greek Community in Kingston, involving the Archbishop Athinagoras in the 1960s. He 
worked hard towards the purchasing and renovating of the Greek Orthodox Church on 
121 Johnson Street; he purchased and brought over Church materials to Kingston from 
Athens. In 1963, John traveled back to Greece where he met and married his wife, Maria. 
They have three children, all of whom completed university, and two grandchildren. In his 
interview, John also speaks about his experience immigrating to Kingston with his 
brothers, his experience establishing successful businesses, and more. 
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Andreas and Cleo Frantzeskos: Andreas and Cleo Frantzeskos are Greek Cypriots 
who came to Canada after Turkey invaded Cyprus in 1974. They lived in Saskatchewan 
for years and then moved to Kingston in 1994. Andreas grew up in the village of Boghazi 
in Cyprus, before moving to England to pursue studies in electrical engineering. Before 
moving back to Cyprus, he worked in Nigeria. The Turkish invasion occurred while 
Andreas and Cleo were living in Ammohostos, Cyprus. “My wife was ready to give birth 
at that time. We left early in the morning when we heard bombs, taking nothing with us,” 
he says. He and Cleo stayed in Southern Cyprus for two years, before Cleo’s brother 
sponsored them to come to Saskatchewan. In his interview, Andreas describes the shock 
that arriving to Canada was. He and Cleo had three children, all of whom ended up 
studying in Kingston, and so they moved here. He describes the support the Greek 
community gave them during this time. Cleo was born in the city of Ammohostos, in 
Cyprus. Before the Turkish invasion, Cleo had studied in universities in both Rome and 
Athens, and had been working. Cleo and Andreas got married in Ammohostos in 1971. 
The pain of the Turkish Invasion still hurts. They visit Cyprus yet they cannot go back to 
their city and their house, which Cleo describes as a big wound. Her passion for 
preserving the Greek language and culture pushed Cleo to establish a Greek school in 
Melville. In Kingston, Cleo was a Greek school teacher for ten years, having a huge 
impact on the youth of our community. 
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Afro Ioannidis: Afro (Afroditi) is a Pontian Greek (or Pontic Greek) who was born in Nea 
Kerasounta of Preveza prefecture in Greece. Her grandparents and her father came to 
Greece in 1922 as refugees from the south shores of the Black Sea, the area of the 
Pontian Greeks. She came to Montreal in 1964, as a domestic worker – a program 
organized between the Greek and Canadian governments in order to send young Greek 
women abroad. In 1971 she moved to Kingston with her husband and her two children. 
Her immigration story is unique, as she was the one who brought her husband over to 
Canada through her work status. This is contrary to most immigration stories, in which a 
husband brings his family over. In her interview, Afro describes her immigration 
experiences, her experiences in Kingston, and her family. 
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Manos Tryfonopoulos: Manos immigrated to Kingston in 1954 with his late first wife, 
Maria, with whom he has two children. He describes his experiences in these early days 
of the Greek community, when the community was divided between those who went to 
the church services of a priest from Ottawa and those who went to the church services of 
a priest from Watertown. As the son of a priest, church was always an important part of 
Manos’s life, and so he quickly became involved in the religious life of the community. 
Eventually, he became involved in community council as well and made efforts to bridge 
the gap between these two divisions of the community through organizing youth activities. 
He started the Greek men’s soccer team for kingston (circa 1970) and was its first 
manager and coach. Manos is a long-time chanter in our church: there is not a single 
Sunday you will not find him up at the front of the church, singing hymns from memory. If 
you see our recorded church service in the Video Archives, you can clearly hear his voice. 
Manos worked very hard to make his way in Kingston, owning a shoe repair shop at one 
point where he met Shirley, who he is married to today. As a very active member of our 
Greek community, Manos’s interview provides invaluable insight into its history. 
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Pandelis and Voula Bettas: Both Pandelis and Voula Bettas were interviewed for this 
project. Pandelis was born in Hiliomodi, Corinth. In the 1960s, Anastasios (his older 
brother) moved to Canada, followed by George and Peter. Later they brought their sister 
Georgia. Finally their parents, along with their sister, Ypapanti, immigrated to Canada. 
Peter worked for the restaurant owned by the Karis family (Superior Restaurant) when he 
first arrived in Kingston. He worked several other jobs before finally opening his own 
business, the “Olympian Billiards and Restaurant Take-out”. He worked there for 43 years 
and then he retired. Pandelis’s restaurant was popular in the Greek community, and he 
worked long hours to make his business successful. In the interview, Pandelis also 
speaks about meeting his wife “through a photo”, and he speaks about his children. Voula 
was born at Halki of the Corinth prefecture in Greece. She came to Canada in 1965 to 
marry Pandelis, who she met through an arranged marriage. Voula was 19 years old 
when she arrived in Canada. She has three children and worked for 26 years at the 
hospital. While her children were growing up, she was very passionate about up-keeping 
their Greek language and heritage, and brought them to Greek School and Sunday 
School every week. 
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Peter Fountas: Peter, his mother and his brother came to Kingston in 1965. Peter’s 
father had been to Canada before on his own. Peter lived for some time in Toronto. He 
and his family owned and ran restaurants, including the Ms. Kingston Delicatessen. Peter 
was a president of the Greek community for some time. In 1965, when he arrived to 
Kingston, the church had just been established. Peter was part of the choir and was a 
chanter until the ’70s. In his interview, he describes his active involvement in the Greek 
community, watching the Greek community grow, his entrepreneurial pursuits, and his 
time in politics. 
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Toula Leos: Toula was born in 1930 at Stadio, Arcadia Greece. She came to Canada in 
1953. In 1963 she married Louis Leos, and their wedding was the last Greek wedding 
hosted in St. George’s Cathedral before the Greek Church was bought in 1964. Both 
Toula and Louis were extremely active in the Greek Community throughout their lives. 
Together they owned businesses, such as the GJP Restaurant on Princess Street. In her 
interview, Toula speaks about her experience immigrating from Greece to Kingston, her 
experience being involved in the Greek Community from its beginning within the current 
church, and much more. Toula is still a very active member of the community in 
Philoptohos. She and Louis (who unfortunately passed away) have two daughters, Niki 
and Marina. 
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Voula Stathopoulos: Voula was born into the Anagnostopoulos family who immigrated 
to Canada in the 1940s. In her interview, she speaks about the difficulties of immigrating 
to Canada as a child, with learning a new language and becoming accustomed to a new 
culture. She speaks a lot about her family life. Voula moved from Belleville to Kingston 
when she was 21, meeting her husband, Tom Stathopoulos, here. Together, they have 
been successful entrepreneurs in Kingston throughout the years. She has tried to teach 
her children important values, such as putting family before work. She also wanted her 
children to have an education because she never had one. Voula is currently the 
President of Philoptohos (in 2018), and an active member of the community. She has 
seen the community grow, arriving in Kingston before we even had a church of our own, 
and she worries now about the declining number of people who attend the church and 
other Greek cultural events. She speaks about what it means to be a Greek Canadian – 
to live with both cultures – and how incorporating and recognizing both cultures in our 
daily lives, especially among youth, is the best way to ensure the Greek community 
continues on. 
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Chris Nikas: Chris Nikas arrived to Canada at a very young age, and worked hard to 
become a successful entrepreneur, eventually owning four businesses in Kingston. He 
owned a coffee shop, two restaurants, and a variety store. In his interview, done in 
English, he describes his immigration journey and how he built his success up from 
nothing – coming to Kingston with only $20 in his pocket. He speaks about his family; he 
is married to Murva Nikas, a non-Greek who became very involved in the Greek 
community. He has two children, Jim and Tony, and one grandchild, Christina. Because 
Chris has been in Kingston since 1951, he has been a member of our Greek community 
for a long time. He speaks about his memories of the community both before and after 
the purchasing of our church. Chris also sponsored many people to immigrate to Canada 
from Greece and helped new immigrants significantly throughout his life, often helping 
them find employment opportunities and places to stay. Now, he speaks about enjoying 
his retirement surrounded by family. His wife, Murva, has assisted with this project as well 
through providing us with her own historical facts and memories as an extremely active 
member of the Greek Community since the 1960s. 
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NARRATOR STORIES: RECENT COMMUNITY 
MEMBERS 
 
George Katinas: George Katinas is the Project Lead of the Kingston Greek History 
Project. In this interview, he discusses his immigration to Canada, his experience in 
Kingston’s Greek community, his interest in being involved in this project, and much more. 
Although George was born in Canada, he has no memory of it. George’s Grandfather had 
immigrated to Canada in 1912, owning a candy shop in Smiths Falls. George’s parents 
immigrated to Greece when he was young. George immigrated to Canada after high 
school, a decision that was in part made because he had heard about his family’s 
memories of Canada. He also had a support network here. Alex and Ethel Lampropolous, 
Greek Kingstonians, had baptized George. When George first immigrated to Kingston, he 
“craved all things Greek”, but he pushed himself to form connections outside of the Greek 
community. This is in contrast to most immigration stories, since most connections for 
Greek immigrants are made through the Greek community. George describes his culture 
shock in immigrating to Kingston, including his initial reaction that there was no “philotimo” 
– an essential part of Greek culture. George eventually married someone who wasn’t 
Greek, whom he met through Teacher’s College, and tries to preserve the Greek culture 
and language through his daughter, Athena. George is passionate about the Greek 
history project:  he loves the ‘democratization of history’ – to record the histories of 
everyday people whose stories may be omitted from the usual history we hear about. 
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Paula Antonakos-Boswell: Paula Antonakos-Boswell is an extremely active member of 
the Greek community in Kingston – from being a Sunday School and a former Greek 
School teacher to being heavily involved in the church council. Paula is also the 
Community Lead of the Kingston Greek History Project. Paula’s parents, Angelo and 
Bessie, immigrated to Canada in the 1960s, opening up successful businesses in Eastern 
Ontario. Paula moved to Kingston for University in the 1980s, and quickly encountered 
Kingston’s Greek community. In her interview, she speaks about growing up Greek, about 
her involvement in the Greek community, about marrying someone who wasn’t Greek, 
and much more. She lives in Kingston with her husband, Rick Boswell, and her two 
daughters, Angeline and Alexandra. 
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Fr. Matthew and Catherine Penney: Both Fr. Matthew and Catherine Penney were 
interviewed for this project. Father Matthew Penny was our community’s priest from  2017 
– 2018 although he was involved in our community since 2014. Catherine is referred to 
as the “Presvytera”, or the wife of the Priest. Fr. Matthew and Catherine came to Kingston 
in in 2014. They were not born into the Greek Orthodox faith. Instead, they converted to 
Orthodoxy after University. They studied in Thessaloniki, and both speak fluent Greek. 
While Father Matthew finishes his PhD, Catherine is working on her Master’s degree in 
Social Work. She wants to do social work so she can help people in a practical way, 
according to Orthodox values. In her interview, she describes her journey in discovering 
Orthodoxy, her role as Presvytera, and her inspirational beliefs and experiences. 
Catherine wants “to be someone who people are comfortable around. [She wants] to be 
someone who helps others, and someone who is open and who people can speak to.” 
She also helped our chanters in Church significantly. In Fr. Matthew’s Video-style 
interview, he introduces Kingston’s Koimisis Tis Theotokou Greek Orthodox Church, as 
well as some introductory concepts and facts about Orthodoxy. He shows us the symbolic 
meaning of many of the aspects of an Orthodox Church, discusses the role of the Priest, 
and much more. Sadly, our community said farewell to Fr. Matthew and Presvytera 
Catherine on August 19th, 2018, as they headed back to Saint John, New Brunswick to 
lead a parish there. 
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Chrysostomos Achilleos: Fr. Chrysostomos is a beloved former priest for our Greek 
Community, and is currently a priest in Sarnia. Kingston’s Greek Community has a special 
place in his heart because it is here that he had his first parish as an ordained priest. In 
his interview, he speaks about the Orthodox Religion, the role of the Priest, the role of the 
church in the Greek community, and much more. We also speak about Fr. Achilleos’s 
family: his wife Presvytera Dina, and his children Maria, Joanna, Nektaria, and 
Theognostos. 
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Glyka Martou: Dr. Glykeria (or Glyka) Martou was born in Kavala, Greece, and moved 
to Canada in 1994 with plans to become a medical doctor. She studied at University of 
Waterloo and University of Toronto. She became a Canadian citizen in 2009. When she 
arrived to Kingston’s Greek community, she found it amazing to see how Greeks kept all 
their traditions while being in Canada.  Glykeria is a successful plastic surgeon who leads 
a team for breast reconstruction surgery for breast cancer patients here in Kingston. She 
has been recently featured in the newspaper for her incredible work. She and her 
husband, Dr. Tasos Papalazarou, have two sons named Yiorgos and Pavlos. 
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Olga Xenodochidou: After completing her undergraduate degree and teaching for some 
years in Thessaloniki, Olga moved to the United States to pursue further education. Once 
there, she completed her Master’s degree and she also met her husband, Aris (Aristides 
Docoslis) who had just finished his PhD. In 2002 Aris received a job offer at Queen’s 
University as a professor and he moved to Kingston. In the summer of 2004 after they got 
married, Olga moved to Kingston, as well. Olga describes her difficulties leaving her 
family to move to Canada permanently and her difficulties adjusting to life in Kingston. 
She started working at Queen’s as an event coordinator for the Chemical Engineering 
Department. Olga also served as a Greek School teacher in the Greek community of 
Kingston for 7 years, between 2006 and 2013. Greek school occurred once a week, every 
Saturday from 9am-3pm. It was fantastic. She better organized the school, initiated 
traditional Greek dance lessons and introduced more Greek culture and language to 
students. She introduced many things to the children she taught, like Greek history, 
mythology, geography, and more, in addition to learning the language. Olga also taught 
the total of ten Greek dances that her students learned perfectly and showcased in many 
occasions like during holiday performances and other big celebrations. In her interview 
Olga also describes the birth of her son, George and her passion for preserving the Greek 
language and culture for her son. Today, she works at Queen’s as an English instructor 
for engineering students. 
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While this text was written between 2018-2019, our community has had three members 

included in this text pass away between its completion and its compilation into this 

collection in July 2020. May their memory be eternal, and may this collection help us 

remember their stories. We are grateful to have been able to hear about, and record, 

parts of their lives before their passing. Rest in peace, 

 

Mike Kanellos (1925 – 2018) 

Alex Lampropoulos (1930 – 2018) 

Spiro Sakell (1928 – 2019) 
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